




~.~ RS232
data acquisition card

remote data Jogging on a budget
This article describes
a low-cost low-power
analogue and digital
data acquisition card
that will interface di-
rectly to any personal
computer having an
RS232 port. The card
ofters an 8-channel,

8-bit analogue-to-digi-
tal converter, 6 con-
figurable logic lines

and a 16-bit program-
mable counter.

This design is based areund a
PIC16C71 microcontroller (supplied
ready-programmed) whose real-time
software emulates a 9600-baud UART
(universaJ asynchronous receiver/
transmitter), and provides the neces-
sary control of the various signal pons.
The entire circuit operates off a single
5-V supply which is provided by an
on-board regulator Battery powering
is also possible with a total consurnp-
tion of 10 mA.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The heart of the circuit shown in Fig-
OIe 1 is a PIC type 16C71 from Arizona
Mierechip. This device is supplied
ready-programmed through our Read-
ers Services, or through a kit dealer.
The on-chip PROM contains an
amount of machine code developed
by the author. The 16C71 has an on-
board 8-bit successive approximation
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC).
The A-D converter module features
four analogue inputs multipiexed into
one A-D converter, sample and hold,
8-bit resolu tion and ±1 LSB accuracy.
Conversion time is typicaUy 30-J.ls in-
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duding sampling time. The remainder
of the circuit consists of four seetions:
analogue port, digital port, 16-bit
counter and RS232 interface.
In the present application, the op-

eration of the analogue port Is based
on onJy MO programmable lines on
the PIe which are used as analogue in-
puts: RAO and RAI (pins 17 and 18 re-
specnvely). Two other programmable
pins. RA2 and RA3 (pins 1 and 2 re-
spectively), are internally programmed
to function as digital outputs which
control the channel selection of a dual
4-to-lline CMOS analogue multiplexer
type 74HCT4052 (TC3). In this way,
eight analogue voltages (applied to the
inputs of the '4052) are multiplexed
and read in rapid succession by the
ADe contained in the PIe. Remember;
without the additional 4052 there
would have been four channels only,
read direct1y by the PIe. The ADC in-
puts have a voltage range of 0 to 5 V,
and should be driven from a voltage
source with an impedance of 10 kQ or
smaller to reduce conversion errors. All
unused channels should be grounded
to avoid static damage to the CMOS
Inputs.
The data acquisition card also has a

digital port offering six TTL-compati-
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(D0-D5) and a clock input
line (CLK) for event counter pur-

poses. The six digitallines may be in-
dividually programmed as either in-
puts er outputs. When configured as
an output (d=O, see Table 2), each Iine
can deliver up to 20 mA for driving
LEDs, buzzers, etc. As inputs (d e I),
the lines have weak (approx. 250 VA)
pull-ups to 5-V
The programmable 16-bit counter

may be initialised in many ways as
seen from the control bit assignment
given in Table 1. Clock signels (TTL-
compatible, i.e. having a swing be-
tween 0 and 5 V) may be applied to
the CLK pin, this has a ctirect connec-
tion to the RA4 pin of the PlC (pin 3).
When used as a 16-bit counter; the low
byte should be read first (register ad-
dress 09h). The high byte is stored at
this point until it is read (register ad-
dress OAh). The 'auto-resef function
causes the counter to be reset after the
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low byte is read, allewing Interval
rather than accumulative counting
(note: the high byte is stored before
the reset).
The input prescaler divides the

input dock before it resches the 16-bit
counter, zero representing no divide
while, say, 3 (binary 011) wou!d give
a divide by 23 = 8. The externa! dock
frequency must not exceed 1MHz.
The RS232 Interface is built around

the familiar MAX232 level converter
which has an on-chip ±12-V voltage
generator and
line drivers to in-
terface to the PIC
The real-time
software that
runs inside the
PIC (ustng the
RB6 and RB7
pins) emulates an
asynchronous se-
rial port which is
initialised to the
following Iormat:

Figure t. Clrcuft di-I
agram of the data
acqulsitlon card.
All intelligence of
the card is vesfed
in a PIC16C71,IC4.
The card works in
conjuncfion with
software running
on a pe.

9600 baud. 1 stop bit, 8 data bits, no
parity.

Note that 110 handshaking is required,
allowing a simple three-wire connec-
tion to be made between the pe and
the eard, covering a distance of up to
]5m. Pins 4, 6 and 8 are linked on the
RS232 connector (K2) to ensure that
the PC 'sees' a null-modern device and
does not wait indefinitely for hand-
shaktng signals.
The power supply, finally, is run-of-

the-mill being based on a 5-volt regu-
lator, IC2, and a volta ge reversal pro-
tection diode, 01. The card is best
powered from an irrexpensive mains
adaptor having an output voltage of
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between 9 VDC and 12 VDC Al·
though the circuit itself draws a mod-
est 15 mA, additional current may be
required by an external circuit pow-
ered via pins 12/24 (+5V) and
5/6/17/18 (GND) 01 the analogue/digi-
tal VO connector on the board. When

File address
Glock Edge

Auto Reset
Glock Presealer value

souree triggering (input divider)

0=int.1}ls o = positive 0= yes 000 = no clock prescafer
1 = ext. clk 1 = negative 1 = no nnn = 2n prescaler

Table 2. File allocatlOn

Address (hex) Contro' Function Default

00·07 Read B-bit ADG channels 0 to 7 0

08 Read 6-bit digital input port 0

09 Read 16-bit counter lower byte 0

DA Read 16-bit counter upper byte 0

OB·3F Read Not implemented 0

Address (binary)

01www Write 6-bit digital port, output V=O

10dd dddd Write 6-bit digital port, direction d=l

11se rppp Write Gounter function control s=t , e=t, t=t, p=O

v = logic~vajue (0/1), d = direction comrot. s = clock source
e = active cJock edge, r = auto reset, p = prescaler va/ue.
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powering external devices in this way,
be sure to keep the power consump-
tion below 85 mA so as not to exceed
the rnaximum capaeity of the 78L05.

FILE ALLOCATION AND
CONTROL SOFTWARE
An overview of the card' s registers and
bit allocations is shown in Table 2.
Don't worry if you do not understand
the implications of a read/write opera-
tions from/to an invisible register bank
straight away, there's a programmi.ng
example and demo software to follow!

111e card is seen as a slave unit, and
will not respond until it is told to do
so. lt does not genera tc interrupts or
any kind of report to the PC when a
change in input data occurs, whether
analogue or digital. Data transfer
ro/trom the eard has two forms:

Read fiJe:
Fhe PC sends a byte to the card which
contains the address of the file regfster
to be read (see Tab!e 2). The card then
returns a byte containing the value at
that address.

Write file:
TI,e PC send, a byte to the cerd which
contains the address of the file register to
be written, as well as the value to be writ-
ten (nothing is returned by the card).
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#include <bios.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
idefine COM21
idefine SETTINGS (OXEO I Ox03) I OxOO I OxOO)

int main(void)
{
int byte, file =0;
bioscom(O, SETTINGS, COM2); /» Set up RS232 */
bioscom(l, file, COM2); r- Ask for 'file'*/
byte = bioscom(2, 0, COM2); /* Read result */
printf("ADCO = %2X Ir, byte}; /* Print result «t
}

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 ~ 10kn
R2,R3 ~ 22<>

Capacitors:
C1,C2,C12,C13 ~ 100nF
C3,C9 ~ 10VF 16V radial
C4-CB ~ 22V F 25V radial
C10,C11 ~ 100pF
C14,C15 ~ 22pF

Semiconductors:
01 ~ 1N414B
IC1 ~ MAX232
IC2 ~ 7BL05
IC3 ~ 4052
IC4 ~ PIC16C71-04/P (o/n 96650B-
1)

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 2·way peB terminal bleck,
pitch 5mm
K2 = g·way sub-D socket, pes
mount, angled
K3 = 25-way sub-D socket, pes
mount, angled

X1 ~ crystal 4MHz
Demo program on disk: oln 966019-
1
Printed circuit board, o/n 960098-1
pes, programmed Pie and disk: set
ol« 96009B-C

The get-you-gotng software example
shown in Pigure 2 was written in Tur-
bo C+ + to demonstrate a simple read
of ADC channel zero. The value re-
turned by the card represents an ana-
logue voltage, where 0 = 0 V, and 255
= 5 V This value may be used tor fur-
ther processmg, Jogging, or displaying,
in fact, anything you would like the
PC to do with it. Actually the card was
initially designed as part of a virtual re-
ality project to log head tracking
movement! Pinally it is assumed that
seriaJ port COM2 is used. If you want
to another COM port, the program has
to be modified accordingly
A more powerful program caJ1ed

RSDEMO.C (also written in C+ +) is
available on a disk with order code
966019-1 whieh also contains the exe-
cutabJe prograrn (RSDEMO.EXE). This
program reads all eight analogue in-
puts. six digital inputs and the counter
input, and presents a neatly arranged
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three DIL ICs in sock-
ets. All electrolytic ca-
pacitors are radial
types for vertical
mounting on the
board. Make sure you
get the polarities right!
The two sub-D connec-

tors are both female types (sockets)
with angled pins that allow direct fit-
ting to the board. For your reference,
the pin functions of the combined ana-
logue/digital/counter socket, K3, ere
shown separately in Figure 4.

Figure 2. A sma" pro-
gram written In C+ +
to demonstrale how
ADC channe/O may be
read. Nole Ihat Ihis Is
NOTIhe larger pro-
gram mentioned in
the te"'.

overview of the respeetive values on
your PC screen. lt also prompte you to
select your COM port (COMI through
COM4 may be used). All relevant COo1-

mand wards necesary to initialise the
RS232 port and convey data along this
path are arranged via r------------_
C ++ commands that ad-
dress the BIOS. The pro-
gram also writes the nec-
essary con trol words to the
eard registers to enable all
of the above mentioned
input values (or Iogic
states) to be read. Readers
interested in the program-
ming aspects related to the
data acquisition card will
find this program indis-
pensable as well as easy to
implement in other soft-
ware, so ordering the disk
is weil worth considering.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is very easy to
build if you use the
printed circuit board lay-
out shown in Figure 3. It Is
recommended to fit the

Figure 4. Pinoul of Ihe
comblned ana/ogue/digl-
tal/counter input/output
socket. There's also a
+5 V connectlon which
may be loaded wlth
BOmA.

(9WJ98)

Flgure 3. Track layout
and component
mounting plan of the
single-sided prlnted
circult board de-
signed tor the data
acqu/sition card
(board availab/e
ready-made, see
Readers Services
page).

GNO AO GNO GND D1 osA6
sv A2 A4 GNO CLK 03

13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

0 , , , ~ f) 0
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14

5V A3 A5 GNO 00 04
GND A1 GND A7 GND D2 960098 ·12
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[3>
#include <bios.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
lide fine COM21
lide fine SETTINGS (OxEO I Ox03) I OxOO I OxOO)

int main(void)
{
int byte, file =0;
bioscom(O, SETTINGS, COM2); /* Set up RS232 */
bioscom(l, file, COM2); /* Ask for 'file'*/
byte = bioscom(2, 0, COM2); /* Read result */
printf("ADCO = %2X ", byte); /* Print result */
}

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 = 10kn
R2,R3 = 220

Capacitors:
C1,C2,C12,C13 = 100nF
C3,C9 = 10J1F16V radial
C4·C8 = 22J1F25V radial
C10,C11 = 100pF
C14,C15 = 22pF

Semiconductors:
01 = 1N4148
IC1 = MAX232
IC2 = 78L05
IC3 = 4052
IC4 = PIC16C71-04/P (o/n 966508-
1)

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 2-way PCB terminal block,
pitch 5mm
K2 = 9-way sub-D socket, PCB
mount, angled
K3 = 25-way sub-D socket, PCB
mount, angled

X1 = crystal4MH;z
Demo program on disk: o/n 966019-
1
Printed circuit board, olt: 960098-1
PCB, programmed PIC and disk: set
o/n 960098-C

The get-you-going software example
shown in Figure 2 was written in Tur-
bo C+ + to demonstrate a simple read
of ADC channel zero. The value re-
turned by the card represents an ana-
logue voltage, where 0 = 0 V, and 255
= 5 V This value may be used for fur-
ther processing, logging, or displaying,
in fact, anything you would like the
PC to do with it. Actually, the card was
initially designed as part of a virtual re-
ality project to log head tracking
movement! Finally, it is assumed that
serial port COM2 is used. If you want
to another COM port, the program has
to be modified accordingly.
A more powerful program called

RSDEMO.C (also written in C++) is
available on a disk with order code
966019-1which also contains the exe-
cutable program (RSDEMO.EXE).This
program reads all eight analogue in-
puts, six digital inputs and the counter
input, and presents a neatly arranged
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overview of the respective values on
your PC screen. It also prompts you to
select your COM port (COMI through
COM4 may be used). All relevant com-
mand words necesary to initialise the
RS232port and convey data along this
path are arranged via
C++ commands that ad-
dress the BIOS. The pro-
gram also writes the nec-
essary control words to the
card registers to enable all
of the above mentioned
input values (or logic
states) to be read. Readers
interested in the program-
ming aspects related to the
data acquisition card will
find this program indis-
pensable as weil as easy to
implement in other soft-
ware, so ordering the disk
is weil worth considering.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is very easy to
build if you use the
printed circuit board lay-
out shown in Figure 3. It is
recommended to fit the

three DIL ICs in sock-
ets. All electrolytic ca-
pacitors are radial
types for vertical
mounting on the
board.' Make sure you
get the polarities right!
The two sub-D connec-

tors are both female types (sockets)
with angled pins that allow direct fit-
ting to the board. For your reference,
the pin functions of the combined ana-
logue/digital/counter socket, K3, are
shown separately in Figure 4.

Figure 2. A small pro-
gram writfen in C+ +
to demonstrate how
ADC channelO may be
read. Note that this is
NOT the larger pro-
gram mentioned in

I the text.
I

Figure 4. Pinout ot the
combined analogue/dig(-
tal/counter input/output
socket. There's also a
+5 V connection which
may be loaded with
80mA.

(960098)

Figure 3. Track layout
and component
mounting plan ot the
single-sided printed
circuit board de-
signed tor the data
acquisition card
(board tlvailable
ready-made, see
Readers Services
page).

GNO AO GNO GNO 01 05A6
5V A2 A4 GNO CLK 03

13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

o( ~ ~ .
) ) ) 0)

25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14

5V A3 A5 GNO 00 04
GNO Al GNO A7 GNO 02 960098 -12
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When playing an
electric guitar, you

often have to use one
or more effects units,
since each and every
kind of music played
on the guitar requires
its own special effects
(tremolo; distortion;

chorus; phaser;
flanger; and so on).
In practice, this often
means that various
units have to be

plugged in and then
out again to make

place for others. With
the switch unit de-

scribed in this article
all this becomes a
thing of the past.

Design by K Walraven
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-

There is a plethora of effects units for
electric guitars. Many of these are aJ-
most a must, because without them
the required sound for a particular
kind of rnustc would be unattalnable.
AJthough many guitar amplifiers

have provision for selecting a few
special (integral) effects, most of
these have to be obtained from dis-
crctc add-on units connected in se-
ries with the cable linking the guitar
to the am plifier, This works well, as
does the operanon. as lang as there
is only one effects u nit in use. Most
of such units have a foot pedal
which enables the effect to be
switched on or off. A different situa-
tion arises when there are several of
such units in use and the effects have
to be changed during a performance.

This usually means unplugging one
unit and plugging another in. Quite
a commotion, particularly since it is
often accompanied by interfering
side effects.
lf you are one of those long-suf-

fering guitarists confronted with such
problems, the present switch unit
may come as a godsend. It enables
three effects units to be ccnnected
permanent1y to the amplifier and any
one of them to be selected at will by
a footswitch. Switching is effected by

Figure 1. Pr/neiple of
the eireult: squares 1,
2 and 3 represent ef-
feets units.
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a relay to ensure that the original sig-
nal is not affected by any kind of
electronic circuit.

SIMPLICITY ITSELF
Since the action of the switch unit
may not imrnediately be clear freut
the circuit diagram. a sirnplified ver-
sion of the diagram Is shown in Fig-
ure 1. In this, squares 1, 2 and 3 rep-
resent the effects units (EUS).

Switches S, and 52 are double-pole
change-over types. When 51 is in the
upper position, EUI is always in cir-
cuit. irrespective of the position of 52·
When 51 is in the lower position, ei-
ther Eu2 or Eu3 is in circuit, depend-
ing on the position of 52·
The reason that a simple 3-posi-

tion switch is not used is that this
would preclude the use of pedal
switches. Also, this design has the

advantage that chenge-over
frorn one effect to another
can be effected without over-
lap. lf, for instance, in Hg-
u.re 1 a change-over frorn EU 1
to Eu3 is desired, 52 is first (in-
audibly) opera ted, whereupon

the wanted change is effected by
pressing 5,. lf a 3-position switch
were used, EU2 would be actuated,
however brieAy.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram of the switch
un.it is shown in Figure 2. The gui-
tar is connected to socket K1, while
KlO is the outpul socket. In between
these two, three effects units may
be inserted: EU 1 between K2 and ~;
EU2 between K3 and KS; and EU3 be-
tween K4 and K7. Changing over
between these units is effected by
relays Rel-Re4' which are con-
tro11ed by the switches connected to
Ks and K6·
Relays Re1 and Re3' as weil as Rez

and Re4' are connected in parallel.
The first of these pairs changes over
the input from the effects units.
whi.le the other changes over the
output signal. Ta prevent any possi-
bility of earth-Ioops. a11relays have a
twin set of change-over contacts,
with which the signal line and the
earth return are changed over si-
multaneously
Change-over between EU land

EU2/3 is effected by the level at
switching input Ks, and between EU2

RE1 RE4", 12V; V23024-A2003-Bl01
01 04", N41481

"

12V
300rnA

6~~~+ax lN4148

220~ 25V

...
960082 - 12

Figure 2. In practice,
relars instead of
switches are used.
Thesemay be oper-
ated by footswitches
or digital signals.

diodes go out. lnstead, diode pairs
012-0'4 and 016-018 light.
The switch unit may be powered

by a standard mains adaptor capable
of supplying a current of up to
300 mA (most adaptors can). The out-
put of the adaptor need not be regu-
lated. Diode 019 prevents damage in
case the adaptor is connected with in-
correct polartry

and EU3 by the level at K6-
The swltching inputs are linked to

simple stages consisting of a resistor,
a zener diode and a field-effect tran-
sistor - FET. In the absence of a signal
at the inputs, RrDs and R2-D6 en-
sure that Tl and T2 are on, so that
the relays are energized. whereupon
diode pairs 011-013 and 015-017
light.
When KS and K6 are short-cir-

cuited or linked to earth by a pedal
switch or a low logic level, the FETS

are cut off, the relays are deactuated,
and the earlier mentioned pairs of

CONSTRUCTION
The switch unit is best built on the
printed-ci.rcuit board shown in Fig-
ure 3 (which is not available ready
made). The board may be used in
two different ways. The first is to
leave it as it is, so that the untt can be
mounted behind a l-unit, 19-in front
panel. Many guitartsts. however,
may prefer to build the unit in a

"'~~~~~"lLlLiic;\l~1i~~lru)[!:J NOW ALSO WINDOWS 95 & NT ~~ ~ ~

~
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0"-0
o 0

o 0 01

L
Figure 3. Printed-clrcuit
board for the 5witch
unit, which i5 not avail-
able ready made. When
this i5 cut into two st
the centre, the two
halves can be formed
info a 'sandwich '.

14

small, discrete enc1osure. In that case,
the board should be cut into two at
the centre, and the two halves
formed into a "sandwich' with the
aid of insulated spacers. This COI1-

struction has the further advantage
that connector pairs K1-KlO, KTK9,
K3-KS1 and K4-K7 are positioned
above Olle another, which is conve-
nient from an operating point of
view.
A elose look at the board will

show why the indicator diodes are in
sets of tWD. They are positioned in
line with the associated connector,
which makes it easy to see at a
glance. irrespective of which half of
the board is viewed, which of the
three effects units ls connected in cir-
cuit. Diodes 011 and 013 indicate
that Eu2 or Eu3 is selected, and this is
why these diedes are positioned in
between K3 and K4, and K7 and Kg,
respectively.
Jack sockets K}-KlO can be

mounted directly on to the board;
they may be mono or stereo ver-
sions. To prevent undesired hum, the
break contact of K1 is connected so
that the input is short-ci.rcuited when
no jack is inserted into the socket.
The outpur of the mains adaptor

(12 V/300 mA) is applied to Kl1,
which may also be mounted directly
on to the board. In fact, the board
layout is such that the socket can be
positioned for entry at the side or at
the rear of the board.

Parts list

Reslstors:
R"R2~ 1QkQ
R3-Ra ~ 1 kQ

Capacitors:
C, = 220 IJF. 25 V, radial

Semiconductors:
0,-°4, 0rOlO = 1N4148
05' 06 = zener diode 3.9 V
D'9 ~ 1N4002
°11-°'8 = LEO, 3 mm, red
T,. T2 ~ B8170

Miscellaneous;
K,-Km = 6.5 mm phono jack for
board mounting (mono or stereo)

K" = power jack for board mount-
lng
Re,-Re4 = 12 V relay with 2
change-over contacts
Mains adaptor 12 V, 300 mA.

Jump leads may be connected to
points 1 and 2 on the board to enable
the earth lines of the effects units to
be commoned.
A photograph of the completed

prototype board is shown in Ftg-
ure 4.

CONNECTING UP
Although a11connections have been

Elektor ElectroniCS 12/96



described, it may be as weIl to SUIl1-

marize them.
X The gutrar is plugged into KI-
X The swltch unit 1Slinked to
the guitar amplifier via KlO.
X The inputs of the effects
units are connected to
K2-K4 and their outputs
to KrK9-
X Sockets Ks and K6 are
intended for operafing

the switch unit, for which a
digital signaJ, for instance,

front a MIDI sequencer, may be
used. 1f switches are used, these
are sirnply plugged into the sock-
ets, which are then short-cir-
cuited.
Figure 5 gives an overview of the

functions of all conncctors and the
indicator diedes.

1%0082]

Figure 4. Photograph
of the comp/eted pro-
totype board.

Figure 5. Overview of
0", 0'3the various connec- off on on

tions and the indica-
0'2' 0'4 off offtor diodes. The diodes on

are in fine with the as- 0'5' 0'7 off on
sociated connectors.

0'6' O'B on off
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3
small, discrete endosure. In that case,
the board should be cut into two at
the centre, and the two halves
formed into a "sandwich' with the
aid of insulated spacers. This con-
struction has the further advantage
that connector pairs KrKlO, K2-K9,
K3-Ks, and K4-K7 are positioned
above one another, which is conve-
nient from an operating point of
view.
A dose look at the board will

show why the indicator diodes are in
sets of two. They are positioned in
line with the associated connector,
which makes it easy to see at a
glance, irrespective of which half of
the board is viewed, which of the
three effects units is connected in cir-
cuit. Diodes D11 and D13 indicate
that EU2 or EU3 is selected, and this is
why these diodes are positioned in
between K3 and K4, and K7 and Ks,
respectively.
[ack sockets K1-KlO can be

mounted directly on to the board;
they may be mono or stereo ver-
sions. Toprevent undesired hum, the
break contact of K1 is connected so
that the input is short-circuited when
no jack is inserted into the socket.
The output of the mains adaptor

(12 V/300 mA) is applied to K11,
which may also be mounted directly
on to the board. In fact, the board
layout is such that the socket can be
positioned for entry at the side or at
the rear of the board.

o~
o 0

o 0 01

Parts list

Resistors:
R1, R2 = 10 kQ
R3-Re = 1 kQ

Capacltors:
C1 = 220 J1F, 25 V, radial

Semiconductors:
01-04,0,010 = 1N4148
05, Oe = zener diode 3.9 V
019 = 1N4002
011-018 = LEO, 3 mm, red
Tl. T2 = B8170

Miscellaneous:
K1-KjQ = 6.5 mm phono jack for
board mounting (mono or stereo)
K11 = power jack for board mount-
ing
Rel-Re4 = 12 V relay with 2
change-over contacts
Mains adaptor 12 V. 300 mA.L

Figure 3. Printed-circuit
board for the switch
unit, which is not avail-
able ready made. When
this is cut into two at
the centre, the two
halves can be formed
into a. 'sandwich'.

Jump leads may be connected to
points 1 and 2 on the board to enable
the earth lines of the effects units to
be commoned.
A photo graph of the completed

prototype board is shown in Fig-
ure 4.

CONNECTING UP
Although all connections have been

/114 Elektor Electronics 12/96



'*primary-battery
refresher

for 1.5 VAA/R6/HP7 dry batteries
There has always

been doubt about the
claims that dry alka-
line manganese bat-
teries could be re-

vived by charging, es-
pecially since manu-
facturers warn that at-
tempts at doing so
might result in the
battery exploding.
However, several
units of which it is

claimed that they can
regenerate dry alka-
line manganese bat-
teries have now been
on the market for weil
around years. Adver-
tisements claim that

these units can
breathe new life into
used dry batteries.
We had our doubts
about these claims

and decided therefore
to investigate them.
The results are de-

scribed in this article.
The article is aimed at

experimentalists
rather than the aver-
age DIY enthusiast.

Design by H Bonekamp

18

Brief specification
Application
Suitable for
Battery size
No. of batteries
Charging time
Initial charging current
Final charging current
Power supply
Special properties

Refreshing and charging unit
Dry alkaline manganese and NiCd batteries
MN1500lMILR61HP7
1-4
24 haurs (dry baffery); 8-10 haurs (NiCd baffery)
100 mA
80mA
Mains adaptor, 12 V, 500 mA
Separate charging current setting for each holder;
voltage monitor tor each battery; automatie
discontinuation of charging at low and high battery
terminal votteqe

It has been known for some time that,
theoretically, partly discharged dry al-
kaline manganese batteries can be re-
freshed by charging with a small cur-
rent. This current has to be small to
avoid any risk of the battery explod-
ing. With the appearance on the mar-
ket of regenerating units for these bat-
teries, the question was asked if such
batteries could really be resuscitated.
and. if so, to what extent.
Same years ago. we carried out ex-

tensive tests on special, rechargeable

dry alkaline manganese batteries that,
together with appropriate chargers,
had then come on to the market. These
tests showed that those particular bat-
teries could, indeed, be revived over a
number of discharge/charge cyeles.
However, we were not able to do 50

over the number of cycles dairned by
the producers. If these batteries had
cost about the same as standard dry al-
kahne manganese batteries, there
would have been a future in them.
However, since their price was eloser
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to that of nicket metal hydride, NiMH,
they were a non-starter.
When we were recently offered a

refresher unit for standard dry alkaline
manganese batteries, we were not too
enthusiastic. And, indeed, Initial find-
ings were not encouraging. Ta start
with, there were vast dilierences in the
results with batteries fram various
manufacturers. Same could not be
given any new life at all, whereas oth-
ers could indeed be revitalized to some
extent. It must be admitted that the
exact state of charge of many of the
tested batteries could not be ascer-
tained. It is interesting, however, that
even the really flat ones showed no
tendency to explcde or even leak.
It must also be ad-

mitted that the supplier
of the 'charger" in the
notes accompanying
the unit had expressly
stated that any batteries
to be refreshed should
not be flat, and that
best results would be obtained of they
were only partly discharged. 'When
refreshing is undertaken after only a
partial discharge, the battery can be re-
genera ted many times. It moreover;
the battery is used in an application
where the current drawn from it is
small, it may be recharged up to 30
times'.
The initial tests were deemed to be

inconclusive and we decided therefore
to test dry alkaline manganese batter-
ies (whose state of charge was known)
from three different manufacturers:
Mallory (Duracell), Philips, and Varta.
Furthe.rmore, it was decided to have
the tests carried out by a proprietary
regenerating unlt and a refresher de-
veloped by ourselves (which is dis-
cussed later on in this article).

Figure 1. Typical dis·
charge characterlstlcs
of a size MN1500 alka·
/lne manganese bat·
tery (Duracell).

fairly small current levels, an alkaline
manganese battery that lends itself
well to refresh.ing, such as the Duracell
types, had, after being refreshed for
the first time, about the same capacity
as a new battery. Thus, it would be
possible to replace a partly discharged
battery in a clock or small battery-op-
erated radio receiver by a refreshed
battery.
Now for the test with batteries dis-

charged at high current levels. Figure 1
shows typical discharge characteristics
of an MN1500/AAlHP7/LR6 dry alka-
line manganese battery. These charac-
teristics were obtained from Mallory's
handbook of Duracell batteries.
The nominal capacity of these bat-

teries is 1800 mAh when discharged at
an ambient tempere-
ture of 20 "C to 0.8 V
(from the nominal
e.m.f of 1.5 V) through
a 50 1110ad. The curves
show clearly that the
capacity drops fairly
rapidly when the dis-
charge current rises,OBSERVATIONS AND

RESULTS
In the design of the refresher, inspira-
tion was drawn frorn earlier investtga-
tions and experiences with the
'charger for alkaline manganese bat-
teries' published in the Iuly/August
1995 issue of this magazine. The re-
fresher is. basicaUy, a simple charger
providing a constant charging current.
In the tests, no noticeable difference
was expenenced between the con-
stant-current method and the pulsed-
charging-current method used in the
1995 charger. This is an interesttng
finding, because it was claimed that
the positive findings obtained with
special, proprietary chargers for use
with dry alkaline manganese batteries
were attributable to the pulsed-charg-
ing current. It should be noted that
this is not the case with the propri-
etary charger used in the current tests.
Sets of foul' brand-new batteries

frorn three different manufacturers
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were used in the tests.
Each test run concen-
trated on a set of four
identical batteries. Two
of these were partly
discharged and then

charged and partly discharged again
several times. The other two were
used as a control set to check the true
available capecity. This was done by
discharging them at a current, wh ich,
with a load consisting of a 3.3 Q, 1 W
resistor, is the maximum permissible
discharge current of 1.5 V M batteries:
0.5 A or; on average, 0.35 A.
Such a high discharge current has

adetrimental effect on the number of
cycles these batteries can be charged
and discharged. The results are far bet-
ter with normal levels
of discharge current.
The high-current dis-
charge was aimed at
giving the regeneration
method a really tough
test.
When the batteries

were discharged at

Figure 2. Voltage vs
time characteristlcs of
a slze MNf 500 alks·
/lne manganese bat·
tery (DuraceIl) dis·
charged at high cur·
rent (load = 3.3 0)
and rechargecl one to
six times.
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Philips
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Figure 3. Simlla, eha,-
aete,ist/es to those in
F/gu,e 2 but perla/n-
ing to a Phillps s/ze
LR6 alkallne man-
ganese battery.

that is, when the load
resistance is reduced.
With a load of 10 n,
the capacity drops to
1550 mAh; with 5 n,
to 1350 mAh; and
with 3 n. to

1200 mAh.
The high-current discharge charac-

teristics of a Duracell MN1500 battery
that has been discharged and
recharged a couple of times are shown
in Figure 2. The battery was dis-
charged via a 3.3 Q resistor until its
voltage (under load) had dropped to
0.8 V The solid curve was obtained
from a new battery. It took weIl aver 4

hours before this
was discharged to a
voltage of 0.8 via a
3.3 Q load. lt was
then recharged and
again cUscharged via
the same load. It is

Figura 4. Simila, eha,-
aete,/sties to those in
Figura 2 but perlain-
ing to a Varla size LR6
alkallne manganese
battery.

astonishing to note that it then took
agam Qver 4 hours for the battery to be
discharged to a voltage of 0.8 V Even
size AA rechargeable NiCd or NiMH
barteries da not offer that sort of per-
formance.
Subsequent discharge/charge cycles

reduced the capacity of the battery
fairly repidly, which is to be expected
at such high discharge currents. In
fact, after six cycles, the battery had a.ll
but lost its capacity. This rapid de-
crease is caused by the rise of the bat-
tery's internal resistance. With lower
discharge currents, the fall in battery
capacity was not so pronounced and
more than six discharge/charge cyeles
were atta.inable.
Identical tests on AA size dry alka-

line batteries from Philips and Varta
showed a rather different picture, as
seen in Figures 3 and 4. The Philips
battery had a rather flatter initial char-
acteristic (solid curve) than the Dura-

Varta
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>
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cell battery: it took over 6 hours for its
terminal voltage to drop to 0.8 V - a
very good performance, indeed. How-
ever; after it had been recharged, it had
nowhere near the regenerated capac-
ity of the Duracell battery - a mere 3
hours. This was found to be almost en·
tirely because of its increased internal
resistance. With lower load currents,
the drop in capacity will, no doubt, be
nowhere near as severe.
A similar picture emerged from the

tests on the Varta battery. The terminal
voltage of this shows a rather steeper
fall dwing the first discharge than that
of the other two batteries.
It should of course be borne in

mind that even batteries of the same
type from the same manufacturer may
exhibit fairly large differences in per-
formance, depending on the storage
life and storage temperature.
The test resu1ts show elearly that

the total capacity 01 dry alkaline man-
ganese batteries, attainable over their
life, can be increased to 3-5 times the
nominal figure. Where high load CUT-

rents are needed, these batteries do
not perform anywhere near as well as
(re-chargeable) NiCd batteries, and tlus
is particularly true of refreshed dry
batteries.
In our tests, the DuraceU batteries

stood out, since after the first dis-
charge/charge cycle they had virtually
regained their initial capadty.
Tests were a.lso carried out with car-

bon zinc dry batteries, but these, with-
out exception, could not be refreshed.
Finally, it may interest readers that

the tests were carried out with a rc-
driven Type HP34401A multirueter.

REFRESHER CIRCUIT
The refreshet; whose circuit is shown
in Figure 6, is designed to receive four
size MN1500/ANLR6/HP7 batteries. lt
has protection against wrang polarity
and a current and voltage 1imiter. So as
to enable I, 2, 3 er 4 batteries to be re-
genera ted, these are not recharged in
series, but independently of each
other. The charging current lies be-
tween 80 mA for a completely re-
freshed battery and 100 mA for a bat-
tery discharged to a terminal voltage
of 0.8 V The maximum charging time
ls 24 hOUTS.

The refresher (see block diagram in
Figure 5) consists of a mains supply, a
reference-voltage source (serving both
limits of the terminal voltage), a volt-
age monitor; and a charging-current
limiter derived from the voltage moni-
tor. The last two stages are quadrupled
to enable each battery betng refreshed
to have its own voltage monitor and
discharge-current limiter.
For safety' s sake, and also to keep

costs down, the mains supply consists
of a simple 12 V, 500 mA mains adap-
tor. Protection against wrong polarity
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Power
Unit

Voltage
Monitor

sistor (T1-T4) in the charging-current
path ts cut off. The red LED (D6' DI0,
Dl4J 018) then lights to warn of a tao
deep discharge or wrang connection.
The supply to the op amps is de-

liberately made higher than that to the
transistors. This guarantees that the
base becomes positive with respect to
the emitter, which ensures that the
(p-n-p) transistor is cut off.
When the battery terminal voltage

reaches a level of 1.7V, the other com-
para tor (1C3,-IC6a) changes state, and
again the relevant transistor is cut off.
Charging of the relevant battery is
then stopped. In that case the green
LW (05' 09, On O!7llights.
In our tests, the cut-off voltage of

1.7V was attained with the Ouracell
batteries, but not the Vartabatteries.ln
case of the latter; the reference voltage
may be lowered to some degree. If the
reference voltage is kept at 1.7V, it is
fairlyeasy to arrange for a timer switch
to disconnect the mains to the re-
fresher after 24 hours.
If the circuit is used to charge

NiCd batteries, discontinuing the
charging at 1.7V is, of course, wrong,
since that level is reached when the
battery has been charged to only 80
per cent of its nominal capacity. In
this case it is, therefore, necessary to
stop charging after 8-10 hours, which
again can be arranged by a suitable
timer switch.

'"""lW

OV8
Reference
Source

1V7

OV85

I-'--+--{++) ß
+

+
8V 1V7

~ tC3 = TLC272
IC3 IC, ICS IC,

P--U nt '" '" ""8V "" 33t!

+ lW lW

OV85

+ ß ß+ +
BT3 +

charging voltage to 1.7V and the min-
imum battery voltage to 0.85 V
Charging current limiting is ef-

fected by a series resistor (RI]' RISt R25,
R3V in the lines to each battery being
refreshed. Diodes D3,07, Oll! and DIS
prevent the batteries being discharged
via the eherging circuit when the
ma.i.nsfails for whatever reason.
The voltage monitor consists of a

two op amps operafing as compara-
tors. They liken the voltage at the rel-
evant battery terminals with the 0.85 V
and 1.7V reference potentials. If the
battery terminal voltage is below
0.85 V, the battery is discharged to too
great an extent or it has been inserted
wrongly. Ln either case, the output of
the relevant op amp (IC3b-lC6b) goes
high (about 8 V), whereupon the tran-

""lW
OV85

I-'-+--<+:+ ß
+
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Figure 5. Block dia·
gram 0' 'he alkaline
manganese battery re-
fresher.

is afforded by djode 01. The supply
line for the refresher is set at 5 V by
regulator IC1, while that for the
op amps and the reference voltage
source is held at 8 V by regulator Ic2.
The presence of 5 V on the refresher
supply line is indicated by 02.
The reference-voltage source uses a

pote.ntiaJdivider; whose value may be
varied with PI' to set the maximum

Figure 6. Circuit dla-
gram of 'he alkaline
manganese battery re-
fresher.
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Parts list

Resistors:
Rl. Rt. R14' R21.R2a"" 1kn
R2"" 151<0
Rs == 3.9 1<0
R4,Rs"" 22kn
R6• R12• Ria. Rtg. R20. R2f)' R27•
R33:;;: 1 MO
Ra. Rg. R15. Ria. R22. R2S, R29•
Rso = 2.7 kO

Rto• R17• R24. RSl = 100kO
Rll. R1B. R2S• RS2:;;: 330.1 W
Pt = 1 kO presst, horizontal

Capacitors;
Cl :;;: 100 j.lF, '16 V, radial
C2, Cs :;;: 100 nF, ceramic
C4-C7 = 100'pF, ceramic

Semiconductors:
01• Os, 07, 011, 015 = 1N4001
O2 = LEO, orange, high efficiency
Os. Og, 0lS, 017 == LEO, green. high effi-
ciency
06, 01o, 014, 0la = LEO, red. high effi-
ciency
04• OB. 012.016 = 1N4148
T1-T4:;;: BC327

7

Integrated circuits: ~
ICl = 7805
IC2:;;: 7808
ICs-IC6 "" TLC272P

Miscellaneous:
K1 :;;: receptacle, board mounting. for
mains adaptor

Heat sink. 6.5 K W-l, e.9. Fischer
SKl29/25.4-STS (available from Oau,
telephone +44 (0)1243 553 031)
Mains adaptor, 12 V, 500 mA
Plastic enclosure
4 off batlery holder for size AA/LR6!HP7
batleries
PCB, Order no. 960106

Figure 7. Prlnted-cir-
cuitboard tot (he al-
kaline manganese bat-
tery refresher.

Take good care to position the fol-
lowing components correctly on the
board: ICl-IC6, DrDls, Cl'
It is advisable to use sockets for

op amps ICrIC6.
The wiring consists merely of the

leads to the four battery holders.
CONSTRUCTION
The refresher is best built on the
printed-circuit board shown in Fig-
ure 7 with the aid of the component
layout and the parts list.
Start with laying the wire bridges

near IC2 and PI'

INITIAL TESTS
Before applying power to the circuit,
carefully check the component layout,
the soldering and the polarity of the

/122

output of the mains adaptor: inner pin
+ve, outer bush -ve.
Before inserting any batteries into

the holders, connect the mains adap-
tor to the circuit, whereupon the green
LEDS should light, not the red ones.
Connect a digital multimeter set to

its 2 V d.c. range between test point E

and earth and adjust PI for a reading
of 1.7 V.
Test the correct functioning of the

voltage monitor by short-circuiting one
of the battery holders. The relevant
green LED should then go out and the
associated red one light.
When all this is in order, insert a

size AA/LR6/HP7P dry alkaline man-
ganese battery, which has been dis-
charged to some extent - not too
deeply - into one of the holders Nei-
ther of the associated LEDS should
light.

FAULT-FINDING
If the refresher does not function as
described, check the voltages at the an-
nota ted test points in Figure 6 with a
digital multimeter (10Mn input im-
pedance). If the voltage levels differ
greatly, the following list shows pos-
sible causes of the failure. Check the
voltages in order of the test points: it
is assumed that when a test point is
being checked, the potentials at the
previous ones are in order.

A The mains adaptor is faulty.
The polarity at the mains adaptor
output is wrong.
The supply line is open-circuited.
If the voltage is present after Dl has
been removed, suspect a short-cir-
cuit in the diode or on the rcs,

B Diode Dl is connected with wrang
polarity or is defect.
Capacitor Cl is short-circuited.

C ICI is defect or wrongly connected
or there is a short-circuit in the sub-
sequent circuitry.

D IC2 is defect or wrongly connected
or there is a short-circuit in the sub-
sequent circuitry.

E The setting of .Pl is incorrect or
there is a fault in the subsequent
circuitry.
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F The value of R4 and/or Rs is wrang
or there is a fault in the subsequent
circuitry.

G When there is no battery in the rel-
evant holder, the potential here
should be 4.5 V and the green LW

should light. When a battery with
a terminal voltage of 1.5 V is In-
serted into the relevant holder, the
green LED must go out and the po-
tential at this test point should rise
to about 4.8 V lf this Is not so, re-
move the relevant IC from its
socket, whereupon the green LED

should light again If there is still no
voltage at the test point. the rele-
vant transistor is defect.

H When there is no battery in the rel-
evant holder, the potential here
should be 4.5 V and the green LW

should light. When a battery is in-
serted into the relevant holder; the
potential should drop to 1.5-1.7 V.
When it is lower than 1.7 V, netther
relevant LED should light; when it
is 2:: 1.7 V, the green tED should
light. lf the relevant green LED does
not go out, or the voltage at pin 2
of the op amp is 1.7 V, but that at
the test point is lower than 1.7 V, it
must be assurned that the IC is de-
feet.

J When there is no battery in the
holder, the potential should be
about 6.5 V and the green UD
should light. lf this is not so, check
the potential at pin 1 of the op amp.
lf this is around 7 V, the fault lies
with the series resistor (R&- R15, R22;
R29) or the relevant green lED.

When the voltage at pin 1 is low,
that is, <1 V, or that at pin 2 is 1.7 V
and that at pin 3 is 4 V, it must be
assumed that the rc is defect.

(9601l)6..l]
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Flgure 8. The wlring
0' the refresher con-
sists merely 0' the
leads to the tour bat-
tery holders.

@ =12V

® = llV4
CD =5V

@ =8V

® =1V7

CE) =OV85
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CU =OV-6VS
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focus on:
satellite communications

Although some of you
will have a choice of

over 50 TV programmes
brought to you via satel-
lite, instead of five or so
less than two decades

ago, television is still ba-
sically a passive

medium. The arrival of
DVB/MPEG-2, a unified

digital transmission
standard for TV, audio
and more is sure to
change all that, and

soon you will be able to
talk back to a satellite

via your pe or muttime-
dia set-top box. Are you
ready to be launched
into the digital era?

Without oversimplifying matters, the
trend towards digital transmission of
TV and radio programmes has two
causes, both of which are in the realm
of the progranune suppliers and
equipment manufacturers, and, to put
it bluntly, mainly economical: (1)
scrambling is easily implemented
using Smartcards, easily leading up to
Pay-per-View: and (2) transponders
may be shared. The customer has little
say in this, not even mentioning that
practical tests have indicated that most
vi ewers da not notice a difference in
picture quality between digital and
analogue programme material.
Because a typical satellite transpon-

der can carry about ten tirnes more
digital channels than analogue chan-
nels, transponder rentaJ costs may be

26

shared by broedcasters. Studies con-
ducted by Eutelsat indicate that there
will be some 350 satellites in geosta-
tionary orbit above Europe by the next
millennium. With compression tech-
niques like MPEG-2 resulting in about
10 channe.ls per transponder; sufficient
capacity will be available for a stagger-
ing 3,500 digital TV channels, Looking
the vast amount of pulp-TV broadcast
in these half enalogue, half digital days,
programme quality and quantity will
be even more out of step by 2001. And,
if you are bored with watehing TV; why
not switch to the Internet which will
shortly come frorn the skies, too.
Although (enhanced) analogue TV

still holds a strang position, and will
co-exist for at least 10 years with digi-
tal TY, broadcastcrs, satellite operators
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and equipment manufacturers are de-
termined to 'push' a receiver/decoder
for digital TV on to the merket at an
u.ltimate price of about E200. Interest-
ingly, some progranune providers will
subsidlse this 'box' as they have con-
tracts with manufacturing companies
(for example Nethold, Canal Plus, but
also the re-vamped BSkyB).

to emerge shortly for DVB-to-PPP
{point-to-point protocol) and DVB-to-
DVD (digital video disk).
All of the above mentioned systems

will use a common core of elements.
These are the MPEG (Motion Pictures
Experts Group) vision and sound cod-
Ing and multiplexing, and Reed-
5010mon error correction. The re-
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Figure 1. Sa/es of 16:9
format TV sets In Eu-
rope. (source: Vision
1250).

According to the
April 1994 survey of the
InternationaJ Institute
of Communications,
about 47% of Europe's
homes will have a digital IV decoder
by the year 2015. However, looking at
the current success of say, PALPlus,
there are fears that digital TV ts a tech-
nology push rather than a response to
a consumer demand.
All digital TV is supposed to be

broadcast in the new panoramic 16:9
format, so how are we doing with
compatible TV sets? An indication of
the developments in this area is given
by Figure 1. Obviously, a lot will have
to be done by programme providers as
weUas retailers to increase sales of 16:9
sets. Whether or not this will be
helped by PALPlus broadcasts is as yet
unclear. Sports and feature films will
be the work horses in this rcspect.

THE STANDARD
Today, DVB (Digital Video Broadcast-
ing) has been accepted by all major
European broadcasters as the standard
for digital television, radio and data
services over satellite. cable, mi-
crowaves and terrestrial transmissions.
DVB specs have been laid down by
the EBU (European Broadcasting
Union) and the ETSI (European
Telecommunication Standards Insti-
tute), and cover many sub-standards
like DVB-S (satellites), DVB-C (cable
services), DVB-SI(service information),
DVB-TXT(teletext) and DVB-CS (cable
distribution systems). The next step
will be to agree on systems for digital
broadcasting by terrestrial transmitters.
Facts and full standards are available
via the Internet from the EBU site at
www.ebu.ch. Seamless links are sure
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maining elements like
modulation and chan-
nel coding need to be
individually tailored to
the transport media

being used, wh ich, after a11,have dif-
ferent requirements as regards power
and bandwidth. With the satellite and
cable systems firmly defined, individ-
ual organisations are finalising their
plans to produce and clistribute DVB
receivers. Early types of these receivers
were shown at the recent International
Broadcasting Conference (lBC) in Am-
sterdam.

INTERNET IN THE
SKY: TELEDESIC
Graig McCaw, entrepreneur and ex-
owner of McCaw Cellular Communi-
cations (now renamed AT&TWireless
Services) and Bill Gates, president of
Microsoft Corp. have a wild plan, or a
dream, as they say.
A constellation of 840 ZO-GHz(Ka-

band) satellites, they hope, will gird the
globe at low altitude (approx. 700 km,
Figure 2), linking any two points on
the world with the speed and capac-
ity of fibre-optic cable. The name of this
9-billion dollar venture, plauned for
launehing by the year 2001 and origi-
nally conceived for wireless phones
only, is Teledesic. Some people dismiss
these plans as utter science fiction, ar-
guing that the vast expansion of fibre
networks will diminish the need for a
satellite-based supplement. The people
at Teledesic, of course, disagree, claim-
ing that the project is never intended
to carry all the world's lugh-speed traf-
fic, and that there will be many toca-
tions that will never have fibre. but still
need high-capacity data links (Hg-

!!icrambling
!!!iY!!!i te m!!!i
Dllerlliellll
Same people consider everything that
does not appear normallyon a PAL TV as
scrambled. This indicates a basic contu-
sion between the terms 'TV standard' and
'encryption'. A D2MAC transmission, lor ex-
ample, does not produce a viewable pic-
ture on a regular PAL 7Y, a/though it may
not be scrambled at ett.

EBU (515, 50und-in-5ync): not a scram-
bling system, but a peculiar transmission
lormat applied by the European Broad-
casting Unit (EBU) lor newsleeds. Official
decoders are not available but second
source models are capable 01 stabilizing
the picture and making the digital sound
audible.
Decoder: no card; unc/amped video input
signal.

LuxCrypt: until recently, this system was
used by RTL4, RTL5, SBS6 and Veroniea
(Holland Media Group/SBS6), who encrypt
their transmissions lor bookkeeping only,
i.e., to have an audited number of viewers
within the Benelux. In this way, suppliers of
programme material can not bill the broad-
casters for viewers outside the Benelux.
Decoders used to be available at cast only.
Direct-to-home viewers (expatriates and
viewers not connected to the Benelux
cable TV networks) produced an outcry
when HMG changed to digital transmission
(DVBIMPEG-2) at the beginning 01 Sep-
tember 1996.
Decoder: no card; unclamped video input
signal.

Videocrypt: available in two standards
which are mutually incompatible:
VideoCrypt land 11. VideoCrypt 11 decoders
are usually incorporated in receivers.
Based on cut-and-rotate 01picture lines.
Decoder: Smartcard; unc/amped video
input signal.

D2MAC: not a scrambling system in itselt,
but a quasi-digital transmission standard.
EuroCrypt scrambling is an option.
Decoder: Smartcard; tlat baseband input
signal.

EuroCrypt: scrambling system associated
with DID2MAC. Two basic versions: Euro-
Crypt M and S.
Decoder: usually contained in receiver;
Smartcard; tlat baseband input signal.

5yster: mainly used on German, Spanish
and /talian stations.
Decoder: rental or available in combination
with subscription only; Smartcard; un-
c/amped video input signal.

Obsolete analogue scrambling systems
(video only): SatPac (Fi/mNet), SAVE (BBC
World Service), Discret 1 (Canal Plus), tro-
eta.
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Figure 2. Orbiting scheme for the 840
LEOs (Iow-earth orbiting satellites) in the
Te/edeslc plan proposed by Microsoft
and AT&T Wire/ess services.

ure 3). Examples include remote vil-
lages, farms, and the aU of today's un-
derdeveloped countries.
Apart front the problern of finding

investors for these ultra-ambitious
plans, Teledesic might have a problem
building all those satellites and launch
them without breaking the bank. The
target is about $5.5 million per satellite,
way under the $100 million or so of
today's big communications satellites
and about half of what Motorola in-
tend to spend on the satellites in their
Iridium venture (a partly ccmpetitive
satellite-based global communication
system). Software for the earth stations
will not be a problem as it will proba-
bly be developed by a team 01 pro-
grammers at Microsoft. Top-of-the-biJ1
(pun i.ntended) of the 'Ieledesic features
is its 1.2 Ghls Gigalink to fixed sites.

BACK TO EARTH:
TELENOR AND ASTRA IH
Since 1995, Eutelsat as weH as other
service providers in Europe and North
America have been developing digital
platforms for multimedia services car-
ried by satellite, as well as data broad-
casting (datacashng). in Europe, these
initiatives are based on DVB and
MPEG-2 technology. Simply by apply-
ing (virtually) the same technology as
the one used for digital TV and radio,
it becomes possible to raise the speed
of multimedia services to end users to,
for exarnple, 2 Mbit/s per session for an
Internet connection, or 40 Mßit/s for
downloading huge files to a large

number of customers. Mind you, these
initiatives are airned at business users.
In practice, DVB is easily used for a
PPP (point-to-point protocol). As with
ActiveMovie in your web browser; it's
the perfeet unk if your connection is
fast enough.
The risk of serious bandwidth

shortage caused by millians of Internet
users is recognized worldwide. Cable
TV operators, in a smart move to steal
Internet users from telephone compa-
nies, are working hard to come up
with cable modems. Phone companies
are fighting back with much reduced
[SDN subscription prices. Neither the
cable TV system nor fhe ISDN net-
work does, however, offer the vast ge-
ograplucal scale of sarellires carrying
data, simply because a satellite can, in
principle. be received everywhere.
Although Eutelsat have helped to

pave the way for digital broadcasting,
others have put multimedia broad-
casting in practice. Telenors 'Multi-
media Channel' will be beamed down
early next year, not by an Eutelsat
satellite, but by Thor; the ex-BSkyß
Ma.rco Polo satellite, now pulled to the
Scandinavian geostationary position of
10 West. The Multimedia Channe! will
offer, among other services: a business
multimedia newspaper, video broad-
cesring. an infochannel, interactive
business TY, turbo internet and agame
channel. The Multimedia Channel Is
available for:

Q or TV, which involves a cornplete
set-top box that combines tradi-
tional TV with Turbo Internet and
other multimedia applications
transferred at a rate of up to
48 MByte/s.

Although Te.lenor's initiative is aimed
at the Scandinavian world., the tech-
nology Is of interest because it opens a
market for satellite receivers on a PC
insertion card! All in all, the new ser-
vice appears to be initially designed for
teleshopping, large warehouses being
able tc provide clients with product in-
fcrmation that reaches them via satel-
lite.ln this system, telephone lines are
still used for the low-bandwidth link
from the end user to the server. Some
cable-TV modems will also use this
split-line system: high bandwidth over
the cable TV network (server-to- user);
low bandwidth over the telephone
line (user-to-server).
Societe Europeenne des Satellites

(SES) Luxembourg, owners and oper-
ators of the well-known Astra satel-
lites, follow in the footsteps of Telenor
by mid-1998 when their Astra IH, the
'multimedia sateliite", will be opera-
tional as the eighth satelJite positioned
at 19.20 East. As shown in Figure 4,
many of the intentions unveiled re-
cently by SES are identicaJ with those
launched by Telenar as described
above. There are, however, two
marked differences. First is the use of
an upiink: jrequency (in other words, a
wireless link) to convey Information
front the user to the satellite, and from
there. to the ground station. Second is
the use of two dedicated Ka band (20-
30 GHz) transponders for all data traf-

The Information Skyway

Solar-powered
phooe boolh
I'IomoleKl_c::::=::r..
\IIObI>I"-""_

....... \elli,.

Q pes, as a complete add-on card
with turbo-inlernet capability, and
containing a complete satellite re-
ceiver for direct viewing on a TV
set;

,~'"
Te .... ..;~· •
... hIIliIH
wiUbo",,1y~~_.~
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Figure 3. If al/ goes according to plan, the 840 LEOs in Te/edesic's constel/ation will carry rivers of digital informa-
tion as they orbit the globe from pole to pole, continuously transmitting and receiving in the Ka band (20-30GHz).
Phone compan/es will use the birds to extend their wired and cel/ular networks. People everywhere would thus be
able to surf the Internet, share computer files, and make videophone cal/s with the blinding speed of flbre optics.
(source: TonyMiko/ajczyk for Fortune magazine).
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Figure 4. TheAslra 1H
salellile, planned for
deploymenl in 1998,
will add a lolally new
aspecl 10 multimedia
compuling: a direcl-
from-home (DFH)up-
link 10 Ihe salellile,
using a Iransmilling
LNBwhich operales in
Ihe Ka band (20-
30 GHz). (source: SES
Luxembourg).

fic (up and down!). This
will create a market for
a totally new type of
LNB having a (low-
power) transmit capa-
bility, Although techni-
cal details are not yet
available, it is reason-
able to expect that this
LNB will be incorpo-
rated as a Ka-band ex-
tension into existing
Ku-band (l2-GHz)
types.1nterestingly, the IH satellite will
also contain 28 Ku-band rransponders.

RIVALS IN SPACE:
ASTRA AND HOTBIRD
Another series of Astra satellites, of

5 .....

Flgure 5. Holbird 2
salellile under con-
slruclion. LeIs' hope it
goes inlo orbit with
Ihe new Ariane 5
rocket shorlly (pholo-
graph courlesy Eule/-
sal).
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which the first is to be
deplcyed by the au-
tumn of 1997, will be
positioned at 28.2°
East. The Astra 2A will
be a Hughes Space
HS 601 HP providing
28 Ku-band transpon-
ders (32 for the first
five years) with an out-
put of 100 watts each.
Next comes the 2B
spacecraft to be built

by Matra Marconi Space, having
roughly the same specs as the 2A. The
first customer to commit to the new
Astra position of 28.20 east is UK
broadcaster BSkyB, who have leased
no fewer than 14 transponders on the
Astra 2A for their digital programme
'bouquet' targeted at the UK and Eire
by the autumn of 1997.
Meanwhile, Eutelsat's Hotbird 2 is

said to be a full sell-out. This satellite
(shown under construction in Eig-
ure 5) will be launched by mid-No-
vernber; and is fully booked with all
20 transponders leased with 12-year
contracts. Hotbird 2 will be the second

One chip t=orall
de§cral7Jbler§!
The latest set-top box chip set marketed by LSI
Logic is able to handle all currently used con-
ditional access systems for sateffite TV The
chip set, called Integra, has been designed by
News Datacom. Because it can be switched on
by downloading code over the elr. a single set-
top decoder box based on Integra would be
capable of decoding, say, BSkyB as weil as
Canal Plus (provided, of course, you turn the
dish). The next generation of Integra is said to
add MPEG decoders and a controller for DVD
(digital video disc). Major players in the DVD
field such as Sony are already using the Inte-
gra chip set.

of five satellites co-positioned at 130

East (Figure 6). By early 1998, Eutelsat
ho pe to have 98 transponders opera-
tional front this slot, although this may
be optimistic in view of the possibili-
ties of launch failures! In the fourth
quarter of 1995, some 55.4 million
households were watching channels
from the Hot Bird position, mainly, of
course, via cable TV uetworks. Eutel-
sat is in cyberspace, too, at www.eu-
telsat.org. Have a leck at their site!

(960021)

Figure 6. Artisl's Im-
pression of Eule/sal's
Holbird 1 and 2 sale/-
liIes co-posilioned In
geoslalionary orbit al
13 degrees Easl. Hol-
bird 2 in parlicu/ar
will carry a vasl num-
ber of digital TV pro-
grammes, each of Ihe
20 Iransponders being
able 10 beam down up
10 len programmes.
(pholograph courlesy
Eule/sal)
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remote control
with visible (red) light

The article describes
a remote control

(send/receive) system
that does not use

infra-red light, but vis-
ible light. It is particu-
larly suitable for use

with a door opener or
alarm system. The

use of visible light is
not only original, but
has other advantages

as weil.

Based on an idea trom W Zeiller

32

Current remote control systems either
use radio waves or infra-red light. The
first is u.sed particularly where lang
distances have to be spanned andlor
where obstacles, such as walls or
closed doors, have to be negotiated.
These systems are generally complex
and expensive. Infra-red (IR) light is by
far the most common system in use in
dornestic premises and offices. 1t5 use
is restricted to Une of sight, but it can
span disrance of a couple of meters (10
feet or so). An advantage of IR systems
is that the likelihood of their causing
spurious radiations and other inter-fer-
ence is very small indeed, which pre-
cludes having to take measures against
these phenomena.
The system described may be seen

as a variation on an IR system: it uses
visible (red) light as the Iransmission
medium. This has the disadvantage
that ambient light has sorne effect on
the Iransmission and consequently the
distance spanned is rather shorter.
On the other hand. red light has

two important advantages. in the first
place, YOll can see what is happerung:
particularly in dark or semi-dark
spaces the red beam is clearly visible
(as a secondary benefit, it gives an in-
dication of the state of the battery).
The second advantage is that the

controller of the system can be used
for purposes other than rernote con-
trol, for example as a keyhole finder or
map reader in a car. In this context, it

is worth noting that the LED used in
the controller is much more robust
than the bulb in a small torch.

DESIGN
The system consists of a controller and
a receiver. The controller is about the
same size as a cigarette lighter and is
powered by a small battery. lt is, as it
were, the optical key of a door opcner
or alarm system, which can easily be
carried about.
The receiver is rather larger, but still

fairly cornpact. It Is powered by a stan-
dard mains voltage adaptor. At its
input Js a phototransistor and at its
outpur a relay with which the various
functions can be carried out.
The signal between controller and

receiver consists of red light pulsing at
a rate of 3.2 kHz. The controller gener-
ates this pulse train with the aid of an
LED. Although the pulse rate is high for
our eyes, so that it seems to us as if the
LED lights continuously, the phototran-
sistor in the receiver detects the dis-
crete pu.lses and translates them into
a switching command for the output
relay The design of the receiver makes
it insensitive to daylight er artificial
light.

CONTROLLER
The diagrarn of the controller Is shown
at the bottom left of Figure 1. It is
based on the well-known Type 555
timer (here in CMOS version): IC3.
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The JC is arranged in its standard
application as an astable multivibrator
(AMY). lt generates a signal at a fre-
quency of 3.2 kl-Iz, which is deter-
mined by R12.f R13 and Cu Ta ensure
a square-wave signal (duty factor 50
per cent) at the output, RB is bridged
bya Schottky diode, 04. lt would have
been posstble to lower the value of
R12, but this would have increased the
curren t drain and th us shortened the
life of the battery. A square-wave
rather than a rectangular output was
chosen, because this yields the highest
fundamental frequency and gives the
highest possible signal level at the re-
ceiver;
The square-wave output signal is

used directly to drive an LED. Sirtee the
highest possible light intensity is re-
quired, this diode is a super luminös-
ity type (3 cd at 20 mA).
Switch Sl is the send button: it is

the only operating control in the sys-
tem. The actuated contrcller draws a
current of about 10 mA, which is pro-
vided by a 3 V lithium mangenese bat-
tery. Sirtee the operating signal is in-
variably of short duration. the battery
will have a useful Iife of several years.

RECEIVER
Two ICS fulfil a11 receiver functions,
which makes construction a very sim-
ple aflair indeed.
Some constructors may have ex-

pected that the weU-known tone de-
coder IC Type NE567 would have been
used. However, it was found that the
FSK demodulator/tone-decoder Type
XR2211 front Exar; JC

"
although

slightly more expensive, has several
real advantages.
Where the use of an external volt-

age regulator is vital in case of the
NR567, this is not required with the
XR2211 since It has a regulator on
board.
Moreover, the input of the NE567 is

not very sensitive, so that a preampli-
fier is indispensable. Aga.in, this is not
required with the XR2211.
Even rnore important is that the

XR2211 has a wide reception band and
yet offers good selectivity. In contrast,
the NE567 has a tendency to react to
signals in adjacent bands.
Finally, the quiescent current

drawn by the XR2211 is only half that
of the NE567.
These four points make it dear why

the XR2211 was preferred over the
NE567.
The design of the receiver/decoder

circuit based on rc] foUows the stan-
dard application preference of the
manufacturers. The tone detector has
a sensitivity of 2 mV.
Capacitor C2I in conjunction with

the input impedance of the IC, forms a
high-pass secnon with a cut-off fre-
quency of 170 Hz. This filter ensures
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Figure 1. Circuit dia-
gram of the controller
(within dashed lines
at the bottom left) and
receiver. When S1 is
pressed, the UD in the
controller sends a
stream of red light
pulses at a rate of
3.2 kHz to phototran-
sistor T3-

edequate suppression
of any interfering
]00 Hz components.
The centre frequency is
deterrnined by R7, Pl
and C4; in the proto-
type it was set at
3.2 kl-lz. Preset P, al-
lows a range of 118.Hz
to be scanned. Net-
work RS-C3 forms a
lock-detect filter, whose
time constant is 0.5 s.
The light-sensitive sensor could

have been forrned stmply by a photo-
transistor (T3) and a resistor; However;
in the prototype it soon became c1ear
that this combination was far too eas-
ily influenced by ambient light. A par-
ticular nuisance was created by neon
lights whose 100 Hz interference was
not suppressed by the input filter (Cz)
either.
The solution to this problem is the

collector load formed by Tl and T2·
This network acts as a source of direct
voltage and very-Iow-&equency sig-
nals. However, at higher frequenoes.
the feedback loop created by R, and
R2 is negated by Cl, so that the circuit
behaves like a high impedance. This
means that at the transfer frequency
(3.2 kHz) the phototransistor works
into a high impedance and has a COI1-
sequently high amplification. The re-
sult is that the 3.2 kHz light pulses are
magrufied, while any interfertng low-
frequency signals have little or no ef-
fect.

Since the input im-
pedance of ICI is only
about 20 kQ, it will be
clear from the fore go-
ing that the collector of
T3 cannot simply be
connected to the input
of the demodulator.
The two are, therefore,
linked via a buffer:
emitter follower T4.

The circuit based
on IC2 ls a retrtggerable monostable
multivibrator (MMV), which ensures
that relay Re'] is aJways actuated for a
well-defined period of time. With com-
ponent values as specified in the dia-
gram, this time can be set with P2 be-
tween 0.1 sand 10 s. If a slightly langer
time is feit to be desirable, the value of
~ and/or e8may be increased slighUy.
The terminals of connector K1 are

in series with the load to be controlled
(door opener, lamp, or ... ).

CONSTRUCTION
The printed-circuit boards for the con-
troller and receiver are produced as
one and must, therefore, be separated
before any construction work can be
undertaken. The combined board is
shown in Figure 2.
Populating the receiver board is

very simple: following the layout in
Figure 2 should prevent any mistakes.
The specified relay fits on the board
without any difficulty; other types
may require the board to be modified.
The photo transistor must be
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The VCO is
strictly speaking not
voltage-controlledbut
current-controlled.
The nominal current
at to is set by a re-
sistance in the phase
detector.

Apart trom the
PLL, the IC has sev-
eral other tunctional

FSK sections. One ot~ 7L':::::::~===J COI.tPNPUT these is an FSK
960068·12 comparator which

monitors whether the VCO trequency is at, above, or below, to.
Others are a phase-quadrature detector and a lock-detect detec-
tor which serve to detect and indicate whether the PLL is locked.

The IC also has an internaI reterence voltage source to pre-
clude its operation being affected by supply line variations.

2 960068-1
HW{)Oee

mounted in such a way that when the
board is fitted in an enclosure, it can
readily receive light falling on to the
aperture in the lid of the enclosure.
The board is intended to be fitted

in a Model E430BB enclosure from
Bopla, but other suitable cases may be
used, of course.
A photograph of the completed

prototype board is shown in Figure 3.
The controller is intended to be fit-

ted in a Model KM14 key fob case
from Uni Box. This is a flat case about
the size of a cigarette lighter-see Fig-
ure 4.
It is powered by a 3 V lithium

manganese battery (button type
20x1.6 mm). This type of battery fits
exactly into the aperture in the board
so that its +ve edge makes good con-
tact with the copper that functions as
the positive terminal. The -ve case of
the battery protrudes just a little from
the component side. Fold a strip of
thin cop per or brass over the battery
and the edges of the board as shown
in Figure 4 and solder it to the copper
at the underside of the board. When
the case is closed, the battery is auto-
matically pushed into position.
The controller case is provided with

a push-button located exactly over
switch 51.
The LED is fitted in the recess on the

board so that its light beam is emitted
through the aperture in the front of
the case as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2. The printed-
circuit boards for the
controller and receiver
are produced as one
and they should, there-
fore, be cut apart be-
fore any construction
work is done.

RE1

TNlNG
RESISTOA

The XRi!i!II
The TypeXR2211 IC trom Exar is designed especially tor use in
data communication systems. Typical applications are FSK de-
modulation, data synchronization, tone decoding, FM detection
and carrier detection. It can operate trom supply fines between
4.5 V and 20 V. Its trequency range extends trom 0.01 Hz to
300kHz.

The IC has an internal phase-Iocked loop (PLL), which con-
sists ot an input ampfitier, an analogue multiplier that tunctions as
a phase detector, and an accurate voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO). The input amplifier tunctions also as a limiter: it ensures
that all input signals above a level ot 2 mV r.m.s. are raised to a
constant level.

The phase detector tunctions as a sort ot digital XOR gate
whose output contains the sum and difference signals resulting
trom the multiplying ot the input signal and VCOoutput. Thesum
signal is filtered out, while the difference signal (d.c.) is used to
control the VCo.

LOCK
DETECT 3
FILTER
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Parts list

Beeletcrs:
R, ~ 220 kn
R2 ~ 1 Mn
R3 ~ 100 n
R, ~ 47 kn
Rs, R. ~ 470 kn
R, ~ 15 kn
Ra, Rg ~ 10 kn
R,o ~ 2.7 kQ
Rll ~ 10n
R'2' R'3 = 4.7 kQ
P, = 5 kQ preset
P2 = 1 Mn preset

Capacitors:
C1 = 3.9 nF*
C2• C'3 = 47 nF*
C3 ~ 1 ~F,16 V. radial
C4 = 18 nF*, pltch 5 mm
Cs, C7, C12 = 100 nF*
C6 = 4.7 nF*
c; C'4 = 10 11F. 16 V, radial
Cg• C,o = 10 nF, high stability
c., ~ 220 ~F,16 V
* metallized polyester

Semiconductors:
D" D2 ~ lN4001
D3 ~ LED, red (GL5UR3Kl fram
Sharp)
(3 cd at 20 mAl
D, ~ BATB5
T,. T2 ~ BC557B
T3 ~ BPW40 (Telefunken)
T, ~ BC547
Ts ~ BC337

Integrated circuits:
IC, ~ XR2211 CP (Exar)
IC2, IC3 ~ TLC555CR CMOS

Miscellaneous:
K, = 2-way terminal bleck.
pltch 7.5 mm
S, = push-button swltch for board
maunting, Alps Type SKHCAB
Re, ~ relay Type V23127-AO002-
A201 (Siemens - available fram
ElectroValue)
8t, = 3 V lithium manganese bat-
tery, button type 20x1.6 mm
Strip of copper or brass - see text
Enclosures: controller - umaox
KM14 (12x35x70 mm)
teeeiver - Bopla Type E430BB,
available fram Phoenix Mecano
(120X65x40 mm)
PCB Order No. 960068 (see Read-
ers' Services towards the end of
this issue)

Adjacent to switch S1 Is a hole
through which the locking screw for
shutting the case fits.
It should be noted that on the com-

ponent side of the board the flat sur-
faces of the LW (that is, the cathode)
and phototransistor (that is. the col-
lector) are marked by a dash.

FINALLY
When the boards have been com-
pleted and checked thoroughly, the
controller and receiver should be
tested functionally.

Elektor Electronics 12/96

Figure 3. The com-
p/eted prototype re-
ceiver board fitted in a
Bop/a case. The photo-
transistor must be ex-
posed to the outside
world via an aperture
in Ihe lid of the case.

Connect a 9-12 V mains adaptor to
the receiver. This unit draws a current
of not more than 160 rnA so that vir-
tually any good mains adaptor will da.
Using a digital multimeter; check at the
relevant points whether the voltages
there correspond with those indicated
on the circuit diagram. Differences of
abou t 10 per cen t ma y be tolera ted. in
case of larger differences, it ts advisable
to check the board thoroughly again.
As far as the controller is con-

cerned, once the case Is dosed and the
battery is seated correctly, pressing S1
should result in the LED lighting
bnghtly. If it does not, check the board
thoroughly again. Pay particular at-
tention to R121 R131 and C13·
All that remains to be done is the

setring of the receiver range. This is
simply done by establishing the two
positions of the wiper of P1 at which
the relay just still operates when the
switch on the controller is pressed. Set
the wiper midway between these two
positions. As lang as the ambient light
is not too bright, the distance spanned
by the contro! system is about 5 m (16
feet). In case of a bright ambience, the
distance is only about 2 In (6-7 feet),
which is still ample for a door openeT.

19600681

Figure 4. The com-
pleted prolotype con-
troller board fitted in
the specified key fob
case. The-ve supply
on the board Is linked
10 the -ve terminal of
the battery by a strip
of copper folded over
the edges of Ihe
board and soldered to
the copper al the
track side of Ihe
board.



HANDS-ON
ELECTRONICS

a short course in circuit simulation
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Last month's article
gave a quick preview
of SPICE. This is fol-

lowed this month's by
a close look at a

common-emitter am-
plifier and, based on
this, an illustration of
ways of putting data
into a SPICE simula-

tion and getting data
from it.

By Owen Bisbop
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COMMON-EMITTER
AMPLIFIER
The common-emitter amplifier in Fig-
ure 8 was designed to operate on 9 V
with a quiescent output voltage of
about 4.5 V and to pass signals in the
audio range (30 Hz -20 kHz). Select the
BJT transistor first, clicking on Cornpo-
nent --7 Analog Primitives -7 Active
Devices --7 NPN. Before placing the
transistor in the centre of the screen,
use the right mouse button to turn it
the right way up. When it is placed,
the Component window asks for its
MODEl. Seleet 2N2222A from the partel
on the nght. Check the Display Box.
The rema.inder of the circuit is assem-
bled es described last month; for VI,
VALUE = 9; for V2, VALUE = SIN (0 0.02

500 0 0). This is a 500 Hz sine wave,
amplitude 0.02 V, offset 0 V, zero decay,
zero phase delay. To see the speofica-
tion of the transistor, dick on the small
button at the bottom rtgbt of the
screen. This displays the Text Screen on
which is the .MODEl definition Ior the
transistor:

.MODEL 2N2222A NPN (1S=8.57646P
BF= 168.002 ." )
2N2222A is the model name, NPN is its
type, and the brackets contain a list of
its parameters. The first two indicate
that the saturation current IS is
8.57646 pA, and the forward gain ~F ts
168.002. There are 21 other parameters,
all of which are used, along with state
variables (relevant network voltages
and currents), in a set of equations by

DC Operating Point Values
DC Operating Point Voltages

Node Voltage Node Voltage Node Voltage Node Voltage
1 9 2 4.3 3 1.06 4 1.66
5 0 6 0

Bipolar Junction Transistors
Ql

IB 1.283-005
IC 1.04e-003
VBE 6.07e-00l
VBC -2.64e+OOO
VCE 3.25e+OOO
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which the BJT is mod-
elled and its behaviour
predicted . Now we look
at some the output data
that can be obtained
from this amplifier.

Flgure 8. Common-
emltter ampllfler oper-
ating from a 9 VIIne.
Its output Is 4.5 V.

DC ANALYSIS
Click on Analysis --7 nc Analysis to
obtain the nc Analysis Limits win-
dow. Input 1 Range of 10, 0, 0.5 is al-
ready displayed and is satisfactory.
For Input I, enter VI, the d.c. source.
Check the Auto Scale Ranges box. AI;
the d.c. scurce is swept fram 0 V to
10 V, we will plot tWD variables, the
emitter voltage at Node 3 and the col-
lector current. Accordingly, the first
plot has X Expression v(l), and Y Ex-
pression v(2), while the second plot
has X Expression v(l) arid Y Expres-
sion i(Rl). A T in each of the P boxes
causes both plots to be mede on the
same grid. In the resulting plot, it is
seen that v(3) rises with increasing
v(l) but the current appears to be
zero. This is because the current is
being plotted on the same scale as
v(3) but, as it i.s only a few milliamps,
there is no discernible change. One
way to display the current effectively
is to change its Y expression tc
i(R1)"1000. This multiplies it by 1000
before plotting. The result of this is a
pair of curves that are almost coinci-
dent, since v(3) ~ i(R2) X R2 ~ i(R2) X
1000 ~ i(R1) X 1000. Another way of
displaying the current is to plot tt on
aseparate grid. Leave the '1' in the P
box in the first line, but enter a '2' in
the P box of the second Une. Now we
obtain separate plots on appropriate
scales (Figure 9). The graphs show
that when the supply volta ge is 9 V,
the collector voltage is elose to 4.5 V
and the emitter current is 1 mA, as
specified in the original design.

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
Ln the Transient Analysis Limits win-
dow, key in 10 rn as the Time Range,
10 u as the Maximum Time Step. and
check the Operating Point Only box.

Elektor Electronics 12/96

SPieE always deter-
mines the d.c. operat-
ing point as the first
step in an analysis. It
sets the initial values

on which a Transient Analysis is based.
Here we have asked it to determine
the operating point and then stop. No
graph appears when we Run the
analysis. The results we have asked für
are displayed in the Numeric Output
window. Display this by elicking on
the 3rd button in the middle row. A
table of resuJts is displayed as shown
at the bottom of the previous page.
These are the quiescent values to

which the node voltages will settle in
the absence of an input signaL Ln par-
ticular, the emitter voltage is 1.06 V, in
agreement with a 1 mA emitter cur-
rent, and the base voltage is 1.66 ~ giv-
ing a 0.6 V base-emitter drop. Having
been satisfied that the circuit has a cor-
reet quiescent state, dick on Transient
--7 Limits, then deselect Operating
Point Only, and seleet Operating Point
and also Auto Scale Ranges. In this
transient analysis, we look at input
and outpur voltages, by plotting two
graphs on one grid. Both P boxes con-
tain '1'. The X Expressions are both 'T'
(for 'time') and the Y Expressions are
v(6) and v(5) respectively. The plot
shows v(5) as a sine wave, amplitude
2.55 V (use the Vertical
Measure mode, top
row, button 6), 1800 out
of phase with v(6). We
have specified the am-
plitude of v(6) to be
0.02 V, so the amplifier
gain i.s 2.55/0.02 ~ 12.6.
Again, v(6) is too small
to show dearly on the
same scale as v(5). Ei-
ther multiply v(6) by a
factor such as 10~or plot
them on two grids.
Graphs give a useful

overall view of the
waveforms but some-
times we might wish to
know the voltage at a
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Flgure 9. Current
plots on different
sca/es.

given moment
with a degree of
precision. The Ver-
tical and Horizon-
tal Measure modes
are very helpful but, for the most ac-
curate resuJts, we use a table of the ac-
tual values from which the graphs are
plotted. To obtain this, enable the Nu-
meric Output mode by clicking on the
4th button in the row to the left of the
P box. Decide on how many points are
required (say 200) and enter this in
Number of Points. Run. After the
graph is plotted, dick on the Nwneric
Output button (3rd button, middle
row). The DC Operating Point data is
displayed as before, followed by tran-
sistor voltages and some of its para-
meters. Then cornes a table of voltages
against time for a11200 points in the
Time Range. This data can be printed
out ür saved to a file, or you can copy
it out by hand if you need just one or
two points.

AC ANALYSIS
Use this to find the response of the
amplifier at different frequencies. The
first thing 1S to edit V2 to inelude its
a.c. parameters, v
value ~ AC 0.02
O. We have given
the swept signal

Flgure 10.Ampllfler
response (vo/tage vs
frequency) at different
frequenc/es.
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the sarne amplitude as in the previous
tests. In the AC Analysis Limits win-
dow set the Frequency Range to lE7,
10, which means from 10 Hz to
10 MHz. Only a slngle graph is re-
qui.red so, if the P box of the second
row contains a '1', replace it with a
blank. For the graph plot output volt-
age, v(S), for the Y Expression against
frequeney (F for the X Expression). The
result is Figure 10 which shows maxi-
mum outpur between 800 Hz and
200 kHz, rolling off at frequencies
below and above this range. Alterna-
tively, you eould plot gain v(5)/v(6)
against frequency and obta.in a graph

* COMMON-EMITTER AMPLIFIER

VI 1 0 9
V2 6 0 SIN (0 0.02 1K 0 0)
Q1 2 4 3 QONE
R1 1 2 4.5K
R2 3 0 1K
R3 4 0 4.7K
R4 5 0 1MEG
R5 1 4 20K
Cl 6 4 4.7U
C2 2 5 10
C3 3 0 100U
.MODEL QONE NPN

VAF=!05 CJc=5p
• TEMP 20

.op

BF=150 RB=120

.TRAN

.PLOT

.END

10.-6 0.005
TRAN v(5)

of the same shape. It is more usual to
plot gain on a decibel scale, for which
the Y Expression is db(v(5)1v(6)). At the
same time, as a second graph (a '2' in
the P box), we plot the phase of the
output signal relative to the input sig-
nal entering the Y Expression as
ph(v(5)1v(6)). The result is Figur. 11,
which is displayed in Cursor mode.
The signal level 1S 42.5 dB for most of
the frequency range,
lalling to 3 dB less than
this at 65 Hz. 1t is nec-
essary to alter Cl to
make the -3 dB point
at 30 Hz. Phase is

_1800:>over a large part of the audic
range (1 kHz to 20 kHz), deereasing to
_lOS'> at 30 Hz. This is a reasonably
even phase response.

SPICE NETLIST
An alternative way of entering a circuit
is to type in a snct netlist, Some users
may find it easier to do thls than to
manipulate the symbols, names and
values of the Schemahc. The netlist
does not prcscnt such a clear picture
of the connections between compo-
nents but I, for one, find a netlist much
easier to edit than a schematic. In the
first column, for exaruple, is the netlist
of this month's circuit:
The title line begins with an asterisk so
that it is ignored by SPieE. Next come
the Element Statements which is a list
of components, the nodes to which
they are connected. and their values.
From this we see, for example, that d.c.
source VI is connected to nodes 1
(positive first) and 0 and its vaJue is
9 V V2 is connected to nodes 6 and 0,
and its operation Is defined as we have
previously noted. A BJT transistor is
coded as Q in SPieE, then follow the
nodes to which its coUector, base end
emitter are respectively connected .
The model name QONE is an arbitrary
narne referring to the model statement
later in the list. The model statement
begins with .MODEL, followed by
model name (QONE), NPN to indicate its
type, and then a list of pararneters. lt
is not necessary to assign velues to all
40 parameters because default values
are used for those Jeft undefined. Here
we make the torward gain 150, base
resistance 1200., forward Early voltage
105 V and the capacitance of the base-
collector junction 5 pF The .TEMPCon-
trol statement sets the running tem-
perature to any chosen value, 20°C in
this example instead of the SPICE stan-

dard temperature of
27 -c The statement
.or directs SPlCE to per-
form a d.c. operating
point analysis. This is
virtually an essential

Figure 11. Amplifler re-
sponse on a deeibel
sea/e. The lower graph
shows the phase 01the
output signal vs that 01
the input signal.
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preliminary to a Transient Analysis, as
explained above. The statement .TRAN

1OE-6 0.005, asks for a 'Iransient Analy-
sis, sampled at 1IJ..sintervals for 0.005 s
(S I11s).The .PLOT statement asks for the
values 01 v(5) to be plotred. Hnally, the
.END statement is a mandatory part of
any SPICE nettist.
This netlist can be typed directly

into MC5. Run MC5 and, when the
openlng window appears, dick on File
-sNew -+ Spice/Text -+ OK -+ type in
netlist. Or type the netlist in with a
word-processor such as MS werke,
then copy it to the Clipboard. Run
MC5 as above end, after OK, dick on
Edit ~ Paste. Click on Analysis -t

Transient Analysis. The Transient
Analysis Limits window appears with
the Time Range aLready set to 0.005
and the number of points set to 501
(equivalent to Lus intervaJs). The tem-
perature is already set to 20°C and the
Operating Point box already checked.
Run the analysis to obtain the plot. If
you dick on the Numeric Output but-
ton, you see the d.c. analysis similar to
that described earlier, Click on Tran-
sient -t Exit Analysis to return to the
netlist display, which you can then ectit
or extend. There is no space here to go
further into the deta.ils of SPieE netlist
syntax, but enough has been shown to
demoristrate this alternative way of
mak.ing input to MCS.

INVESTIGATION 2
The amplifier was intended to pass
audio frequencies above 30 Hz, by
which we mean that the output am-
plitude at 30 Hz should be no more
than 3 dß below its maximurrt at
lugher frequencies. lnstead, it is about
7.5 dB down, giving a lass of bass
tones. Find out what change must be
rnade to the capacitance of one of the
capacitors to give a roll-off of -3 dB at
30Hz.

INVESTIGATION 1
(ANSWERS)
Last month's circuits are repeated in
Figure 12. Circuit (a) demonstrates the
eberging and discharging of a capaci-
tor by a constant voltage source. It is
tested with a 1 V pulse starting at I ~
l,us and ending at t = 14,us. As soon
as the pulse begins. the p.d. acIOSS the
capactror, v(2), rises exponentially to
1 V, according to the equetion Vc =
v(l-e-t/RC), where v is the pulse height
~ 1 V. When the pulse ends, v(2) falls
exponentially from 1 V to 0 V accord-
ing to the equation Vc = v(I + e-1IRC).
In circuit (b), when the source is a

1 kHz sine wave, amplitude 1 V, the
signal across the capacitor is a 1 kHz
sine wave, amplitude 0.074 V, lagging
90° behind the source. At 1 kHz, the
impedance 01 C, is l/2nfC ~ 79.61&.
In series with R1 this forms a potential
divider; total resistance 1079.6 kn. The
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proportion of the souree voltage (1 V)
developed across C, is lx79.6/1079.6 ~
O. 074 ~ as found in the analysis. Note
how the average value of the wave-
form aeross the capecitor gradually
drops; on the first upward swing 01 VI
the p.d. across the capaotor swings up
to 0.74 V, giving an offset 01 0.37 V. But
gradually this charge leaks away, the
average value (or offset) becorning 0 V.
At the beginning 01 the pulse in cir-

euit (e) the sudden rise in p.d. aeross
the induetor induees an equal and op-
posite e.m.f. Figure 13), but when there
is no further change in p.d. from the
source, there is no induced e.m.f and
the p.d. across the inductor falls. Con-
versely, a sud den fall of p.d. at the end
of the pulse induces a negative spike,
and again the p.d. gradually falls to
zero. With larger inductors there is a
slower return to zero so that, for
200 mH or more, the p.d. across the in-
ductor almost follows the pulse. With
smaller inductors there are smaller;
short-lived spikes.
Circuit (d) illustrates several fea-

tures of aresonant circuit. With com-
ponent values as specified, the reso-
nant frequeney is 1!{2K ~(LC)} ~
35.6 kHz. On the a.c. analysis plot of
the inductor p.d.,v(3), against fre-
quency, there is a sharp peak at this
frequency. The peak reaches 18.2 V
The voltage falls to zero at lower fre-
queneies and to 1 V at higher fre-
quencies. lncreasing R! reduces the
height of the peak (dampens the re-
sponse); if R is 5 kQ or more the peak
disappears and then the plot takes the
form of the outpur of a high-pass filter.
As expected frorn the equation, in-
creasing C1 or increasing L1 both re-
duce the resonant frequency
Figure 14 explains how it is possi-

ble for the p.d. aeross the inductor to
rise to 18.2 V or even lugher (it rises to

60 V
Figure 13. A sudden
rise in p.d. aeross an
inductor produces an
equal but opposite
e.m.f.

PULSE
V1

PULSE
V1

SINE
V1

L1

2"

Cl

SmH

960102-11

Figure 12. Repeat of
Figure 5 in Part 1: a
number 01 eireuits tor
analysis by the reader.

when the inductance is
1 H) although the
source amplitude is
only 1 V The wavefonn
across the capacitor tags 9(f behind the
SOUfeebut the waveform across the in-
duc tor leads the SOLUceby 900• Conse-
quently, the capacitor and inductor
waveforms are 1800 out of phase and
lergely caneel each other out, instant
by instant.
Figure 14 also shows the amplitude

of both waveforms is gradually in-
creasing. This is because, at eaeh cyde
of the souree, a Iittle energy is fed into
the circuit. Sirtee the swings in p.d.
across the capacitor and inductor are
of the same frequency as the source,
the energy in the circuit (in the form
of electric charge on the capaeitor, or
magnetie field in the induetor) in-
creases. Areal eircuit would reaeh an
equilibrium in which the energy
added each cycle would be equalled
by energy eseaping frorn the eapacitor,
inductor and resistor in the form of
heat. This feature is not modelled in
the SPieE cireuit and so the voltage
swings quickly reach amplitudes
whieh would destroy real compo-

nents. It is possible to
model such happen-
ings but this has not
been done in these

analyses. This is a rentinder that a sim-
ulation models only those aspects of
reality that are written into it. If it is
not programmed intelbgeutly. it may
sometimes give false results.
Tncidentally, the two curves in Hg-

ure 14 are distinguished by marking
one of thern with tokens. This is done
automatically by c1icking on the 4th
bulton frorn the right in the bottom
row. 111is feature is useful if graphs are
to be reproduced in black-and-white,
as in a book er magazine.

[960102-21

Figure 14. //lustration
of how a p.d. across
an inductor ean rise to
many limes the level of
the source voltage.
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~.q 20-bit
A-D converter

N

I~

The converter de-
scribed in this article
is, technically speak-
ing, state-of-the-art as
far as analogue-to-
digital conversion is
concerned. It ofters a
true resolution of 20

bits, is of superb
quality and has syrn-

metrical inputs. In
short: it is difticult to
imagine a better con-
verter for quality-con-
scious sound engi-
neers than the pre-
sent one - and cer-

tainly not at the price.

Design by T. Giesberts

44

The circuit Is based on a Type C55390
integrated stereo analogue-to-digital
converter (ADe) froru Crystal, which is
currently taken as the quality standard
and is used in much professional
equipment. It uses X64 oversampling,
contains a phase-linear digital anti-
aliasing filter, and has a dynamic range
of 110 dB. lt is pin-compatible with the
Iß-bit Type C55389 rc,
The converter stage is preceded by

an elaborate analogue input amplifier,
whose outstanding property is its abil-
Ity to accept symmetrie as well as
asymmetrie stgnals. The quality of th.is
amplifier can be improved even more
by the use of rare (expensive) opera-
tional amplifiers.
The coding and sen ding of the COI1-

verted audio data Is effected with the
aid of a Type C58402A integrated dig-
itaJ audio interface. 111is Je is used in
the same configuration as in the 'sam-
pling rate converter ' published in the
October issue of this magazine.
The amplifier has an electriealJy iso-

la ted s/rDiF output. but there is also
provision for an optical output.

SYMMETRIe INPUTS
Attaining a true resolution of 20 bits
plaees a heavy demand on the dreuit

designer, whose ingenuity is taxed
front the inputs onwards.
If optimum use is to be made of the

syrrunetrtc inputs of the C55390 (JC7).
the input arnplifier and SaLUTesignals
must also be symmetrtc. Sirtee. how-
ever; many users da not work with
symmetrie signals, the converter must
also be capable of processing asym-
metric signals.
Such eonsiderations have led to the

converter being given a fairly complex
input circuit, whose speciaJ property is
its capability of processing differential
as weil as single-ended signal without
the need of switching. In the cireuit di-
agram in Figure 1, the circuit for the
left-hand channel consists of op am ps
[C,-[C3 and that for the right-hand
channel of op amps IC.-IC6_ Other-
wise, the channels are identical.
The following discussion is based

on the left-hand channel; components
in the right-hand channel are stated in
brackets.
Input socket K1 is followed by at-

tenuator R1-R4 (R12-R1S)' which is nec-
essary for presetttng the inpur stage,
partieularly in ease of asymmetric slg-
nals. Op amps TC, and IC2 (IC, and
ICS) are arranged as xlO amplifiers
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Figure 1. The circui/
consists essentially 01
tour sections: the ana·
logue input amplilier,
tC ,-tC6; the ADC
proper, ICl; the output
interface, tC,a; and the
power supply,
'C,:r'C'6'

with an input sensittvity of 1 VRMS'

When an asymmetrie signal is Input,
the inverting H input of the op amps
is grounded, which disturbs their set-
ting. However; the consequent imbal-
ance of the signals is corrected imme-
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diately by IC3 (IC6) with an accuracy
of no less than ±O.08 dB.
The quality of the op amps used is,

of course, of paramount importance:
the Type AD711 from Analog Devices
in the ICI arid IC2 (IC. and ICS) pest-
tions was found to give very good
performance. In the IC3 (IC6)position,
a standard TL071 (which is far less ex-
pensive) was found to be perfectly sat-
isfactory. In any case, this latter Je has
no role to play in the case of symmet-
rie stgnals. while with asymmetrtc sig-
nals it is just part of the feedback loop
where it has far less effect on the sig-
nal quality than the earlier mentioned
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op amps.
lf superlative performance is re-

qulred, use Type OPA627 chips in the
IC1-IC3 (IC.-IC6) positions. Bear in
mind, however, that these rcs are
about ten times as costly as an AD71l.

CONVERSION
Full data of the Type CS5390 A·D con-
verter (IC7),as weil as its intemal block
diagram. are given in the data sheets
elsewhere in this issue.
Schottky diodes D1-Ds and zen er

diedes Dll and 012 protect the ic
agalast excessively high input signals.
The Schottky diedes protect against
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The prototype was, 01 course, tested
thoroughly, including FFT analyses 01
the output data 01 the converter chip
tot which the total harmonie distortion
(THO +N) at 1 kHz was calculated in
the digital dornein. This gave the 10/-
lowing results:

Input level

OdB

- 3 dB

-6dB

- 9 dB

- 12dB

-15 dB

THD+N

<-97dB

<-100 dB

<-99 dB

<-96 dB

<-93 dB

<-90dB

The same calculation was carried
out at 7 kHz, since the 3rd harmonie
01 this lalls just within the range 01 the
digital lilter. The differences with the
results obtained at 1 kHz were negli-
gible.
As the test results show, the manu-

facturers' stated dynamic range of
110 dB was, in practice, just not et-
tainable. This is partly because 01 the
xl0 amplification in the input empli-
liers and the consequent higher sen-
sitivity. When the ratio 01 the input level
(in dB) is added to the THO+N value
(in dB), the noise level is effectively
105 dB below lull scale. This changes
only when the input signals exceed
-6 dB. However, lrom that point on,
there is a noticeable increase in dis-
tortion. Note that distortion here
means deviations of the order of not
more than 5x 10-61

In any ease, since in digital recorä-
ing the normal headroom is 12 dB, it
may be assumed that tot average sig-
nal levels the distortion produced by
the A-O converter is negligible.

The Irequency spectrum 01 two FFT
analyses is shown. Figure A is rnea-
sured with a signal 010 dB and Figure
B with one 01 -12 dB. To recover the
7th and 9th harmonics lrom the noise,
tour measurements were carried out
in each case. At an input level 01
-12 dB, there was no trace 01any tier-
monics.

To satisly the curiosity 01 some
readers, the Irequency spectrum with
shorted input was measured: the re-
sult is shown in Figure C. This shows
a virtuafly Gaussian distribution with-
out any remains or effects of ctock in-
terference, supply ripple or other pos-
sible sources of interference.
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latch-ups, while the zener diodes limit
an increase in the supply volta ge in
case of overdrive. The latter is vital, be-
eause the maximum permissible sup-
ply voltage for the CS5390 is ±6 V.
The value of series resistors R23 and

R24 (R25 and R26) ensures optimum
source impedance for 1C7.
Parallel capaeitor C27 (C2S) must be

a close-tolerance type, stnce it sup-
presses r.f. noise caused by the over-
sampling. lt is, as it were. comple-
mentary to the digital filter; since the
suppression range of this does not ex-
tend into the r.f. bands.

As far as the operation of IC7 is con-
cerned, it is best to treat it as a black
box, intc which analogue signals are
pumped and from which digital stg-
nals are extracted. According to the
manufacturers' data, the chip uses
delta-stgme modulators with X64 over-
sampling for the conversions. The
modulators are followed by a digital
filtet; whereupon the sampling fre-
quency is reduced to 48 kHz. Because
of the very high oversarnpling rate, a
separate anti-aliasing filter is not re-
quired.
Most of the remaining circuitry, ex-

cept the reset circui t connected to the
digital power down (DPD) input, and
jumper JPI, serves to decouple the
power supply and reference voltage
lines.
When switch 52 Is pressed, network

R2S-C41 and Schmitt trigger IC9b pro-
vide als long positive pulse at the
DPD input. This results in an overall
reset of the entire digital seetion of IC7.
After the pulse has decayed, an offset
calibration eyde is started automati-
cally. During this cycle, the offset in ei-
ther channel is measured and de-
ducted from the sarnpling values. It is
thus possible to start this calibration at
any desired moment, without having
to switch the entire converter off and
then on again, simply by presstng 52.
In other words, this design makes pos-
sible a conversion without having to
worry about any offset voltages, which
for certain applications is of vital im-
portanee. It should be borne in mind
that each and every cold start results
in a (smali) drift of any offset voltage
in both the converter chip and the
input amplifiers.
The level at the ACAl input deter-

mines whether the offset is measured
in the input amplifiers or not. lf this
input is grounded via JPI, the offset
in the input amplifiers will be mea-
sured. In this case, there must be no
input signal to the amplifiers. since
that may lead to measurement errors.
If ACAl is linked to DCAL via JP1, the
offset in the input amplifiers is ig-
nored. Note that the output of DCAl
remains high for 4096 clock pulses
after DPD has gone low.
By means of the logic level at
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CMODE, the serial output interface of
le7 enables the value of the requisite
lCLKD clock. wh.ich has been fixed for
an output word rate - OWR - of
48 kHz, to be determined. In the pre-
sent design, CMODE is permanently
low, which results in a dock frequency
of 256 X QWR ~ 12.288 MHz.
The level at SMODE determines

whether the IC operates in a slave
mode or a master mode. A high level
at this terminal results in SCLK, FSYNC,

and L/ii functi.oning as outputs whose
level Is derived from ICLKD by internal
dividers.
The 20-bit sampies in 2-comple-

ment code are available at output
SDATA.
The clock generator is a rnodule

containing both the crystal and the
requisite active circuitry. This arrange-
ment saves space and also minimizes
the risk of r.f. interference.
The converted data at the output of

lC7 are applied to output socket K4 via
stoppers R30-R34 and the output cir-
cuit. The timing of the data is neerly,
but not quite. 125 compatible: it lacks
an inverted l/R: signal, but this is pro-
vided by IC9d.

OUTPUT
The general 125 output is taken from
K4. A miscellany of signal-processing
equipment (for volume control, tcne
control. Interface for test purposes, and
so on) may be connected to this socket.
The output is also well suited for re-
ceiving the 'digital vu meter (a special
test instrument for digital audio sig-
nals. fitted with a double 30-segment
LW bar and 3.5-digit displays) de-
scribed in the ApriJ/May 1996 issues of
this magazine.
Short-circuiting JPZlinks the +5 V

supply !ine to ~, which is usable if the
equipment connected to the socket
draws a current of not more than a
few milliamperes. In all other cases,
the equipment must have its own
power supply.
There is, of course, an S!PDIF output.

For this, use is rnade of the same digi-
tal audio interface transmitter (lC10) as
used in the 'sampling rate converter'
described in the Oetober 1996 issue of
this magazine. The most significant
channel-status bits of this IC are set
with octal DIP switch 51.
Apart from coaxial output K3, an

optical output is provided by ICIl.

POWER SUPPLY
Since the power lines to the digital and
analogue sections of the circuit must
be isolated, two separate mains trans-
formers are used: IT2 for the analogue
section. and Tr3 for the digital section.
The output 01 Tr, is rectified by 8

"smoothed by a number of electrolytic
capaotors. and regulated by lC14 and

lCIS. The resulting ±12 V output is
used to power the input amplifiers,
and also to provide the ±5 V lines for
the analogue circuits in IC7. The ±5 V
Iines are regulated bY!C12 and IC13.
The output of Trj is rectified by Bz,

smoothed by several electrolyttc ca-
pacitors, and regulated by lC16, re-
sulting in a single-ended supply !ine
of +5 V.
The only link between the two su p-

ply lines is JP3, which commons their
earth returns.
The supply lines are copiously de-

coupled for r.f Also, the arms of the
brtdge rectifiers are shunted by anti-
rattle capacitors, while the electrolytie
buffer eapacitors are without e.xception
shunted by 100 nF ceramic capacitors.

PRINTED-CIRCUIT
BOARD
The converter is best built on the
prinred-circuit board shown in Pig-
ure 2. This board is through-plated an
double-sided and has, at the compo-
nent side, two large earth planes, one
each for the analogue and digital cir-
cuits.
The board consists of two distinct

parts: that for the power supply
(shown in dashed !ines in Figure 1)
must be cut off and built up mdepen-
dently. Not all mains transformers may
fit neatly on the supply board, which
must then be adapted accordingly. The
±12 V and +5 V lines must be linked
to the corresponding rerminals on the
converter board via flexible circuit
wire. None of the voltage regulators
needs a heat sink.
Populating the convcrtcr board is

fairly straightforward but, in a quality
unit such as the converter, the utmost
care must, of course, be observed in
the work. Whether or not IC sockets
should be used is immaterial: from a
technical point of view it is better to
solder the rcs directly to the board, but
some less-experienced constructors
may prefer to use sockets.
All constructors are advised not to

scrimp on the components. A fair
number of 1% resistors, as weil as
quite a few close-tolerance polystyrene
(not cheap) capacitors, are used. Fur-
thermore, high-quality types of socket
must be used for K1-K3.
Output transformer Trl is a DlY

component, wound on a toroidaJ eore
Type G2,l3FT12. Wind the primary,
consisting of 20 tums of 0.7 rum dia.
enameiled copper wire, evenly spread
over the core, first. Leave sorne space
at the centre of the wtnding, where the
two-turn secondary (same wire) is
laid. This is exactly the same trans-
former as used in the 'sampling rate
converter ' published in the Ocrober
1996 issue of this magazine.
Using heavy-duty wire, short-circuit
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Flgure 2. The double-
sided, through-plated
prlnted-circuit board
conslsts of !wo sec-
tions: one for the power
supply and the other for
the digital and analogue
circuit s, The board I.
intended to be cut into
!wo.

the two terminals of wire bridge JP3.
With JP} in the right-hand position

(pin 5 of JC? to ground), the offset of
the Input amplifiers is measured dur-
ing the automatie calibration; with JP1
in the left-hand position (pin 5 linked
[0 pin 9), this is not done.
If the equipment connected to K4

can be powered by the converter (cur-
rent drawn by it 110 more than a few
mA), the +5 V line is linked to K4 via
wire bridge JP2'
When both boards have been COO1-

pleted, a thorough check (consulting
the circuit as well as the parts list) is
recommended. Also, compare the
boards with the photograph of the
completed prototype in Figure 3.

INITIAL TEST
Connect 2.2kQ resistors to each of the
outputs of the supply board.
Connect the mains to terminal

block Ks via a suitable rnains cable,
whereupon on/off indicator 010
should light.
Using a good rnultimeter; check the

output voltages of the power supply
lf all potentiale are what they should
be, the 2.2 kQ resistors rnust be re-
moved from the supply board outputs,
which should then be linked to the rel-
evant terminals on the converter
board.

ENCLOSURE
When all has been found in order, the
converter shouJd be fitted in a suitable
enclosure. The only restrietions on the
choice of this are that it must be of
metal and large enough to house the
converter and its power supplies.

Parts list

Resistors:
R1-R4• R12-R1S = 7.87 ka, 1%
Rs, Ra. R'6. R19 = 1.10 kO, 1%
R6, R7. Rg, Rl0, RH, R1S' R20'
R2l = 10.0 kQ, 1%
Rll, R22 = 100 kQ
R23-R26 = 39.2 Q, 1%
R27=51.1Q
R2• = 120 kQ
R29 = lDOQ
R30-R34 = 47 Q
R3S = 10 kQ octal array
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Capaci1ors:
C,-C., C,,-C'7 = 100 pF, 63 V, poly-
styrene, radial, pitch 7.5 mm
Cs, Cs, C,., C,9 = 47 pF, 160 V, poly-
styrene

R3S = 270 Q
R37 = 75Q
R3• = 8.2 kQ
R39 = 4.7 Q

R"" = 2.2 kQ

nductors:
L,-L3 = 47 pH

C7, C20 = 120 pF, 160 V, polystyrene
Ca-C'3' C2,-C26. C29, C311 C32J C34'
C~3a, C40' C4S2J C44, C46, C48-CSO,
CS3J CS4' CS7' CS9' Coo. C63, C64J C71•
C73 = 100 nF, ceramic
C27, C2a = 6.8 nF, 63 V, 1%, poly-
styrene, radial, pitch 7.5 mm

C30 = 100 IlF, 25 V, radial
C33J C3S' C39, C43 = 1 JJF, 35 V, tantalum
C411 CS1' CS2' CS5' CS6' Css. C6l, C62J
C72 = lDpF, 63 V, radial

C4S = 47 J1FJ 25 V, radial
C47• C6rC7o, C7S-C78 = 47 nF, ceramte
C65, C66 =:: 470 J1F,25 V, radial
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~4 = 1000 J1F,16 V, radial

ISemiconductors:
01-09 = BAT85
010 = LEO, low current
011,012 = zener diode 5.6 V, 1.3 W
Bl, B2 = B80C1500 right-angled bridge
rectifier

ICa = oscillator module, 12.288 MHz
(Seiko Epson Type SG51 P)
IC9 = 74HC14
IC10 = CS8402A (Crystal)
ICll = TOTX173 (Toshiba)
IC12, IC16 = 7805
IC13 = 7905
IC14 = 7812
IC1S = 7912

Integrated Circuits:
IC1, IC2, IC4, ICs = A0711JN (Analog
Oevices)
IC3, IC6 = TL071 CP (see text)
IC7 = CS5390-KP (Crystal)

Miscellaneous:
JPl = 3-way pin header and jumper
JP2 = 2-way pin header and jumper
JP3 = wire bridge

Kl, K2, K3 = phono socket for board
mounting
~ = 10-way box header
Ks = 3-way terminal block (for accept-
ing 3-wire mains cable), pitch 7.5 mm
Sl = octal OIP switch
S2 = single-pole push-button switch
Tr1 = see text
Tr2 = mains transformer 2><15V, 4.5 VA
Tr3 = mains transformer 1X9 V, 1.5 VA
PCB, Order no. 960110
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Flgure 3. The com-
pleted prototype
boards. Although
the photograph Is
smalI, It may be
seen that Type
OPA627 clrcults are
used In the IC1-ICs
positions.

Wiring up the unit is simple, but
the best way is to fix the converter in
such a way that output sockets K3 and
Jel1 protrude through the rear panel
of the case.
Next, fit sockets Kj and K2 and link

these with screened cable to the input
terminals of the converter board.
Fit a rnains cntry, preferably with

integral on/off swirch, to the rear panel
of the case and link this via a length of
suitable mains cable to Ks- If the on/off
switch is preferred on the front panel,
insert it in series with the mains entry
and KS.
The only ather operating controls

on the front panel are on/off indicator
DlOand reset push-button switch S2-
To obtain maximum benefit of the

screening of the metal enc1osure, it
should be linked at a slngle point to
the ground of the converter and
power supplies and to the mains earth.
This ls best done with a small bolt, nut,
washer and sold er tags fitted to a suit-
ably drilled hole in the bottom 01 the
enclosure. Wue bridge JP3mayaiso be
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used for eommoning the earths.
Hnally, consult the Safety Guide-

lines elsewhere in this issue.

APPLICATIONS
The converter is suitable for use in a
wide range of applications in which
anelogue-to-digttal conversion of the
highest quality is needed. One possi-
ble application is its use as an upgrade
for a DAT recorder (no langer in pro-
duction), which is straightforward
thanks to its symmetrie Inputs. Where
the neeessary equipment exists for
mixing at digital level, several con-
verters may be used to make a master
reeording with only one DAT recorder.
Another use is in combination with

the 'sampling rate converter ' men-
tioned before. Such a combination
would make it possible, for instance, to
rnake analogue recordings with a sam-
pling rate adapted to the CD standard.
In principle, that mey also be done
without a sampling rate converter; but
then the clock of 1C7 must be altered
to 11.2896MHz: this would give a
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. However,
the published 'sampling rate con-
verter ' offers the possibility of con-
verting the 2O-bit data into a 16-bit for-
mat, whereby, through psycho-
acoustic noise shaping, aresolution of
18 bits is attained.

[960110]

In pass;ng ...

What progress?
After much discussion, we had finally
convinced our managing director that we
urgently needed a new, jaster computer
for cotnmunicating over the Internet.
The 386 unit to be replaced was, in spite
oj the Willdows 95, a lame duck.
When the new 150 MHz pentium

computer finally arrived, we coud not
wait to get going on it. Alas, our joy did
not last very long. After oll connections
were made und the mains switched on,
all that worked was the intemaljan. The
computer itselj remained dead. Now
what? Oj course, there is such a thing as
a guarantee, but as engineers ourselves,
we wanted 10 find out what was wrong.
So, the case was opened and what did we
jind? The VGA card was suspended
somewhere above the PCl connector it
should mate with. A further check re-
vealed that the cover oj the card was not
in the correct position, so that the card
could not be pushedjar enough into the
PCT connector. When all this was
righted, hurray! The PC worked.
The supplier had instalIed Windows

95 Oll to the hard disc, but he had prob-
ably never heard oj cluster sizes. The en-
tire 1.6 GB hard disc consisted oj one
partition! So, we arranged the disc in
three partitions and reinstal/ed the soft-
ware. After Windows had been rein-
stalIed, the drivers jor the VGA card also
had to be reinstalled. Not so difficult,
you might think, since there was an in-
stal/ationjor Windows 95. This worked
all right, but the utility jor setting the
image frequency (which was there origi-
nally) could not be jound. But we had
selected the correct video processor ac-
cording to the manual and the floppy.
So, we installed Ihe DOS utilities, which,
strangely enough, were Oll another floppy
that was, according to the instructions,
intended jor OS/2. T/ze utitlity we
wanted could not be [ound. By now very
suspicious, we looked again and jound
the Windows drivers jor this card on a
CD·ROM containing all sorts oj demo
jor the VGA card. When these were
tried, they proved to be jor a different
video processor than the present one.
Oh, weil, you can only try! And, 10 and
behold, they were the correct drivers with
the associated Windows utilities. Ij you
can understand all this, we cannot.
Browsing through the said CD·ROM,

we /zad seen MPEG'ployer software, and
this we had to try, oj course. This did not
prove to be a success, either. The pro-
gram worked all right, but every time the
jilm was run, Ihe start menu jor Win·
dows disappeared after a second or so,
so that there was no time to start Ihe
program. By then it was time 10 go
home.
We shall sleep over it. Tomorrow,

with jresh suspicions, we shalt Iry the
sound card.

Hal7Y Baggen
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Straightening the frequency
characteristic of an audio sys-
tem is possible by either of
two types of equalizer:
graphic and parametrie.
A graphie equalizer con-

sists of aseries of tuneable ac-
tive Filters, normally Olle for
each frequency band. In spite
of the complexity of this type
of equalizer, it only provides
adjustrnent of the amplifica-
tion or attenuation in a given
band. Also, however carefuUy
tbe filters have been com-
puted, in practice, the final
characteristic never coincides
with the positions of the po-
tentiometers on the contral
panel.
A parametric equalizer

normally consists of far fewer
filters. Moreover, not only the
amplification/attenuation of
these filters is variable, but
also their central frequency
and Q-factor.

In the present circuit, the
central frequency is set with
P2 in each of the three fre-
quency bands (20-200 Hz,
200-2000 Hz, and 2-20 kHz),
selected with 5,.

The Q-factor is set with PI
in the range 0.25-2.5. This
factor determines the slope of
the skirts of the frequency
characteristie.

The amplifieation/attenua-
tion is set with P3 over a
range from -12 dB to
+12 dB.

The curves in the lower di-
agram show various settings
of the equalizer, starting with
the upper curve: (a) maximum
amplification, lowest Q; (b)
maximum amplifieation, high-
est Q; (c) maximum attenua-
tion, highest Q; (d) maximum
attenuation, lowest Q.

Tbe circuit in the diagram
ean provide only one dip or
peak in each frequency curve.
If this is not suffieient, a uum-
ber of circuits per channel
may be necessary. This is Olle
of the reasons that it is advis-
able to use a simple buffer
amplifier at the input. An-
other is that the input imped-
ance of the filter va ries appre-
ciably during the setting-up
process.
A few notes on the con-

struction. Circuits IC1a and
reIb simulate a tuneable LC
circuit in parallel with SI and
P2' The design is such that the
reactanees of the simulated

parametrie equalizer
inductance and capacitance
hardly vary over the range of
central frequencies that can
be set with P2. This makes in-
dependent setting of the Q-

ter of T, in a ratio deter-
mined by the setting of P3.

The complete filter ean be
shorted out with S2 to enable
a quick cornparison to be

below the standard line level.
Since the equalizer draws

a current of only 25 rrtA, the
supply voltage may be ob-
tained from the preamplifier

15V~15V

~IZ~ ~14~
JCl JC2

•

(9o-m
C!> -4V

@)-_HIV4

@>-11V

C? 1V3
o

15' ('-)-- .......... --+-....,:=J- 15V

"

JC1, JC2 = NE5532

!l64115_ 11

~ R20
c"J1-Gc:J-r-'"".

15V -

factor with PI possible.
The output voltage of the

filter is buffered by I~a' after
which it is mixed with the sig-
nal originating frorn the emit-
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made with a guaranteed
straight frequency charaeter-
istic.

The circuit needs an input
signal of 75-100 mV, which is

with whieh the equalizer is
used.

The total harmonie distor-
tion plus noise (THD+N) is
:::;0.008 per cent at a fre-

queney of
1 kHz (P3 ar the
centre of its
travel).

The value
of R15 is not a
standard Olle
and the resistor
must, therefore,
be made from
several others.
A similar prob-
lem occurs with
C7, although its
value is stan-
dard in the
(often difficult
to obtain) E24
series. This ca-
pacitor may,
therefore, also
have to be
made from sev-
eral others.
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The delay line makes possible
an improvernent of the sur-
round-sound decoder pub-
lished in this magazine in
early 1995'.
The differential signal of

the surround-sound channel
is first passed through a low-
pass filter and then split into
two. Whereas relc functions
as a buffer, leib inverts the
signa1. Both signals are then
applied to identical memories
of the bucket-brigade type.
Circuits le3 and IC4 are

controlIed synchronously by
[Cs. The delayed signals are
buffered by [C" and [C2d,
after wh ich they are applied
to differential amplifier
Je2e- As the signals are in
antiphase, the output of
IC2c is twice the level of
each, so that the ripple
caused by ICs is reduced ap-
preciably (since the interfer-

delay line
ing signals are in phase).
The remaining interfer-

ence signals at the output of
IC2c are inevitable, because
they are related to the large
tolerances of the memories.
According to data from

the manufacturers, the distor-
tion of an MN3008 is 0.5 per
cent (average) and 2.5 per
cent (maximum), while the
amplification may vary up to
±4 dB from rhe nominal
value. In the prototype, the
use of one memory resulred
in a distortion of 06-0.8 per
cent at 1 kHz When two
memories are used, the dis-
ronlon drops to below 0.1 per
cent. In both measurements,
the clock frequency of [Cs
was 40 kHz (25 ms delay).
The improvement of the

present circuit over the origi-
nal is particularly noticeable
with strang signals, because

the signal-to-noise ratio in-
creases to 63 dB.
The performance may im-

praved even further by
matehing MN3008s. In the
prototype, this reduced the
distortion to 0.04 per cent.
However, the price of the [es
may prove prohibitive for
most constructors.
Another way of irnproving

the performance is providing
input buffers leIb and lele
with an offset compensation
control. This requires the
availability of a good distor-
tion meter, however.
The bandwidth of the cir-

cuit is limited to about 7 kHz
by input filter ICla and out-
put filter IC2b. Probably
owing to tolerances of the ca-
pacitor values, the bandwidth
in the prororype is 6.3 kHz.
This is not terribly important,
however. If desired, the band-

VGG IN CPl VOO

~OP

width may be increased by
giving R2-Rs and R2CR27
proportionaUy lower values.
Note that the bandwidth must
not become largcr than one
quarter of the clock fre-
quency, because the slope of
thc filter skirts does not allow
this.
Tbe clock frequency of

ICS rnay be set between
30 kHz and 100 kHz with P"
These values correspond to
delays of 33 ms and 10 ms re-
spectively.
The delay line draws a cur-

rent of about 22 mA.
[T. Giesberts -9641191

, February 1995, p. 26

IC1W IC2
11 11

C13 C15

8V C12,•.C15 ~ 4x 100n
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faster MCS52 processor

The difference between the
standard MCS52 processors
and the deviant DS87C530
from Dallas is that in the lat-
ter an instruction is processed
in four clock pulses, whereas
this takes 12 clock pulses in
the former. Moreover, rbe

PARTS LIST
Capacitors:
C" C2 ~ 22 pF
C3, C. ~ 100 nF

Integrated clrcults:
IC, ~ DS87C530 (Dallas)
IC2 = 2 off row of 20 le
pins

Miscellaneous:
BI, ~ battery, 3-5 V
X, ~ eryslal 32.768 MHz
X2 = crystal up to 33 MHz

new deviant can werk at clock
frequencies of up to 33 MHz,
which is more than seven
times as fast as the standard
8051. Also, the new processor
has an additional 1/0 in the
shape of a watchdog timer, a
real-rime clock, 1 kbyte statie
memory and two serial ports.
A special clock input is

provided for the benefit of
the real-time clock. There is
also an additional input for a
back-up battery, via which
both the static memory and
the clock are powered when
the supply is switched off.
The present conversion

board simplifies the transfer
from a standard 80xx to a
DS87C530. The board has a
socket that fits in the original
processor socket and a PLCC
socket for the new processor.
In this way, any 8031, 8032,

~,
" (

+ 5V

"
.d~n sa

0 EANP " " EANP 0
RESET
, ta

RESET 0' -"'-
PSEN " aa PSEN

ALEIP ac aa ALEjp !~
sn.o as sc ec.o I""
PO.l

ae es
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PO.2
at ..

PO.2rca IC'
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ae " PO.38052 as " OS87C530
PO.4 PO.4
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aa ..
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t a

Pl.0IT2 --'-
P1.11T2X
, • P1.11T2X I~P1.2
a s

Pl.21RXOl

Pl.3 • e
Pl.3fTXOl
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s r
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INTO
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0 • 964116 - 11

8051 or 8052 may be replaced
by the much faster processor.
The rc socket on the board

needs to be fitred with long

62

"

pins that are simply pushed
into the original processor
socket. With a 32-MHz crystal
and a DS87C530 fitted, the
board becomes a direct re-
placement for the original
processor. If use is made of
the new properties, the back-
up battery mayaiso be added.
A new code must be

added to the software, of
course, 10 be able the new fa-
cilities to be used. Informa-
tion as 10 how the additional
hardware may be controlled
can be found in the relevant
Dallas data sheets.

[A. Rietjens -%4118J
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faster MCS52 processor

The difference between the
standard MCS52 processors
and the deviant DS87C530
from Dallas is that in the lat-
ter an instruction is processed
in four clock pulses, whereas
this takes 12 clock pulses in
the former. Moreover, the

PARTS LIST
Capacitors:
C1, C2 = 2~pF
C3, C4 = 100 nF

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = DS87C530 (Dallas)
IC2 = 2 off row of 20 IC
pins

Miscellaneous:
8t1 = battery, 3-5 V
Xl = crystal 32.768 MHz
X2 = crystal up to 33 MHz

new deviant can work at clock
frequencies of up to 33 MHz,
which is more than seven
times as fast as the standard
8051. Also, the new processor
has an additional 1/0 in the
shape of a watchdog timer, a
real-time clock, 1 kbyte static
memory and two serial ports.
A special clock input is

provided for the benefit of
the real-time clock, There is
also an additional input for a
back-up battery, via which
both the static memory and
the clock are powered when
the supply is switched off.
The present conversion

board simplifies the transfer
from a standard 80xx to a
DS87C530. The board has a
socket that fits in the original
processor socket and a PLCC
socket for the new processor.
In this way, any 8031, 8032,

f.o
<f5Vi~.do~

40 52
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8051 or 8052 may be replaced
by the much faster processor.
The IC socket on the board

needs to be fitted with long

62

5\

pins that are simply pushed
into the original processor
socket. With a 32-MHz crystal
and a DS87C530 fitted, the
board becomes a direct re-
placement for the original
processor. If use is made of
the new properties, the back-
up battery mayaiso be added.
A new code must be

added to the software, of
course, to be able the new fa-
cilities to be used. Informa-
tion as to how the additional
hardware may be controlled
can be found in the relevant
Dallas data sheets.

[A. Riet jens -964118]
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AC millivolt adaptor
ffWi"", ""

, I , , , ,

1:0:n1mTTTTT -u PI -tU

"' +
1kOO lOOk Ra

01 1% ""',,-,

Q "
C5J lk

nt

~
DVM

IC1 = TLC274

L---~~~~----------~--~A--u
~ 964031 • 11

The 3.C. millivolt ranges of
many inexpensive multime-
ters have a limited bandwidth,
usually only about 1 kHz. The
present circuit contains a
buffer, a half-wave rectifier,
an active potential divider

and a level adjuster.
The bandwidth of the a.c.

millivolt ranges is increased
to about 40 kHz, which is
more than adequate for most
applications.
Provided the adaptor is ser

up correcrly, the maximum
measurement error is 4 per
cent. The adaptor may be
used over the mV range of
O-IOOOmV r.m.s. Its fre-
queney range is 100 Hz to
40 kHz.

issue). Note that PJ may be a
standard preset, although a
multiturn model is preferred.
There are are two ways of

setting up the adaptor. In the
first, use a simple bell trans-
former with an output of
about 9 Y, across which a po-
tential divider consisting of a
1 MD resisror and a 1 k.Q re-
sistor in series are connected.
With the multimeter set to
the 50 mY a.c, range, mea-
sure the voltage across the
1 kQ resistor, which is about
10m Y. Tben, connect the
adaptor to the multimeter
and set this to the 50 mV d.c.
range. Use the adaptor to
rneasure the voltage across
the 1 kQ resistor, and adjust
Pr until the meter again reads
10 mY. The measurement
error may be up to 6 per cenr.
The second way is to inject

into the adaptor a sinusoidal
signal at a level of 10 mV
r.m.s. and at a frequency of
around 20 kHz. Use a mV
meter that can operate at this
frequency and measure the
output of the adaptor; note
the meter reading. Then re-
place the mV meter by the
multimeter and adjust PI
until the same reading is ob-
tained. The measurement
error may be up to 4 per cent.
The circuit draws a current

ofup to 3 mA.
(H. Bonckamp-964031]

Buffer
rCIb guarantees
a constant, high
input imped-
ance of about
10 Mn. The
op amp is fol-
lowed by active
half-wave recti-
fier ICIe- A
half-wave recti-
fier is used,
since this en-
ables the non-
linear behav-
iour of the
diodes to be
compensated.

The output signal of the recti-
fier is averaged bya non-ideal
integrator and raised by a fac-
tor 1[/2 by a small amplifier.
The circuit around lC1a is

added to enable power to be
derived from a 9 V battery.
The op amp is arranged as an
active potential divider and
provides a low-irnpedance
null at half tbe supply voltage.
The adaptor is best built

on the printed circuit board
illustrated (see Readers' Ser-
vices towards the end of rhis

C, ~ 10 nF
C4 ~ 47 pF
C5~100nF

PARTS U$T
Resistors:
R" R. ~ 10Mn
R2 ~ 1 kn
R3, R4:::; 1,OOkQ, 1%
R5' Rg, R,o ~ 100 kn
R7 = 10.0 kO, 1%
RB = 12.1 kn.1%
Rn = 1oo.Q
R'2 = 10 kn
p1 = 100 kn (see text)

Semiconductors:
0" O2 ~ BAT85
0, ~ 1N4148

Integrated circults:
JC, ~ TLC274

Miscellaneous:
8t1 = 9 V battery with con-
necting clip

Capacitors:
Cl = 1 pF. polystyrene
C2 = 1001lF. 10 V
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- .. ~ AC millivolt adaptor

The a.c. millivolt ranges of
many inexpensive multime-
ters have a limited bandwidth,
usually only about 1 kHz. The
present circuit contains a
buffer, a half-wave rectifier,
an active potential divider

~1V

(!)- 460mV

(§)- +4V2

~-4V2

~ov

and a level adjuster.
The bandwidth of the a.c.

millivolt ranges is increased
to about 40 kHz, wh ich is
more than adequate for most
applications.
Provided the adaptor is set

hWf"", , ,
I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I
I I I I I • Wffiffi1R4

,.001----;
01 1%

DVM

r-~~~~--~------------------~~+ +U

ICl = TLC274

+ ST1

+

up correctly, the maximum
measurement error is 4 per
cent. The adaptor may be
used over the mV range of
0-1000mV r.m.s. Its fre-
quency range is 100 Hz to
40 kHz.

Buffer
rc., guarantees
a constant, high
input imped-
ance of about
10 Mn. The
op amp is fol-
lowed by active
half-wave recti-
fier rc.; A
half-wave recti-
fier is used,
since this en-
ables the non-
linear behav-
iour of the
diodes to be
compensated.

The output signal of the recti-
fier is averaged by a non-ideal
integrator and raised by a fac-
tor n/2 by a small amplifier.
The circuit around Iela is

added to enable power to be
derived from a 9 V battery.
The op amp is arranged as an
active potential divider and
provides a low-impedance
null at half the supply voltage.
The adaptor is best built

on the printed circuit board
illustrated (see Readers' Ser-
vices towards the end of this

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
R1• R6 = 10 MD.
R2 = 1 kD.
R3• R4 = 1.00 kQ. 1%
Rs. Rg, R10 = 100 kD.
R7 = 10.0 kD.. 1%
Ra = 12.1 kD.. 1%
Rll = 100 D.
R12 = 10 kD.
Pl = 100 kD. (see text)

Capacitors:
Cl = 1 J.lF. polystyrene
C2 = 100 J.lF, 10 V

C3 = 10 nF
C4 = 47 pF
Cs = 100 nF

Semiconductors:°1, O2 = BAT85
03 = 1N4148

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = TLC274

Miscellaneous:
Btl = 9 V battery with con-
nectingclip

Elektor Electronics 12/96
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issue). Note that Pt may be a
standard preset, although a
multi turn model is preferred.
There are are two ways of

setting up the adaptor. In the
first, use a simple bell trans-
former with an output of
about 9 V, across which a po-
tential divider consisting of a
1Mn resistor and a 1 kn re-
sistor in series are connected.
With the multimeter set to
the 50 mV a.c. range, mea-
sure the voltage across the
1 kn resistor, wh ich is about
10m V. Then, connect the
adaptor to the multimeter
and set this to the 50 mV d.c.
range.Use the adaptor to
measure the voltage across
the 1 kn resistor, and adjust
PI until the meter again reads
10 mV. The measurement
error may be up to 6 per cent.
The second way is to inject

into the adaptor a sinusoidal
signal at a level of 10 mV
r.m.s. and at a frequency of
around 20 kHz. Use a mV
meter that can operate at this
frequency and measure the
output of the adaptor; note
the meter reading. Then re-
place the mV meter by the
multimeter and adjust Pt
until the same reading is ob-
tained. The measurement
error may be up to 4 per cent.
The circuit draws a current

ofup to 3 mA.
[H. Bonekamp - 964031J
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The battery indieator lamp on
the dashboard of cars lights
when the ear's battery is not
being charged. The present
eireuit has a similar funetion,
but it uses an LED instead of a
lamp, and it provides rather
more information tban the
existing light.
The LED gives four differ-

ent indieations:

it flashes slowly to indicate
that the battery voltage is
below 10 V, wh ich may
rnean that the battery is

1

o

IC1 IC2

about to give up the gbost;
it lights eontinuously to
show that the alternator
(in old cars, dynamo) is
not charging the battery
(sufficiently) (battery volt-
age 10-12 V);

2

battery indicator LED
it is off, indieating a nor-
mal state of affairs (bat-
tery voltage 12-15 V);
it flashes at a fast rate to
show that the battery volt-
age is > 15 V which means
a serious defect in the
charging circuit-c-do not
drive the car!

The circuit is based on
three comparators: IC:!a, IC:!b
and ICk These stages get
their reference voltage from
potential divider RrR6•
which is supplied by 5 V regu-

IC1 = 4093
IC2 = LM324

~ 3V48

~ 2V79

@> 2V31

lator IC3. The reference volt-
ages are likened with apart of
the battery voltage set by
Rl-R2. Diodes DI and D2
serve to elirninate any nega-
tive voltage peaks.
The output levels of the

~66

C? OVI3va

C9- OV{OV1

964019 - 11

comparators are converted to
quantities that contral the
LED by the logic circuit con-
sisting of IC2d and the four
NAND Schmitt triggers in TCl.
Circuit IC1.a operates as an

oscillator at two difference
frequencies. When Tl is off,
Cz and C3 are in series, so
that thc frequency-determin-
ing capacitance of the oscilla-
tor is smaJl and the frequency
is high. When Tl conducts, C3
is short-circuited. The fre-
quency-deterrnining capaci-
tance is then larger and the
frequency higher. The oscilla-
tor is switched on and off by
IC:!d'

NAND gates IClb and IC",
and the OR gates formed by
D3 and D4 ensure that the
four different states result in
the desired operanon of D5'
The cireuit is best built on

the printed-circuit board
shown in Figure 2 (which, re-
grettably, is not available
ready-made). The completed
board is very smalI, so that
will nearly always be possible
to Iind a little space in a car to
hause it. The LED should, of
course, be fitted in a position
where it can be c1early seen.
It is connected to the board
by two lengths of flexible, in-
sulated circuit wire.

[5. Maninssen - 964Q79]

PARTS LIST
Reslstors:
R, = 10 kn
R2=33kn
R3 = 2.2 kn
R, = 1 kQ
Rs=680n
R. = 3.3 kn
R, = 100 kn
RB = 220 kn
Rg = 220n

Capacltors:
Cl> C, = 10 ~F, 63 V, radial
C2 = 4.7 ~F, 63 V, radial
C3 = 2.2 ~F, 63 V, radial

Semlconductors:
D,-D, = 1N4001
05 = LEO,
T, = BC5478

Inlegraled clrcults:
IC, = 4093
lC2 = LM324
IC3 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
P, -P 4 = solder pin
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~ battery indicator LED
The battery indicator lamp on
the dashboard of cars lights
when the car's battery is not
being charged. The present
circuit has a similar function,
but it uses an LEO instead of a
lamp, and it provides rather
more information than the
existing light.
The LEO gives four differ-

ent indications:

• it is off, indicating a nor-
mal state of affairs (bat-
tery voltage 12-15 V);

• it flashes at a fast rate to
show that the battery volt-
age is > 15 V wh ich means
a serious defect in the
charging circuit-do not
drive the car!

• it flashes slowly to indicate
that the battery voltage is
below 10 V, which may
mean that the battery is

The circuit is based on
three comparators: lC2a, lC2b
and lCk These stages get
their reference voltage from
potential divider RrR6,
which is supplied by 5 V regu-

1
ICl = 4093
IC2 = LM324

ICl IC2 C? 3V48

C? 2V79

~2V31

about to give up the ghost;
• it lights continuously to
show that the alternator
(in old cars, dynamo) is
not charging the battery
(sufficiently) (battery volt-
age 10-12 V);

lator lC3. The reference volt-
ages are likened with apart of
the battery voltage set by
RrR2. Diodes DI and D2
serve to eliminate any nega-
tive voltage peaks.
The output levels of the

2

~66

IClb

@> OV!3V8

<? OV/OV7

964079·11

comparatars are converted to
quantities that control the
LEO by the logic circuit con-
sisting of lC2d and the four
NANO Schmitt triggers in lCI.
Circuit lCla operates as an

oscillatar at two difference
frequencies. When TI is off,
C2 and C3 are in series, so
that the frequency-deterrnin-
ing capacitance of the oscilla-
tor is small and the frequency
is high. When TI conducts, C3
is short-circuited, The fre-
quency-deterrnining capaci-
tance is then larger and the
frequency higher. The oscilla-
tar is switched on and off by
lC2d·

NANO gates lClb and lCle>
and the OR gates formed by
D3 and D4 ensure that the
four different states result in
the desired operation of Ds.
The circuit is best built on

the printed-circuit board
shown in Figure 2 (which, re-
grettably, is not available
ready-made), The completed
board is very smalI, so that
will nearly always be possible
to find a little space in a car to
house it. The LEO should, of
course, be fitted in a position
where it can be clearly seen.
It is connected to the board
by two lengths of flexible, in-
sulated circuit wire.

[SoMartinsson - 964079]

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 = 10 kQ
R2 = 33 kQ
R3 = 2.2 kQ
R4=1kQ
%=680Q
R6 = 3.3 kQ
R7 = 100 kQ
Ra = 220 kQ
Rg=220Q

Capacitors:
Cl, C4 = 10 J.1F, 63 V, radial
C2 = 4.7 J.1F, 63 V, radial
C3 = 2.2 J.1F, 63 V, radial

Semiconductors:
01-04 = 1N4001
Os = LED,
Tl = BC547B

Integrated circuits:
ICl = 4093
IC2 = LM324
IC3 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
Pl-P4 = solder pin
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logic probe for EPROMSand RAMS
The probe is a kind of adaptor
board that is plugged into the
circuir instead of the EPROM

er RAM to be tested. The Je is
temporarily plugged into the
socket on the adaptor board.
Because of connectors K1 and
K? all connections are now
accessible for testing with a
logic analyser. This is a lot
more convenient than work-
ing with discrete tesr clips.
The connections to box

headers K1 and K2 corre-
spend to those found on
Hewlctt-Packard logic analy-
sers. Choosing between
EPROM and RAM is effected
with five jumpers. Bear in
mind that the connections are
distributed over rhe box head-
ers in a logical manner. The
jumpers shown in the dia-
gram arc intended for testing
EPROMS; the at her jumper po-
sitions seleet a logic sequence
for RAMS.
Two logic probes are COI1-

tained ou the board. In the

K1{K4) K2{K4);...:;.;. I" -'-
zc "Iif. " AO ta AO 0 00 19 00 " ~
"
., " ., 0\ I< D1 "Iif. 17 ., 10 ., 0'

15 0' 17 ,'0
16 A3 , 17 D3 16A3 03

~1ci< 15 .. • A'
,C,

D4
ta D4 15

I< A5 r A5 (IC2) 05 ts 05 I<

Iif. 19 A6 6 A6 Da ac Da 19 ~
" ., 5 ., 0' " 0' "

I ci< " A' " A'
C' " 0,

10 A' " A9 CE ..u
1:~1ci< , AIO 23 AlO 0' " OE

• at t as W, •
Ie! '" ,'0r AI, • A12 C52 ,

6 '" " A19 6Al310-; 5 AI< " Al4JWE WElA15 ~ e AI< 5 0,
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964106 - 11

space reserved for rc, (lC,)
there is 110 standard IC socket
but two lang rows of Je pins
that protrude at the track side
of the board. After they have
been soldered in place, the
pins can be lengthened with
olle or more sockets at the
track side.
The Je to be tested is

mounted at the top of the
board onto the two rows of
pins. Tbe logic probe is
plugged in to the socket in-
tended for the Je.
The probe may be used for

32-pin as weil as 28-pin
EPROMS and RAMS.

IA. Riet jens - 964]061

PARTS LIST
IC, (IC2) ~ 2 10WS of 20 IC

pins
K" K2• (K" ~) ~ 20-way
box header

5 off jumpers
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-----_ .. - ." logic probe for EPROMS and RAMS
The probe is a kind of adaptor
board that is plugged into the
circuit instead of the EPROM
or RAM to be tested. The [C is
temporarily plugged into the
socket on the adaptor board.
Because of connectors KI and
K2>all connections are now
accessible for testing with a
logic analyser. This is a lot
more convenient than work-
ingwith discrete test clips.
The connections to box

headers KJ and K2 corre-
spond to those found on
Hewlett-Packard logic analy-
sers. Choosing between
EPROM and RAM is effected
with five jumpers. Bear in
mind that the connections are
distributed over the box head-
ers in a logical manner. The
jumpers shown in the dia-
gram are intended for testing
EPROMS; the other jumper po-
sitions select a logic sequence
for RAMS.
Two logic probes are con-

tained on the board. In the

Kl(K4) K2(K4)
,........;...- 132 .--

20 20

I~ 19 AO 12 AO 0 DO
13 DO 19 ~

18 Al 11 Al 01
14 01 18

I~ 17 A2 10
A2 02

15 02 17 ~
16 A3 9

A3 03
17 D3 16

I~ 15 A4 8 A4 ICl D4
18 D4 15 ~

14 A5 7 A5 (IC2) 05
19 05 14

I~ 13 A6 6 A6 06
20 D6 13 ~

12 A7 5 21 07 12

I~
A7 07

11~11 A8 27
A8

CE

10 A9 26 A9 CE lE-J
1;~I~ 9 Al0 23 Al0 OE 24 OE

8 All 25 WE 8

!~

All

~7 A12 4
A12

CS2 7

6 A13 28 A13 1~: A13 6

~ 5 A14 29 A14/WE WElA15
A14 5 ~

4 A15 3 Al51A14
A15 4

cl'o 3 2 3 fo'oA16

/0
2 .---2!!. A17/CS2

~~1 ,......!. A1S/A17 ...-
lo6

"--

E~~~
;;....:::J~;;....:::J R

E

~
-
R

EPROM RAM

~
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space reserved for lCI (IC2)
there is no standard JC socket
but two long rows of [C pins
that protrude at the track side
of the board. After they have
been solde red in pIace, the
pins can be lengthened with
one or more sockets at the
track side.
The [C to be tested is

mounted at the top of the
board onto the two rows of
pins. The logic probe is
plugged into the socket in-
tended for the rc,
The probe may be used for

32-pin as weil as 28-pin
EPROMS and RAMS.

(A. Rietjens- 964106)

PARTS LIST

ICl (IC2) = 2 rows of 20 IC

pins

K1, K2, (K3, ~) = 20-way

box header

5 off jumpers
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The characteristics of a loud-
speaker cannat be derer-
mined (outside a special test
raom) with a sinusoidal sig-
nal, since various frequencies
have to be averaged out.
Often, naise signals limited to
a SO-<iO Hz band are used.

wObbulator
threshold of IC". At that in-
staut, it will be discharged via
IClb and Tl> and then the
process will repeat itself.
The current source is fairly

simple: IC2 compares the
drcp acrass R7 (reference)
with thar ac ross the emitter

IC1l rcte

~

v
+ 13 ffl 11 ff1

12 10

l5v0
.J.:i'

~,,~ 1"d) J.d) 1"
p"p }"p }"p J.."

15V

+

The present design uses a
frequency-modulated sinu-
soidal signal, which behaves
more or less as pink noise,
but has the advanrage of a
stable amplitude. It is ideally
suitable for use with the lin-
ear sound pressure meter de-
scribed elsewhere in this
issue.
The circuit consists of

three parts: a linear vol tage-
controlled oscillator-vvco; a
sine wave shaper, and a trian-
gular-wave generator.
The vco is formed by a

sawtooth generator. Capaci-
ror Cl is charged by constant-
curreru source IC2-T2' The
potential across the capacitar
will sooner or later exceed the

resistor ofT2, consisting of R3
plus PI' Since this resistance
is variable, the frequency may
be set to 40---65Hz with PI'
The reference voltage has

a triangular-wave shape and
is produced by
recta ngu la r/tri angu Ia r-wave
oscillator rc4. Its frequency
(wobbulator rate) may be set
between 1.5 Hz and 7.5 Hz
with P".
The output of rC4b is at

half the supply voltage, so
that the ratio R7:Rg derer-
mines the direct voltage
component of the reference
voltage.
The triangular volrage

across R7 is used to vary the
current thraugh T2. This re-
sults in frequency modula-
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tion of about Y3octave, which
is independeru of the fre-
quency set with PI'
The output signal of the

VCQ consists of needle pulses
about 0.2 f.LS wide at a rate
abour 16 times higher than
that of the sinusoidal signal.

This signal is applied to shift
register JC3 via fCle. The shift
register drives a network with
weighted currents at a level
which ensures that the output
voltage is very nearly a sine
wave. In this sense, the com-
bination of JC3 and network
RIS-R22 rnay be considered a
sort of digital-to-analogue
converter-OAC.
The final section of the

circuit is a 5th-order Butter-
worth filter tuned to 100 Hz,
which largely suppresses rhe
overtones of the sampling Ire-
quency. With carefully se-
lected values af C9-C13, the
THO+N of the generator in
the prototype was ~ 0.05%.
The level of the output signal
is set with P3 to 1 V r.m.s.

(bear in mind the X2 amplifi-
cation of the filter].
Capaeiter Cl4 preverns

any d.c. component from
reaching the output. Resistor
R34 ensures that this capaci-
tor is charged even when
there is no output löad.

ICl ::: 40106
IC3::: 4015
IC4 :::CA3260
IC5 :::TL082

~ lVS

@)- OVS

@)- 3V4

C9- lV07

Resistor R33 protects JC5b
agairrst highly capacitive
loads.
The Schmitt triggers/in-

verters in ICl have quite a
spread in hysteresis. This may
make ir necessary to give CI a
slightly higher value or to en-
large the contral range of R3
plus P,.
If the wobbulator is ta be

used with the sound pressure
meter mentioned earlier, it
is desirable that the fre-
quency of thc vco and filter
can be switched between the
value of 40-65 Hz chosen
here and one that is about 10
times as high.
The circuir draws a current

ofabout 21 mA.
IT. Giesberts - 964075 J
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test and measurement equipment
Every electronics

enthusiast needs test
and measurement

equipment. Even the
most rudimentary

electronics workshop
should have at least a
power supply, a rnul-
timeter and an oscil-
loscope. This sort of
equipment is sup-
plied by many spe-
cialized firms, in a

wide variety of types
and price bands. If
you are on the look-
out for a new test
instrument, there's

really no need to go
out of doors any

more to collect cata-
logues etc. Today, all
major suppliers of
electronic test and

measurement equip-
ment run on-line

product overviews on
the web, allowing you
to see what's on ofter,
complete with prices
and specifications.

Many of you will associate the name
Iluke with the great multimeters pro-
duced by this company Fluke's prod-
uct scope is much larger, however,
ranging from calibrators to 'ordinary'
oscilloscopes. Over the past few years,
Fluke have also released a series of
portable equipment sporting graphie
displays: the so-called scope meters
and graphie rnultimeters. All these
goodies are on display at
www.fluke.com/products.h tm.

Elektor Electronics 12/96

One of the worlds's largest suppli-
ers of test and measurement equip-
ment is of course Hewlett Packard,
a.k.a. 'HP'. Their offerings are over-
whelming, and indude something in
every price band, whether an f195
power supply, or an analyser which
sets you back some E40k. Have a look
around at
www.trno.hp.comlbnO/bic.
This site allows you to request a cat-

alogue on-line, and even plaee an order!
Another well-known manufacturer

of rneasurement equipment is Tek-
tronix (a.k.a. "Iek'), whose multimeters,
oscilloscopes, generators and other
T&M jewels may be admired at
www.tek.comlMeas uremen t/Prod-
ucts/catala!1by-type.html.
Wavetek, too, is a grcat alternative

for various types of advaneed mea-
surement and test gear:
www.wavetek.com/wwtest.html.
This site allows you to view an ex-

tensive overview of the various mod-
els. lt is also possible to order a cata-
logue. and request Information on a
certain piece of equipment.
Although the Iapanese rnanufac-

turer Yokogawa may not be very well
known in Europe, its producrs are on
a par with those of its American and
European competttors. The site
www.yakagawa.co.jpIYEFfTM.html
shows you the product range available
for the European market, which in-
cludes recorders, digital memory 05-

cilloscopes, function generators and
power meters.
Iwatsu 15 a Par-Esstern manufac-

turer specialized in digital oscilloscopes
featuring extensive operation options.
The American branch of 1watsu pre-
sents the technical specilications of
some of these oscilloscopes at:
www.iwatsu.com/tm.html.
Leeroy Is an North American COI11-

pany whieh is also specialized in (dig-
ital) oscilloscopes. Leeroy have a
branch in Switzerland. The Internet
address
www.lecroy.conv.tmlLecroyTM.htm
provides an overview of various
Leüroy products, and also allows web
surfers to request product information.
Philips seems to have redueed its

activities in the field of 'ordinary' test
equipment, although a lot of TV test
gear is still being produced. Information
on these products may be found at
www.ptv.dk/catlindex.htm
Fina.lly, a German supplier of excel-

lent test equipment: Rohde &
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Schwartz. This equipment 15sure to be
of interest to professional electron.ics
engineers. This manufacturer rnay be
faund at
www.rsd.de/webpages/21.htm
In case YOll are looking for other

suppliers of T&M equipment, Internet
search engines like Alta Vista and Lycos
are a great help in locating addresses
and other useful information.

(965088/



Model cars, baats and airplanes
may go out of control, causing
serious dange-r and damage
when a failure occurs in the
radio control system. This cir-
cuit helps to prevent such
mishaps by taking over the con-
trol of, for example, the accel-
erator;brake servo in a model
car when the radio signal fails.
The servo is then set 10 a pre-
determined posirion, for exam-
pie, brake hard. The circuit may
be inserted in any servo link,
The heart of the circuit is an

astable multivibrator (AMY)
consisting of Schmitt trigger
gares IClc and ICid. When the
receiver pulses fail, the AMV
generates replacernent servo
pulses whose width may be set
with preset Pl. Capacitor C4
then determines tbe 'off" time
{approx. 20ms), and C3, the
'on' time (1.5 ms±O.5 O1S),

During normal operanon of
the radio link, the received
pulses are negated by ICla,
which discharges C2 via Dt, so
that lCid is disabled. Thc result
is that the servo pulses supplied
by the receiver are avaiJable
again at the output of the cir-
cuit.

When the receiver pulses
disappear, C2 is no Jonger dis-
charged, and the AMV is en-
abled. It starts to oscillate, sup-

This circuit ensures that im-
patient callers or naughty
children cannot make an clec-
trie doorbeJi ring conti nu-
ously. Ir limits the time the
bell can be acruated to one
second, followed by a pause
of 10-15 seconds.

When the bellpush is
pressed, the alternating volt-
age powering the bell is recti-
fied by D land smoothed by
C2. Since Cl is not charged,
transistor Tl is off owing to
the high voltage level at its
eollector. Transistor T2 comes
on and this results in the relay
being energized. The circuit is
closed and the bell rings.

Capacitor Cl is then being
charged via D2 and R2. When
the potential across Cl has
risen sufficiently to cause TI

radio failure protection
for R/C models
plying replacement pulses
which cause the servo to turn to
the predefined position.
111e circuir may also be used

as a stand-alone tester rar servo
morors. Currenr consumption
in transparent mode is about
20)lA at a supply voltage of
5 V, or 50 J.lA when the AMV is
active.

[Design by B. Sommer9640lO]

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors:
Al ~ 47kfl
A2 ~ 220kfl
A3 ~ 27kO
R4 ~ 120kfl
Pl ~ 50kO preset H

Capacitors:
Cl ,C2 ~ 470nF
C3 ~ 47nF
C4 ~ 220nF
es = 1OpF 63V radial

Semiconductors:
Dl ~ lN4l48
ICl ~ 4093

Miscellaneous:
Printed circuit board not
available ready-made
through the Readers Ser-
vices

1~,_~.
"-JllJll'" .,...--- , .

: 0- ; ;

i~
... Cl

Qb-j,"

doorbell limiter
r----------------'
I t

ot I
I
I
I
I
I

*

I
I
I
I
I
I
I__________ -1

*see text 964006·11

to eonduct, transistor T2 will
be cut off. Tbis resulrs in tbe
relay being deenergized, so
that the voltage is removed

72

from the bell.
Capacitor CI is then dis-

charged slowly via R3 and the
base-emitter junction of TI'

lC1 = 4093

964010 • 11

When the potential ac ross it
has has dropped to a certain
level, which takes 15-20 sec-
onds, TI is cu t off again, so
that the bell is powered once
more.
lmpatientiy pressing the

bellpush before CI has been
discharged sufficiently causes
the capacitor to be charged,
so that it takes a furtber
l!J-IS seconds before the bell
rings.
Thc charging time of Cl is

determined to a large extent
by tbe value of R2. The time
required for the bell to be
powered depends largely on
the value of R3. Both tirncs
can be lengthened by making
Cjlarger.

[M. Vohburger . 964CK\6)
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Model cars, boats and airplanes
may go out of control, causing
serious danger and damage
when a failure occurs in the
radio control system. This cir-
cuit helps to prevent such
mishaps by taking over the con-
trol of, for example, the accel-
erator/brake servo in a model
car when the radio signal fails.
The servo is then set to a pre-
determined position, for exam-
pie, brake hard. The circuitmay
be inserted in any servo link.
The heart of the circuit is an

astable multivibrator (AMV)
consisting of Schmitt trigger
gates IC1c and ICld. When the
receiver pulses fail, the AMV
generates replacement servo
pulses whose width may be set
with preset P1. Capacitor C4
then determines the 'off' time
(approx. 20 ms), and C3, the
'on' time (1.5ms ±O.5ms).
During normal operation of

the radio link, the received
pulses are negated by ICla,
which discharges C2 via Dl, so
that ICld is disabled.The result
is that the servo pulses supplied
by the receiver are available
again at the output of the cir-
cuit.
When the receiver pulses

disappear, C2 is no Ionger dis-
charged, and the AMV is en-
abled. It starts to oscillate, sup-

This circuit ensures that im-
patient callers or naughty
children cannot make an elec-
tric doorbell ring conti nu-
ously. It limits the time the
bell can be actuated to one
second, followed by a pause
of 10-15 seconds.
When the bellpush is

pressed, the alternating volt-
age powering the bell is recti-
fied by D land smoothed by
C2. Since CI is not charged,
transistor TI is off owing to
the high voltage level at its
collector. Transistor T2 comes
on and this results in the relay
being energized. The circuit is
closed and the bell rings.
Capacitor CI is then being

charged via D2 and R2. When
the potential across CI has
risen sufficiently to cause TI

radio failure protection
for R/C models
plying replacement pulses
which cause the servo to turn to
the predefined position.
The circuitmayaiso be used

as a stand-alone tester for servo
motors. Current consumption
in transparent mode is about
20 J.lA at a supply voltage of
5 V, or 50 J.lAwhen the AMV is
active.

[Design by B. Sommer 9640101

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 = 47kn
R2 = 220kQ
R3 = 27kn
R4 = 120kQ
P1 = 50kn preset H

Capacitors:
C1,C2 = 470nF
C3 = 47nF
C4 = 220nF
C5 = 1OJ.lF63V radial

Semiconductors:
D1 = 1N4148
IC1 = 4093

Miscellaneous:
Printed circuit board not
available ready-made
through the Readers Ser-
vices

1'!!!tt-tt- ._
~s

5V-JLJll'" .,,..--- . ,, ..
: 0- I I

, --: 20ma

• ci
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doorbell limiter
r----------------,
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I
I
I
I
I

'" TR'

*

*see text

to conduct, transistor T2 will
be cut off. This results in the
relay being deenergized, so
that the voltage is removed

/]72

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

__________ ---.J

964006 - 11

from the bell.
Capacitor CI is then dis-

charged slowlyvia R3 and the
base-emitter junction of TI'

~ms----------------~~~:v--v---20ms
~ ~ms~• ~V8-1"l---f1.-

~--~--I._r-----o,-~

ICl = 4093

9640'0· 11

When the potential across it
has has dropped to a certain
level, which takes 15-20 sec-
onds, TI is cut off again, so
that the bell is powered once
more.
Impatiently pressing the

bellpush before CI has been
discharged sufficiently causes
the capacitor to be charged,
so that it takes a further
10-15 seconds before the bell
rings.
The charging time of Cl is

determined to a large extent
by the value of R2. The time
required for the bell to be
powered depends largely on
the value of R3. Both times
can be lengthened by making
Cj larger.

[M. Vohburger - 964006]
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Modern organizers, portable
databanks, and mini cornput-
ers are often considerably
more than ingenious devices
lor playing games. They be-
come even more useful iI they
can be linked to a rc. Most
organizers from Casio have a
3-01m socket for this purpose.
The socket gives access to

Cl kind of RS232 interface in
wh ich the levels are lTL (0 V
and +5 V) instead 01 thc
usual ±12 V. Thanks to this
socket, the simple circuit in
the diagram and sorne DIY
software make it possible for
the organizer to communicate

It is clear that power consump-
tion may be reduced if ancillary
equipment is on only when the
master unit is switched on. This
is, for instance, the case in an
audio system wbere the ampli-
fier may be considered the
master unit. Tt does not make
sense to havc the tuner, cas-
sette deck and CD player on
standby when the amplifier is
switched off. This Is true also in
computer systems, which, apart
from the computer, normaUy
contain at least a monitor, a
printer, external drive, and,
perhaps, a scanner. It would be
very user-friendly and energy-
friendly if all those units were
switched on and off together
with thc computer.

In a computer system, this is
arranged fairly easily, since the
mains voltage for the monitor is

Elektor Electronics

Casio interface
~+10V

~-10V

@- +9V1-9V

@- +10V! -10V

A' ...
I I I

with a fully fledged rc.
The circuit draws only a

tiny current, whieh is deter-
rnined primarily by the
op amp. In the present circuit
it is about 1 mA.
The positive supply is de-

rived via pins 7 and 8 of the
RS232 connector on the rc,
Sinee the negative voltage

(-10 V) is present at pins 3
and 4 of the RS232 connector
only during Inrervals, diodes
Db D3 and eapacitor Cl en-
sure continuity of the nega-
tive line for the interface.
Data re ach the organizer

via IClal here arranged as an

economizer

Cß> OY7

(!)- fJV!5V

~+9V!~V

"

A

le1 '" TL082

inverting cornparator. The
signal leve! at the input is
likened to the reference volt-
age of 0.7 V at the non-invert-
ing input of the op amp.
The cutpur signal of ICla

is applied directly to the
RS232 connector.
The RS232 signals applied

to the organizer are limited to
±lO V by R4 and Rs and then
compared with the reference
voltage. Since the outpur volt-
age of the op amp switches
between ± '10 V, network
R3-D4 ensures that it is lim-
ited to 0 V and +5 V.
Because sorne computcr

ICl

02 (E)

964017 • 11

manufacturers da not rigar-
ously follow the RS232 norm,
ir may in certain cases be nee-
essary to adapt the hardware
to some extent.
As far as software is COIl-

eerned, the standard commu-
nication programs for rcs use
a different protoco!. It is,
therefore, necessary to find
out how the original Casio
software works: observe the
signals at the se rial Interface.
Once these are known, it
should not be too difficult to
arrange a simple program.

[G, Kfein . 9640171

often taken from a special
(switehed) mains outlet at the
back of the computer. Tfa mul-

12/96

tiple extension socket is plugged
into this outlet and the various
ancillary unirs connected to the

73

extension outlets, our aim has
been achieved.

fK. WalraVCl1· 9640111



To determine whether two ca-
pacitances are equal or not,
the comparator measures the
change in period of a triangu-
lar oscillator into whose cir-
cuit the two capacitances are
alternately connected.
In the circuit diagram,

Cxl and Cx2 are the two ca-
pacitances that need 10 be
compared. They are con-
nected to the circuit via flexi-
ble circuit wire.
Transistors TI and T2 form

current sources that alter-
nately charge Cxl and Cx2'
The voltage drop across the
capacitors, UCI and Uc2 re-
spectively, is applied to a
Schmitt trigger. The output of
IClb remains stable until one
of the voltages exceeds the
switching threshold of ICla,
when it changes state.
When the output of IClb

is high, T2 provides just a lit-
tle more current than TI,
which causes the connected
capacitor to be discharged. If
the output is low, the relevant
capacitor is charged.
It is imperative that the

change-over from one capaci-
tor to the other happens at ex-
actly the end of an oscillator
period, for instance, when the
output of IClb changes state.
D-bistable I~a is arranged

as a binary scaler which pro-
duces a pulse whose width is
equal to the oscillator period.

capacitance comparator

10

5 0

3 C

When pin 1 of IC2a is high,
the period is determined by
Cxl' When it is low, the pe-
riod is determined byCx2'
Circuit I~a drives two ana-

IC2b
12

13

A

IC2a

A

ICl = 40106
IC2 = 4013
IC3 = 4066
IC4 = TLC272

C9- 7V5

~l1V3

C§:> nvs
@>3V7

@)-3V1

logue switches, IC3a and IC3b,
which alternately connect CXI
and Cx2to the oscillator.
The amount of hysteresis

of a 40106 depends largely on

the maker: in a Philips device,
it is typically 1.8 V, whereas in
an SGS-Thomson device, it is
typically 3.5 V. Such differ-
ences in hysteresis do not ad-

PARTS UST
Resistors:
Rl = 10 kn
R2-Rs = 562 o, 1%
Rs, R7 = 10.0 kn, 1%
Re, Rg = 1 Mn

Capacitors:

Cl = CXl
C2 = Cx2
C3 = 3.9 pF
C4 = 5 pF trimmer
c; c, = 2.2 J1F. polystyrene,
pitch 5 mm
CrC10 = 100 nF
c., '" 100 J1F, 25 V

74

IC3 = 4066
IC4 - TLC272CPSemiconductors:

Tl = BC557B
T2 = BC547B Miscellaneous:

JPl = 3-way pin header with
jump lead (see text)Integrated circuits:

ICl = 40106
IC2 == 4013
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versely affect the comparator,
but they do cause a shift in
the measuring frequencies.
If the capacitances are

equal, the duty factors of the
signals at pins 1 and 2 of l~
must also be equal. There-
fore, the pulse/pause ratio at
the outpur of I~a is directly
proportional to the ratio of
tbe capacitances. Averaging
the two outputs of the binary
scaler and comparing thern,
which is carried out by IC4a
and IC4b, gives an accurate

Remote ccntrol transmitters
corne in countless different
shapes and for many different
functions. They are also so
cheap and beautifully styled
that most of you will not even
contemplate horne construction
frorn scratch as that would
probably result in an ungainly
box which is not at all easy to

determinarion of the differ-
ence between the (Wo capaci-
tances: 75 mV per per ceru.
Time constants RS-C5 and

R9-C6 are deliberately made
large to provide a continuous
measurement range from
220 pF lo 220 nE
Use a 4!-1-digit multimeter

(20 V range) or a 3V,-digit
model (2 V range). The maxi-
mum voltage difference is
15 V With capacitance values
below 220 pE; thc mutual dif-
ferences result in a lower and

lower potential difference.
This is because of the para-
sitic capacitance, wh ich is
about 35 pE The effect of lhis
capacitance is lessened by
trimmer Cj.
Calibrating the circuit is

simple: place jumper lP 1 and
adjust C4 until the outpul
voltage is zero. lf this cannot
be done, set J P 1 to the other
posiriou.
With capacitance values

above 220 nF, thc frequency
becomes very low. Also rip-

pies are caused across C5 and
C6, which are out of phase.
This causes the meter reading
to bccome unstable.
The rneasurement fre-

quency extends from abour
21 Hz (220 nF) 10 18 kHz
(220 pF). rr measurements
are required up to 2.2 ,uF, R6
and R 7 may be lowered to
1 kQ.
The circuit draws a current

of about 10 mA.
[T. Giesberts 964089J

personal ReS
infra-red remote control
The crux is to change the res-
onator frequency of the trans-
mitter. As an exarnple, a credit-
card size RC5 compatible re-
mote control was modified by
removing the existing 432-kHz
resonator and replacing it with a

RCS receiverr------------------------,
e5v~+)_11~ji~------------~---------

@1-'-+-'=-+---------'-1"

SAA3009 based receivers (note:
the SAA3009 is no longer man-
ufactured, it may be replaced by
the pin compatible SAA3049).
Actually, the circuits are based
on the input stage of the Gell-
eral-Purpose Infra-Red Volume

within 10% of the theoretical
value. The SFH506-40 has a
band pass filter at 40 kHz in-
stead of36 kl-lz, and is thus bet-
ter rnatched to the new modu-
lation frequency. The result is a
considerable increase in the dis-
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credit card
remo/e control

5D3kHz

hold in one hand!
Here's an idea how to make

YOUf own, personalized, rernote
control transmitter which will
control only those receivers that
have been modified accordingly.

Elektor Electronics

" ra

503-kHz type. lllis results
in a higher rnodulation
frequency of approxi-
rnately 42 kHz instead of
the standardized 36 kl-Iz,
while the pulse rate in-
creases, too, Ta enable

standard RC5 receiver 10; Iike
the SAA3049 and SAA3009 10
recognize a valid signal, the crys-
tal frequency has to be changed.
The rwo diagrams show the

rnodifications for SAA3049 and

12/96
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SFH5
·40

Control described JI] the
July/August 1994 issue of Elek-
tor Electronics. Twelve resistors
are added, while one is omitted,
as weil as two capacitors. The
IR receiver Is replaced by the
Siemens SFH506-40, and rbe
erystal by a 5-MHz type. The
resulting dock frequency actu-
ally causes a receive pulse rate
which is a little too high. Fortu-
nately, everytbing still functions
nonnally if the data speed is

75
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tanee that can be covered with
the remote control.
A receiver modified as de-

scribed here will no longer re-
spond to signals transmitred by
normal (36-kHz) ReS remote
controls. The reverse situation
is slightly less favourable: a
standard receiver will respond
to a modified transmitter only
at distances smaller than 30 cm
or so.

[Design byT. Gicsberts - %4041J



versely affect the comparator,
but they do cause a shift in
the measuring frequencies.
If the capacitances are

equal, the duty factors of the
signals at pins 1 and 2 of l~
must also be equal. There-
fore, the pulse/pause ratio at
the outpur of I~a is directly
proportional to the ratio of
tbe capacitances. Averaging
the two outputs of the binary
scaler and comparing thern,
which is carried out by IC4a
and IC4b, gives an accurate

Remote ccntrol transmitters
corne in countless different
shapes and for many different
functions. They are also so
cheap and beautifully styled
that most of you will not even
contemplate horne construction
frorn scratch as that would
probably result in an ungainly
box which is not at all easy to

determinarion of the differ-
ence between the (Wo capaci-
tances: 75 mV per per ceru.
Time constants RS-C5 and

R9-C6 are deliberately made
large to provide a continuous
measurement range from
220 pF lo 220 nE
Use a 4!-1-digit multimeter

(20 V range) or a 3V,-digit
model (2 V range). The maxi-
mum voltage difference is
15 V With capacitance values
below 220 pE; thc mutual dif-
ferences result in a lower and

lower potential difference.
This is because of the para-
sitic capacitance, wh ich is
about 35 pE The effect of lhis
capacitance is lessened by
trimmer Cj.
Calibrating the circuit is

simple: place jumper lP 1 and
adjust C4 until the outpul
voltage is zero. lf this cannot
be done, set J P 1 to the other
posiriou.
With capacitance values

above 220 nF, thc frequency
becomes very low. Also rip-

pies are caused across C5 and
C6, which are out of phase.
This causes the meter reading
to bccome unstable.
The rneasurement fre-

quency extends from abour
21 Hz (220 nF) 10 18 kHz
(220 pF). rr measurements
are required up to 2.2 ,uF, R6
and R 7 may be lowered to
1 kQ.
The circuit draws a current

of about 10 mA.
[T. Giesberts 964089J

personal ReS
infra-red remote control
The crux is to change the res-
onator frequency of the trans-
mitter. As an exarnple, a credit-
card size RC5 compatible re-
mote control was modified by
removing the existing 432-kHz
resonator and replacing it with a
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SAA3009 based receivers (note:
the SAA3009 is no longer man-
ufactured, it may be replaced by
the pin compatible SAA3049).
Actually, the circuits are based
on the input stage of the Gell-
eral-Purpose Infra-Red Volume

within 10% of the theoretical
value. The SFH506-40 has a
band pass filter at 40 kHz in-
stead of36 kl-lz, and is thus bet-
ter rnatched to the new modu-
lation frequency. The result is a
considerable increase in the dis-
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credit card
remo/e control

5D3kHz

hold in one hand!
Here's an idea how to make

YOUf own, personalized, rernote
control transmitter which will
control only those receivers that
have been modified accordingly.
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503-kHz type. lllis results
in a higher rnodulation
frequency of approxi-
rnately 42 kHz instead of
the standardized 36 kl-Iz,
while the pulse rate in-
creases, too, Ta enable

standard RC5 receiver 10; Iike
the SAA3049 and SAA3009 10
recognize a valid signal, the crys-
tal frequency has to be changed.
The rwo diagrams show the

rnodifications for SAA3049 and
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Control described JI] the
July/August 1994 issue of Elek-
tor Electronics. Twelve resistors
are added, while one is omitted,
as weil as two capacitors. The
IR receiver Is replaced by the
Siemens SFH506-40, and rbe
erystal by a 5-MHz type. The
resulting dock frequency actu-
ally causes a receive pulse rate
which is a little too high. Fortu-
nately, everytbing still functions
nonnally if the data speed is
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tanee that can be covered with
the remote control.
A receiver modified as de-

scribed here will no longer re-
spond to signals transmitred by
normal (36-kHz) ReS remote
controls. The reverse situation
is slightly less favourable: a
standard receiver will respond
to a modified transmitter only
at distances smaller than 30 cm
or so.

[Design byT. Gicsberts - %4041J



There is a growing tendency to
fit audio equipmem with elec-
tronie volume conirols (virtually
always remote controlled). This
consists of aseries of potential
dividers actuated by electronic
swirches, Regreuably, this setup
has 0 small drawback: faint dick
are sometirnes heard when the
vclurue is changed. These clicks
are the result of the brief short-
circuit of the mulliplexers in
4{)(X) series CMDS rcs 10 ihe neg-
ative supply line when they are
switched over,

In the quad audio switch
Type SSM2404 from Analog
Devices this flaw is obviated by
break-bcfore-make logic drive
circuits and by switching the
outpur transistors gradually via

a sawtooth generator. This
switch has further beneftts in
that Roson is low and that it ean
operate from a high supply volt-
age (up to 115 V).

Sinee brcak-beforc-make
electronic switches are used, it is
not possible to construct a vol-
urne control frorn a potential di-
vider with several branches fol-
lowed bya buffer stage. This is

T n certain cars, caravans and
carnpers fuses are often 10-
cated in a most awkward
place. Where this is so, the
present indicator may be of
help, since it enables a fuse to
be cbecked withour having to
remove it from Its holder.
The circuit is very simple:

a signal diode, a resistor and
an LED. Its operation is just as
simple. Tf the fuse is alt right,

Elektor Electronics

silent volume control
IC1,2 '" SSM2404

".

...

A 964029·11

because the switches in series
with the buffer would briefly not
have a bias sening when switch-
ing takes place. Thereforc, the
present design uses an inverting
arnplifter with a virtual ground.
The total arnplification is -I, but
that may be changed byaltering
the value of Rn.
The voltage divider is de-

signed for steps of 1.25 dB, so
that an attenuauon of0-8.75 dB

ICl IC2

~~
12V +

A

rC3 = NE5534

is possible. Resistor values For a
total range of 70 dB are given in
the table, Connecting two of
these circuits (olle with a range
of 8.75 dB, and the other with a
range of 70 dB) in series gives a
volume corurol with a range ofO
dB to -78.5 dB. The volumc
control may be driven bya 6-bit
counter or a microprocessor.
In the diagram. the switches

of one chain of auenuators are

driven bya scn-to-decimal de-
coder Type 4028. The attenua-
tion may be set manually with
DIP switch SI. Resistor RI8 and
diodes °1•D2 serve as overdrive
protection far JCI and JC2.
These components may be
omitted between two successive
attenuator secuons.
As far as thc d.c, setting of

the circuit is concerned, it suf-
lices to state that the level at oll
points in the outpur condition
(all DtP switches open) is 0 V,
except at pin 6 of JC2, wh ich is
at +12 V
The rnaximum undistorted

Input voltage is 7.6 V r.rn.s, In
the prototype. the THD+ noise
with an input voltage of 2 V
r.m.s, was OJXJ07%at I kHz and
0.0009% at 20 kHz. At clle
largest attenuation (-8.75 dB)
this figures rose to 0.00 I% and
0.0016% respectively The over-
all banclwidth of the arnplifier is
200 kHz. The current drain of a
cornplete attenuator section is
about 6 mA.

[T Gresberrs • %40291

Table 1. Reslstar values for a
range of 0 dB 10 -70 dB.

Rl 6.04kO

R2 2.800

R3 7680

R4 2260

R5 69.80

R6 21.50

R7 6.810

R8 3.160

defect·fuse indicator
diode D2 is practically in par-
allel witb DJ, since the very
sm all resistance of the fuse
may be ignored. The poten-
tial drop across D2 is about
0.6 V, but since 01 needs
abour 1.6 V to light it remains
dark. If, however, the fuse is
defect, D2 is no langer in par-
allel with DJ• so that this
Iighrs. It does not matter
whether the lamp shown in

12/96

the diagram is switched on or
not. If ir is on, D? is reverse-
biased, so that the-LED is pow-
ered via R3. Since the result-
ing current flows conrinu-
ously, the value of R3 is cho-
sen to ensure that with a bat-
tery voltage of 12 V it does
not exceed 1.9 mA. This level
of current Is quite sufficient
for a low-current LED.

!W. Cchaupr 964109] 964109 ·11
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stroboscope for motorcycles

The stroboscope is especia lIy
intended for use on mororcy-
eies with electronic ignition. It
has a fixed duty factor (pulse!
pause ratio), so that, irrespec-
tive of the engi ne speed, the
LEDS light tbe flywheel at a
fixed distance of 1_2°, The
output is buffered. The out-
put voltage is directly propor-
tional to the engine speed.

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R,-R4 ~ 100 Q
ASt RSt RlO• R12 = 22 kQ
R6• Rs• R13• R14 = 100 kO
R7 ~ 1 kQ
R11 = 470 Q
P1 = 100 kO, multiturn, up-
right
P2 = 500 Q, multiturn, up-
right

Capacitors:
C1 = 47 nF
C2 == 4.7 nF
C3 ~ 470 nF
C4 == 100 nF
es ~ 1 pF
C6 = 100 11Ft25 V, radial

Semiconductors:
D,-D12 = LED, high inten-
sity
T,• T2 ~ BC557
T3 ~ BC547

Integrated circuits:
[C, ~ L4810
[C2 ~ 4098
[C3 ~ CA3260

Miscellaneous:
L, = 100 turns of 0.3 mm
dia. enamelled ccpper
wlre: coil diameter about
30mm
K1, K2 = 6-way header
M1 = moving-coll meter
(see text)

pcs order no. 964088 (see
Readers Services towards
the end of this issue)

The circuit is powered by
the motorcycle battery: ICI
stabilizes this at 10 V.

lgnition pulses are de-
tected by LI' a coil of 100
turns with a diameter of
30 mm, which is pushed over
the plug cable. The potential
induced in the coil is darnped
by R 11' This resistor may be
replaced by a 1 kQ poten-

IC1

1 OV 0----t----l
@®
IC2 lC3

<y<yr10V
IC2 '" 4098
IC3 '" CA3260

CE>- SOHz
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tiometer if variable sensitivity
is oesired.
The induced pulses (width

abour 5,Us) appearing at the
collector of T 3 are applied to
rnonostable IC2b. The 1110no-
stable is not retriggerable and
reacts to the trai1ing edges of
the pulses; this ensures that
any noise pulses following the
ignition pulses cannot upset
the circuit.
One of the ourputs of rC2b

is used to charge Cs. The po-
tential across es is thus directly
proportional to the engine
speed, It is buffered and then
led out via IC3b to drive a mul-
timeter or moving-coilmeter.
The other output of IC2b

drives a second monostable,
IC2a. The duty factor of this
monostable is hold constant
by integrator .lC3a and current
source TI' The contral range
exrends from 'I Hz to 50 Hz.
The pulse/pause ratio is set
wirh P2'

The Q-output of IC2a dri-
ves 12 LEDS via emitter fol-
lower T 2' With values of
R t-R4 as specified, the peak
current through the LEDS is
about 30 mA. The light inten-
sity of the diodes can be in-
creased by reducing the val-
ues of the four resistors to
68Q.
The stroboscope is set up

with the use of the outpur
voltage of a 5-V transformer
or mains adaptor as test sig-
nal. Connect this signal to rhc
input of the stroboscope via a
1 kQ resistor and adjust PI to
obtain an output voltage 01'
6 V in case of a twc-stroke
motorcycle, or to 3 V in case
of single-strake machine.
Thcn , adjust P2 for a pulse-
width ac ross the LEDs of
30,Us or 60,Us respectively.
The unit is best built on

the printed-circuit board
shown. The design of the
board allows the section in-

~"'"l.JL
,I I. d
6ms l(ma

~....f"LJ
,I I. 11
6ml 14"",

r--------------,

~6V
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tended for the LEDS to be cut
off to give greater flexibility in
fitting the stroboscope. The
unit should be fitted in a
metal case to reduce spurious
radiations.
In the prototype, the LEDS

were covered by a perspex
magnifier. The diodes were
bent inwards to such an ex-
tent that a clear point of light
was obtained about 80 mm
above the magnifying per-
spex. This extra work is weil
worth it, particularly since the
light output of the LEDS with
the short duty factor is small.
A tip befare you start:

clearly identify the marks on
the flywheel with Tipp-Ex"
or white paint and screen the
flywheel as much as possible
from ambient light.

[E.M.v.d.Eb • 964088]

The design, consisting of an
electret microphone, ampli-
fier, and moving-coil meter,
arranges for the meter to give
a reading that is linearly pro-
portional to the sound pres-
sure. Sound pressure meters
usually have a logarithmic
scale, but this would make the
design more complicated.
Mareover, linear proportion-
ality results in greater sensi-
tivity to sound pressure differ-
ences. If a test CD with noise
bands in 60-Hz steps is avail-
able, the meter may be used
to obtain a frequency charac-
teristic of a loudspeaker.
The microphone is a Type

MCE2000 electret from
Monacor. The operating
point of the FET contained in
this is set with RI. Resistor R2
and capacitor C2 prevent
noise on the supply lines from
reaching the input.
The operating point of

op amp ICla is set to half the
supply voltage with R3 and
R4'
The degree of amplifica-

tion is determined by the
ratio of PI to the output im-
pedance of the microphone.
With component values as
specified in the circuit dia-
gram, the amplification is
x60, which makes a 90 dB
sound pressure result in full-
scale deflection of the meter.

Elektor Electronics

sound pressure meter
In the prototype, Plis then
roughly at the centre of its
travel.

~7V

@)- 4V5

Capacitor Cl is abipolar
electrolytic type, since the
.spread of the FET in the mi-
crophone may cause the volt-
age at metering point B to be
lower than the 4.5 V at the

12/96

input of the op amp. Note, by
the way, that the voltages
shown in the circuit diagram
are taken from the prototype.

ing circuit superfluous; this is
a benefit, because such a di-
vider affects the meter deflec-
tion and increases the current
drain.
The meter, M, is a 30 Il-A

moving-coil type with an in-
ternal resistance of 6.5 kil.
The use of a meter with as
low a current drain as possi-
ble keeps the voltage drop
across bridge rectifier DI-D4
low. Resistar Rs and diode
Ds limit the peak current
through the meter.
The current drain of the

complete circuit is only
1.5 mA.
The use of a wobbulator

and the present meter en-
ables, say, a subwoofer to be
matched to an existing sys-
tem. First measure the stan-
dard speakers at a frequency
of 400-500 Hz, wobbulated
over Y3octave. The level of
the signal must be high
enough to suppress ambient
noises. Adjust PI for maxi-
mum meter reading. The,
apply a 40--50Hz signal to the
subwoofer and adjust the ac-
tive filter in the amplifier or
subwoofer for an identical
meter reading. These mea-
surements should be taken at
a distance of about 1 m (3 ft)
from the loudspeakers.

[T. Giesberts - 964074]

~~
~1~- !s >P.

: 9V ICl
-- 4

Half the supply voltage is
buffered by IClb, so that the
circuit can be driven by ICla
without any difficulty. The
buffering makes an additional
potential divider in the meter-
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tended for the LEDS to be cut
off to give grearer flexibility in
fitting the stroboscope. The
unit should be fitted in a
metal case to reduce spurious
radiations,
In the prototype, the LEDS

were covered by a perspex
magnifier. The diodes were
bent inwards to such an ex-
tent that a clear point of light
was obtained about 80 mm
above the magnifying per-
spex. This extra work is weil
worth it, particularly since the
light output of tbe LEDS with
the short duty factor is small.
A tip before you stärt:

clearly identify the marks on
the flywheel with Tipp-Ex '"
or white paint and screen the
flywheel as much as possible
frcm ambient light.

[E,M.v.d.Eb·964088[

The design, consisting of an
electret microphone, am pli-
fier, and moving-coil meter,
arranges for the meter to give
a reading that is linearly pro-
portional to the sound pres-
sure. Sound pressure merers
usually bave a logarithmic
scale, but this would make the
design more coruplicated.
Moreover, linear proportion-
ality rcsults in greater sensi-
tivity to sound pressure differ-
ences. If a test CD with noise
bands in 60-Hz steps is avail-
able, the meter may be used
to obtain a frequency charac-
teristic of a loudspeaker.
The microphone is a Type

MCE2000 electrer from
Monacor. The operating
point of the FET contained in
this is set wirb RI. Resistor R2
and capacitor C2 prevent
noise on the supply lines from
reaching the input.
The operaring point of

op amp ICla is set to half the
supply voltage with R3 and
R4'
The degree of amplifica-

tion is deterrnined by the
ratio of PI to the output im-
pedance of the microphone.
Witb component values as
specified in the circuit dia-
gram, the amplification is
x60, which makes a 90 dB
sound pressure result in full-
scale deflection of tbe meter.

Elektor Electronics

sound pressure meter
In tbe prototype, Plis then
roughly at the centre of its
travel.

input of the op amp. Note, by
the way, that the voltages
shown in the circuit diagram
are taken from the protorype.

Capacitor Cl is abipolar
electrolytic type, since the
spread of the FET in the mi-
crophone may cause the volt-
age at metering point B to be
lower than the 4.5 V at rhe
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Half the supply voltage is
buffered by IClb, so that the
circuit can be driven by TCla
without any difficulty. The
buffering makes an additional
potential divider in the meter-

ing circuit superfluous; this is
a benefit, because such a di-
vider affects the meter deflec-
tion and increases the current
drain.
The meter, M, is a 30 Il-A

moving-coil type with an in-
ternal resisrance of 6.5 kQ.
The use of a meter with as
low a current drain as possi-
ble keeps the voltage drop
across bridge rectifier 01-04
low. Resistor RS and diode
D5 Iimir the peak current
through the rneter.
Tbe current drain of tbe

complete circuit is only
1.5 mA.
The use of a wobbulator

and the present meter en-
abi es, say, a subwoofer to be
matched to an existing sys-
tem. First measure the stan-
dard speakers at a frequency
of 400-500 Hz, wobbulated
over y, octave. The level of
the signal must be high
enough to suppress arnbient
noises. Adjust PI for maxi-
mum meter reading. The,
apply a 40-50 Hz signal to the
subwoofer and adjust the ac-
live filter in the amplifier or
subwoofer for an identical
meter reading. These mea-
surernents should be takeu at
a distance 01 about 1 m (3 ft)
from the loudspeakers.

IT. Giesberts -9640741
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This circuit converts aserial
pulse train into a sinusoidal
output voltage consisting of
30discrete steps, The 4-bit out-
put of up/down counter TC1,
QA~QD' is applied to the in-
puts of a 4-to-161ine dernulti-
plexer, IC3. Counter ICI sup-
plies binary codes that repeat-
edly sean the range 0000
thrcugh 1111, and thcn back to
0000 again.
The up/down (D/D) input pin
of the counter is controlled by
the Qoutput of a bistable,
ICza. The reset input of the
bistable and the load input of
the counter are eonnected to a
power-on reset network, R2-
Cl, to provide a defined count
state at power-on.
Each of the '15demulti-

plexer outputs used here is con-
nected to aprecision resistor.
Only one demultiplexer is low at
a time, requiring the weighing
Iactor of the resistors to be
made such that the total currenr
is sinusoidal (in theory) relative
to a 2.5-V reference potential
set up at the - input of IC4 by
resistors R 19 and R21. The
value of R20 brings the swing of
the digitized sine-wave into the
output voltage range of the
TLC271. The output voltage
level is set to 1 V rmsby R22.
The theoretical values of R3

The generator produces a si-
nusoidal signal ar a frequency
of about 1 kHz. This makes it
suitable Ior use in a variety of
measurements, such as the
testing of an a.f. amplifier.
Tbe operation of the eir-

euit is based on selective
phase shifts. Each of Re net-
works R,~C" R,-Co and Rx•
C3 introduces a phase shift of
60°, resulting in a total shift of
180°. Transistor TI adds a fur-
ther 180°, so that the eircuit
as a whole gives a phase shift
of 3600. This is one of the two
requirements of an oscillator.
Resistance R, is the input

impedanee of transistor TI,
which is about 4.7 kQ, that is,
roughly equal to R land R2.
The second requirernent

of an oscillator is the positive

pulse train to
si ne wave converter

sv +

ra

M2[DOWN] DMUX

M3{UP]

" 1.2·/1.3+

G' "2(CT.,(ljZ6

GI 3{Ch9)Z6 'C3

rs
'0 [11 .~, sa }&1"

zz

Q ro
'"

at

1 "
ae ,

a tu

~
74HC191 74HC154 "tc

to
ta s
0

IC2b

es

'"

IC274HC74

"
(9-5V

10kO ~2VS sv.
10k2 +
lOkS

11kO

'"12k1

13k3

15k4,,~
22k1

28k7

40k2

R3...R17 = 1%

through RI7 are rounded off to
thc nearest available values in
the E96 series. Unfortunately
the resulting deviations cause a
less than perfect shape of the

sine-wave. The overall result is
quite acceptable, though, for
most praetical purposes.
111e maximurrt input fre-

quency that may be applied to

a.f. generator

t: 2"..[6R·C 2." . ..[6.4.710'12.10 9 = 1.15 kHz.

feedback provided by P" This
potentiometer sets the ampli-
fication of Tl and thus the

output voltage level of the
generator.
The oscillator frequency,

80

964072 . 11

the circuit is abour 3MHz, while
the overall scaling factor is 30.
The circuit draws about 3 mA
from a regulated 5~Vsupply.

[Design by H. Banekamp- 9640721

10' is determined solely by the
va lues of the three Re net-
works: with values as speci-
fied, it is 1.15 kHz:

Jo = 112n6Rc.

The collector voltage of TI
is applied to the output of the
generator via emitter follower
T,.
- For optimum operation,
PI must be adjusted to give an
output voltage of 2.5 Vpp'
that is, 1.78 V r.m.s.
The total hannonic distar-

tion, THD, is better than
-30 dB.
The cireuit draws a eurrent

of about 6 mA.
rHo ßonekamp . 9640641
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This circuit automatically dis-
connects a mid-range loud-
speaker or a tweeter from the
output of an amplifier when too
much power is applied. A relay
wirh a normally closed (n/c)
contacr is used as the switching
device.
The relay coil voltage is dc-

rived from the loudspeaker sig-
nal with the ald of bridge recri-
Iier, B'l. A current SQUIce, 12, is
used to ensure a reasonably
constaru coil current. 'Tb ensure
that the maximum coil current
does not depend too much on
level of the loudspeaker signal,
the voüage across R2 is limited
to about 1.2 V by an LED, D2.
The maximum energizing cur-
rent is then about 66 mA The
6-V Siemens relay used here
has a coil resistance of about
80 o. To keep the extra load on
the amplifier to a nunimurn, the
relay rcceives a eoil volrage
wh ich is 3 little below the nom-
inal value. Remember, the cir-
euit draws current even when
the relay is not energized! For-
tunately, the current eonsump-
rion is negligible at signal levels
up to 5 Vpeak-

Thc AD8037 is a rather special
opamp because its positive and
negative inputs have internal
clamps. Thc clamp at the nega-
tive input is essential for thc op-
eration of the circuit shown
here, whieh does not work with
any eonventional opamp fitted
instead of the AD8037.
Aceording to Analog De-

vices, the full-wave rectifier
werks weIl up to 20 MHz. The
distortion is significantly lower
than that of diode-based fuJl-
wave rectifiers, especially at
high frequeneies. Applications
of the eircuit include AM signal
deteetion, high-frequency a.c.
voltmeters and various arith-
metic operations.
When the negative half-

cycle is applied, the cireuit
acts as a regular unity gain in-
verting amplifier ((X,=-
R.51R3= -1). When the signal
is positive, the negative c1amp
prevents current flow through
the feedback circuit. This is

Elektor Electronics

loudspeaker protector
The saturation current

which flows through the 1-FET
current source, Tl, is about
4 mA, enabling a low-currenr
LED to aet as a visual 'ovcr-
load' indicator. Turn the vol-
urne down when the LED
lights! A zener diode is con-
nected in series with the current
source and the LED to define

the threshold at which the relay
toggles. The zener value shown
here results in an aetuation
level of about 7.5 V, or about
8.5 W into 8 Q. Thc loud-
speaker is cönnected agam at a
power level of about 3.5 W
Note that these are average
power levels, so you may get
quite different results when

Ael " V23127·BOOO1·A1Ql

964077 • 11

testing with music or white
noise (13 W off 5 W on). Net-
work R I-Cl is a rudimentary
peak detector which helps to
improve the response of the cir-
cuit to noise.
The circuit works fine frorn

a frequency of about 60 Hz. At
lower frequeneies, the relay
may chatter. 111e protection is,
therefore, mainly suitable for
mid-range drive units and
tweeters.
U you want to use the pro-

tection for higher signal levels,
it is recommended to use a 12-
V relay, and change thc value
of R2 according to
R2 = 1.2V /l(nom)

where Inam is the nom.inal coil
current of the relay. The calcu-
la ted value of R2 is then
rounded off to tbe nearest
(higher) EI2 value.
FET TI limits the maxi-

mum permissible input voltage
to about 38 V Current con-
sumption of the protectar is
abour 70 mA when actuated.
The indicated test voltages
apply to that state.

[Design hy T. Giesbcns . 964017)

high-speed full-wave rectifier
-r,on 001'
~ov

"......_......J'\..f\
+ r---

achieved by driving the posi-
tive input (behind the clarnp)
with the same signal as the
negative input. Consequently
the output signal is then a

copy of the input signal.
A possible problem is the

input irnpedance variation
eaused by the clamp action. As
soon as the clamp is actuated,

12196 81

the - inpur rcceives the same
signal as the input of the circuit,
so that the input impedance
rises from the value of R3 to a
much higher value. The recti-
Eiershould, therefore, be driven
rrom a source with a velY low
impedance.
The symrnetry of the ourput

voltage is tweaked using preset
Pl. The positive input is only
active as lang as the negative
clamp is not aetuated. In other
wards, only when the input sig-
nal is negative.
The other preset, P2, is

used to null the output offset
voltage. This preset controls
the offset via the negative
input, so it is active during the
enrire input signal.
Current consumption of the

fast rectifier is about 25 mA.
Thc measured effeetive band-
width is greater than 5 MHz.
The input voltage should be
smaller than 2.8V peak

[Source: Analog Dcwices - 964078)



Centronics 1/0 po'rt

REM ..•••••••. • •• DEf'INE ADDRESSES, CLEAR seREEN

ADORESS .. &H378: REM SEL. PRINTER PORT ADDRESS &a278/~H37S/&H3aC

CLS
PORT = 0: INOUT = &HFF

OATAADDRESS .. ADORESS

STATUSADDRESS = ADDRESS + 1

CONTROLADDRESS '"' ADDRESS + 2

REM •••••. . ••••••••.••••• SAVE OLD OUTPUTS

OLODATA = INP (DATAADDRESS)
OLDREG2 = INP (CONTROLADDRESS )
OUT CONTROLADDRESS, &APO:

REM ••••••••

FOR PORT = 0 Ta 3

GOSUB ENABLEPORTOUT:
GOSUB OUTPUTTEST :
GOSUB DISABLEPQRTOUT:

NEXT PORT

FOR PORT ;: 4 Ta 7

GOSUB DISPLAY:
GOSUB INPUTTEST:

NEXT PORT

GOSUB RESTOR:

END
REM .....•••••••• '_ •••••••

RESTeR:

OUT DATAADDRESS, CLODATA: mIT (COlilTROLADORESS), OLDREG2

RETURN
REM •.
STROBE:

1 .. INP{CONTROLADDRESSj
OUT (CQNTROLADDRESS), (1 AND 30): REM STROBE OUTPUT LOW

OUT (CONTROLADDRESS). (I DR 1): REM STROBE OUTPUT HIGH

RETURN
REM •••••.
PULSESELECT:
I = INP (CONTROLADDRESS)
OUT (CONTROLADDRESS), (I AND 247): REM SELECT OUTPUT LOW
OUT (CONTROLADDRESS), I: REM SELECT OUTPUT HIGH

RETURN
REM ••••••••••••••. WRITE OUTPUT
PORTOUT : REM CHANGE OUTPUT PORT 0 '1'0 3
PORT ~ PORT AND 7: l.f' PORT :> 3 TIl.EN RETURN: REM CHECK PORTNUMBER
OUT DATAADDRESS, PORTDATA, GOSUB PULSESELECT, REM OATA IN BUf'FER
INOUT = (INOUT AND 248) OR PORT, REM SELBCT PORTNUMBER
OUT DATAADDRESS. INOUT, GOSUB STROBE, REM SET PORTNUMBER
I '" INP (CQNTROLADDRESS) , REM GET OLP VALUE
OUT (CONTROLADORESS). (I 01'1. 2): REM AUTO LOW
OUT (CONTROLADDRESS). (I AND 253)' REM AUTO HIGH

RETURN
REM •• . .• ENABLE OUTPUT PORT X
ENABLEPORTOUT, REM CHANGE OUTPUT PORT 0 TO 3
PORT = PORT /\ND 7, IF PORT :> 3 THEN RETURN: REM CHECK PORTNUMBER
INOUT'" INOUT AND (255 - (2 ~ (PORT + 4»)):

REM SELECT ENABLE OF PORT-

8, REM ADDRESS MULTIPLEXER ENABLED

REM INITIAL COl'lTROL SETUP
TEST ROUTINES

REM ENABLE OUTPUT PORT X
REM TEST OUTPUT
REM DISABLE OUTPUT PORT X

REM DISPLAY INITIALISATION
REM TEST INPUT PORT X

REM RESTORE OLD OUTPUT

RESTORE OLO OUTPUT

. . . . • •• STROBl:: PULSE

SELECT PULSE

NUMBER

82

The pr inter port
of a rc may be
misused simply
as a digital Uo in-
terface. The pre-
sent eircuit pro-
vides 32 outputs
and 20 inputs.

When the
printer port is
used as an out-
put, the software
deals with an
8-bit data word
and a 4-bit con-
trol word. When
it is used as an
input, a 5-bit sta-
rus word eomes
into play. The
softwäre locates
these three regis-
ters at the data
address, the con-
trol address and

the status address respec-
tively.
The data word can be

processed in two ways. lf it is
used far selecting a group of
1/0 lines, it is stared in TC,. If
it eoncems the data that have
to appear at the output, these
are stored in JCt.
Storing in IC:2oeeurs at

the command of the strobe
pulse. The output signals of
IC:2are used far seleeting the
various 1/0 elements. To this
end, the output signal is split
into two nibbles. One of these
goes to the 3-to-8 converter
(le3); the orhcr provides the
four control signals for the
enable inputs of IC4-IC7·
Since the output signals of
JC3 can be switched with the
aid of the auto sigual, it is
readily possible to address the
same input and output.

OUT DATAADDRESS. INOUT: GOSUB STROßE: REM ENABLE PORTNUMBER

RETURN
REM . • • • • • • • • • • • . .• DISABLE OUTPUT PORT X
DISABLEPORTOUT, REM CHANGE OUTPUT PORT c '1'0 .3
PORT '" PORT AND 7: IF PORT :> 3 THEN RETURN, REM CHECK PORTNUMBER
INOUT = :mOUT OR (2 ~ (PORT + 4)}: REM SEL. DISABLE OF PORTNUMBER
OUT DATAADDRESS. INOUT, GOSUß STROBE, REM DISABLE PORTNUMßER

RETURN

REM ••• READ INPUT PORT X
INPORT, REM READ INPUT PORT '1'0 7
PORT ~ PORT AND 7: IF PORT < 4 THEN RETURN: REM CHECK PORTNUMBER
INOUT ~ (INOUT AND 246) OR PORT: REM SELECT PORTNUMßER
OUT DATAADDRESS. INOUT: GOSUB STROBE: REM SET PORTNUMBER
I = INP (CONTROLADDRESS)
OUT (CONTROLADDRESS). (I DR 2): REM ENABLE INPUT
PORTDATA = INP (STATUSAODRESS) : REM READ INPUT
OUT (CONTROLADDRESS). (I AND 253): ReM DISABLE INPUT
PORTDATA = «PORTDATA OR 7) \ 8) XOR 16: REM CALCULATE INPUT

RETURN
REM ••.•••
DISPLAY'
LOCATE 9. 20, PRINT "PORT IN/oUT~
LOCATE 11, 21: PRINT PORT
VALUE ;: PORTDATA
FORI=OT07:

LOCATE 11, (32
REST = VALUE MOD
IF REST ~ 0 THEN

NEXT I
RETURN
REM •••• _

OUTPUTTEST :
FOR PORTDATA ~ 0 TC 255

GOSUB DISPLAY
GOSUß PORTOUT

REM FORJ=OTO
IF INKEY$ <> ••N

1)
2, VALUE '"
PRINT ~O";

DISPLAY INPUT OR OUTPUT VALUE

REM CALCULATE BINAf!.Y VALUE

VALUE \ 2
ELSE PRINT "1";

OUTPUT TEST ROUTINE

1000, NEXT J: REM OELAY
THEN STOPPED '" 1 ELSE STOPPED '" 0,

REM STOP IF KEY PRESSED

IF STOPPED THEN PORTDATA = 255
NEXT PORTDATA
IF STOPPED '" 0 THEN GOTO OUTPUTTEST
WAITI: IF INKEY$ <> N~ THEN GOTO WAITI:

REM WAIT UNTIL NO KEY

PRESSED
RETURN
REM .,.

INPUTTEST:
GOSUB INPORT:
IF BACKUP <:> PORTDATA

INPUT TEST ROUTINE

REM READ INPUT
TliEN GOSUB DISPLAY'

REM DISPLAY DATA IF CHANGED

BACKUP '" PORTDATA
IF INKEY$ "" N~ Tl:JEN GOTO INPUTTEST
WAIT2: IF INKEY$ -c- N" TIlEN GOTO WAIT2

RETURN
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Ct), , STRUSE 74HCT574 14HCTS14 74HCT245, " .= ,'7 c, , .00
.00 ," ~ ., '" 00 00 , '0 ~ -o .. 00 ,-, • "

11 10

• .. ~OO
~, , " ~ "' a .. er (!NUN" , " " ,.E-

s , '0' '0' • " ca ~ · " ca " • .. " f-!Io 01'-• .. Off
.~s " es 00 • " ca ~ s " " 00 a • 00, • .~.0. • .. ~ ~ • " 0. BUSY • " .. 0' s • 00, " SELECT
'00 , " es es , .. 0' , " 0' , , 0"

• s .00
.00 • ra 00 00 • " ~ .a, " 0' • " on

" " '0' • " 0' 0' , " , " • " " 0"

" • .00 I 11~1 I " . ...J
oe " .. 0"

" " ''''l{':' 2J~'" " " 0"
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~ " ~ ~ ~ , 17 010 " , " " 0" " " 0"

I" " " .~. P.oo"
00 , .. 0" ~ s .. " 0" aa " 0", "
~ • .. 0" BUSY • .. " 0" " " 0..

" " "
00 , ,. 013 , " 0" " " 0"

" "
00 • " 0.. • " ~~O~~ " OHLItIE 0' • " 0.. • " '--
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74HCT574

,'7 • b~~10 l(1On a 100n 00 , '0 ~ ., 1~ 016 ERROR 2 • ,'7 .. '"~" :~r 0' , 18 017 OMU,.,E a " '" ;~;:~~h io~~ 100.
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00 • " o~ BUSY • '" " , • ".10 .. " . " "00 , " 0" , " 1311 " "00 • " 0" -'- " 1·13 .. "STlI08E AUTO " , " 0" • " "~;"11~1 I ... ...J l " "'C' ~;' ..o "74HCTS74 '" 1 3ENI " "" J .J..' 3EN2 "~~"", ICII 11025 '" '"" 'C' 74HCT245 111 Z714HCT574 " ".cx ,'7 • 1122') ec '"'00 , '0 ~ ., .. , 'I , "'- 00 ,
" ~

., ,g 02_ ERlIOfI2 • ,'7 " '" IIJ 31 " ".." , " 2 GI!. , " 0' , re 025 OOlUNE , " '" la 33 ".~• " , ' " ce • 17 026 " • " '" '", a
3S~ 0 3G~,, " 'C' , " 0' , 15 027 ~ s rs ,..

.0. • " 74HCT138. " ~ • IS 028 BUSY • .. ". f~f1~,r " L!

~
5 1"'2------ ~ , ,. 029 r "~8 " ,;; .1'= ~ • 13 030 • "." • " 'I"- 0' • 12 031 , "

I w=:-i, I ... ...J J.
.Jj;''" ''''

sv
i' 3EN2

sv
+ +

so ~• ce ~ es ee ~ ~ " ~ es • c-e 20 '"lHUiB10 10 10 10
100" 100" 100" 100"

The outputs are formed by
four 8-bit registers. At the
command of a clock pulse,
these registers acquire the
data on the data bus (data
Iines from the printer port).
The enable Input of tbe regls-
ters ensures that the outputs
can be set to the high-imped-
anee mode.
Tbe inputs of the 1/0 eard

are eomposed of four buffers,
of which five ehannels are
used at all times. This gives a
total of 20 digital inputs. The
five input signals tbat have to
be proeessed simultaneously
are returned to the PC via five
control lines: ERROR, ONLlNE,
PE, ACK and ßUSY. These bits
may be read via the five high-
est bits in the status word.
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The software ensures correct
reproduction of the rneasure-
ment results.
The circuit is readily con-

nected to the printer port via
a l-to-l link,
When the hardware is

built and tested, the program
whose listing follows may be
used. Since everything is writ-
ten in BASIC,the software is
easily adapted to individual
requirements.

(A. Riet jens . 964116J

PARTS LIST
Capacitors:
Cl-C11, C13 = 100 nF
C12 = 1000 I1F, 16 V

Integrated circuits:
(Cl' IC2, IC4-IC7 =
74HCT574
IC3 = 74HCT138
ICa-IC11 = 74HCT245
IC12 = 7805

MiscelJaneous:
K1 = 25-way right-angled
sub-D plug
K2, K3 = 40-pin box header
~ = 2-way terminal block
K5 = 2().pin box header

Note: use either K1 or K5

.cal data:
tech"-

Uj
-Ij

Uo :::::

10:::::d I. are unipolar
loan I

(I-' ma>C:::::
10 if 'dth:::::
BandWI

Monolithic in-
tegrated voltage-to-frequency
converters or logarithmic
converters often need a posi-
tive-direction input current.
However, the relevant sensor
or the associated circuit in the
converter sometimes provide
a negative-direction current.
The resulting difficulty is re-

Elektor Electronics
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current inverter
moved by the present cir-
cuit.

Transistors TI a and
T1b are contained in a
dual Type SSM2210
from Burr Brown. In
the present circuit they

are connected as diodes. The
negative-direction input cur-
rent I, flowing into the invert-
ing input of ICI produces a
positive output voltage from
the op amp, which is roughly
equal to the base-ernitter

fO~
16V

o
C2

10~
16V

l5V

964063-11

12/96

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

voltage ofTla'
Assuming that the charac-

teristics of Tla and Tlb are
identical and that the offset
voltage of ICI is negligible,
the current at the output of
the circuit, 10' has a positive
direction and its level is equal
to that of the input current.

In the circuit, an input volt-
age of 1V is assumed: all other
potentials are referred to this.
Note that in contrasts to

several other types of con-
verter, the SSM2210 has in-
ternal protection diodes be-
tween base and emitter, so
that these need not be fitted
externally.

(Burr-Brown Application - 9640631
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_current inverter_~~~~~:·:a~l~d~a;ta;·~"\
- techn1c150l1'le

The software ensures correct
reproduction of the rneasure-
ment results.
The circuit Is readily con-

nected to the printer port via
a 1-10-1 link.
When the hardware is

buiJt and tested, the program
whose listing follows may be
used. Since everything is writ-
ten in BASIC, the software is
easily adapred to individual
requirements.

IA. Riet jens - 9641161

PARTS LIST
Capacitors:
C,-C'1' C13= 100 nF
C'2 ~ 1000 ~F, 16 V

Integrated circuits:
IC,. IC2• IC,-IC, ~
74HCT574
ICs ~ 74HCT138
IC,-iCll ~ 74HCT245
IC" ~ 7805

Miscellaneous:
K, = 25-way right-angled
sub-D plug
K2• K3 == 40-pin box header
~ = 2-way terminal block
Ks = 26-pin box header

Note: use either K1 or Ks

Monolithic in-
tegrated voltage-to-frequency
converters or logarithmic
converters often need a posi-
tive-direction input current.
However, the relevant sensor
er the associated circuit in the
converter sometimes provide
a negative-direction current.
The resulting difficulty is re-
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moved by the present cir-
cuit.

are connected es diedes. The
negative-direction input cur-
rent Jj flowing into the invert-
ing input of ICI produces a
positive output volrage from
the op amp, which is roughly
equal to the base-emitter

voltage or r.,
Assuming that the charac-

teristics of T La and TI bare
identical and that the offset
voltagc of ICI is negligible,
the current at the output of
the circuit, 1o• has a positive
direction and its level is equal
to thar of the input current.
In the circuit, an input volt-

age of 1 V is assurned: a1l other
potentials are referred to tbis.
Note that in contrasts to

several other types of con-
verter, the SSM2210 has in-
ternal protection diodes be-
tween base and emitter, so
that these need not be fitted
externally.

[Burr-Brown Application - 964063]

Uj
-I; Transistors T 1a and

T1b are contained in a
dual Type SSM22JO
from Surr Brown. In
the present circuit they

f"tsv oca

'"iev
15V

964063-11
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CS5390

Integrated Circuits
Digital, Audio

Integrated Circuits
Digital, AudioDATASHEET 12/96 DATASHEET 12/96

Pin Descriptions20~bit stereo AjD converter for digital audio >100 dB stopband aUenuation
0.005dB passband ripple

.f Low power dissipation: 550 mW
power-down mode

.f Pin compatible with CS5389

Pin Re!. üescnnttenManufaclurer-_ .._-_..--- ._...,..~~ ...~
Semiconductor Corporation

15 SOATA Serlat üata Output. Audio data bits are presented MSß nrst in 2'5 complement format.
Frame Synchronrzation Signal. In master mo e ( M D hlg), F Y IS an mnput wich goes
high colncldent with the start 01 the first SDATA bit (MSB). and falls low lrrmedlatefy atter the 16th
SDATA audlc data ölt.
In slave mode (SMODE low), FSYNC ls an nput whlch controls tne clocking out or the data bits on
SOATA, FSYNC is normally lied high, which causes the data bits 10 be clocked out lmrnedlately tot-
lowinp UR transitons. II 1I is oeslred to delay the data blts lrom the UR edge, then FSYNC must be
low during tne oelay pertod. Bringing FSYNC high will nen enable the clocking out er the SDATA
bits. Note thaI tne MSB will be clocked out based on tne UR edge, lodependent of the state of
fSYNC.

Application Example
20-bit analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), Elektor
Elee/ron/cs Deeember 1996.

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation, P.D. Box
17847, Austin, rx 78760, U.S.A. Tel. (512) 445-
7222, fax (512) 445-7581.
European sales office; Crystal Semiconductor (UK)
Ud., Lyons House, 2 Station Road, Frimley, Surrey
GU165HF.

16 fSYNC

AGND [ , ae P VREF+
APD [ a " P VREF-

AINL+ [ 3 26 P AINR+
AINl- [ • zs P AINR-
ACAl [ s " P VA-
LGNO [ 6 23 P VA+
Vl+ [ r aa P IClKA

TST01 [ B 21 P TST02
DCAl [ a ac P OClKD
DPD [ " " P IClKD

CMOOE [ 11 18 P OGND
SMODE. [ ra " P VD+

UR [ ia " P FSYNC
SCLK [ 1~ 15 P SDATA

'---~

17 VD+
18 DGNO

19 ICLKD

20 OCLKD

22 ICLKA

23 VA+
24 VA-

25,26 AINR - ,AINR+

27,28 VREF- ,VREF+

Positive Digital Power. Positive supply fur the digital secnon. Nominally +5 V
Digital Ground. Digital ground for tne digital secnon
Digital äeeücn Input Clock. ICLKD clocks the digital filter and rs Ihe source for modulator sampling
clock, OCLKD. The required ICLKD frequency Is determined by Ihe deslreo outout worc rate and the
CMDDE pn II CMODE is low, ICLKD ls 256x the desired outout word rate. II CMODE Is high,
ICLKD is 384x tne oulput woro rate. For example, with CMDDE low, ICLKD is 12.288 MHz. for an
outout word rate 01 48 kHz.,

Description
The CS5390 is a complete analogue-to-digital
(ND) converter for stereo digital audio systems. It
pertorrns sampling, A/D conversian and anti-alias
fIItering, generating 2D-bit values for both left and
right inputs in serial form. The output ward rate
can be up to 50 kHz per chan neI.
The CS5390 uses 5th-order, delta-sigma modula-
tion with 64 x oversampling followed by digital fil-
tering and decimation, which remaves the need for
an external anti-alias filter. The ADC uses a differ-
ential architecture which provides excellent nolse
rejection.
The CS5390 has a filter passband of de to
21.7 kHz. The IiIters have linear phase, 0.005 dB
pass band ripple, and > 100 dB stopband rejection.

Digital Section Output Clock. OCLKD le always 128x the output word rate. Normally connected 10
ICLKA.

Analogue Secnon Input Clock. This croca ls lnternaüy divided by 2 to set the mocuators sample
rate. Sampling rates, output rates and digital füter characterlsfics scale 10 ICLKA Irequency. ICLKA
frequency rs 128x Ihe output word rate. For example, 6.144 MHz ICLKA corresponds 10 an output
word rate 01 48 kHz per channet Normaily connected 10OCLKD.

Positive Analogue Power. Positive analogue supply Nommally +5 V,,,,,,,
,
,
,
,,,,,,
,
,
,
,
,,,,,,,
,
,
,
,,,,,,,,,
,
,
,,

~

Negative Analogue Power. Negative analogue supply. Nominally - 5 V.963015·13

Differential Right Channel Analogue Inputs. Analogue Input connections for the nght channet dif·
ferentiallnputs. Nominally 14.72Vpp (differential) tull-scale.

Voltage Reference Outputs, Nomlnally +3.68 V (VREF+) and - 3,68 V (VREF-). Note Ihe negative
output polarity on VREF-.

Features
.f 110 dB dynamic range
.f THD + N better than -100 dB
.f Adjustable system sampling rates ineluding

32 kHz, 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz
.f Complete CMDS stereo ND system

celta-slqma ND converters
digital anti-alias filtering
S/H eircuity and voltaqe referenee

.f Internal 64 x oversampling

.f Linear phase digital anti-alias filtering

\..

Digital Characteristics
(TA = 25°C; VA+, VL+, VD+ "" 5V; ±5%; VA- = -5V ±5%)

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units
High-level Input voltaqe VIH 70%VD+ V
Lew-level Input Voltage V" 30%VO+ V
Hlgh·level Output Voltage at 10- - 20JlA VaH 4.4 V
Lew-level Output VOltage al 10- 20y.A VOL 0.1 V
lnput Leakage Current lin 1.0 ,A



CS5390

Integrated Circuits
Digital, Audio

Integrated Circuits
Digital, Audio DATASHEET 12/96 DATASHEET 12/96

CS5390

Analogue characleristics Pin Descriplions

(TA = 25°C; VA+, VL+, VD+ = 5V, VA- = -5V; Fell-scale Input signal sinewave. 1kHz; Output ward rate = 48 kHz; SCLK Pin Re!. Oescription
= 3.072 MHz; Souree impedance :=: 390 wilh 6.8nF across AIN+,AIN-; measurernent bandwidth ts 20Hz 1020kHz unless AGND Analogue ground. Analogue ground reterence
otherwise specified; Logic 0 = OV.tcec 1 = VO+. 00

Typ
Analogue Power Down. Analogue power down command. When high, the analogue clrcuitry ls in g

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 2 APO power-down mode. APO ls normally connected 10 DPD wnen usinq the power-down feature. APO c

(CS53&1H~) should be connected 10 AGND if analogue power-down ts nol ueed. ~
Resolution 20 Bits Differential Left Channel Analogue Inputs. Analogue Input connections for the left cnannel differen-

~
3,4 AINl+.AINl-

W
Dynamic Performance

tial inputs. Nominally 14.72 Vpp (differential) tuü-scale. (;

Dynamlc Range TBO dB Analogue Calibrate. AnaJogue secnon caübrate corrmand. When high, causes the lett and right :l1~
(A-weighted) dB 5 ACAL channel modulator inputs to be internally connected to AGNO respectively. Should be connecteo to W

Total Harmonie Drstortlcn + Noise
DeAL.

o dB -100 dB 6 LGND Logic Ground. Ground for tne logic portions 01 the analogue section.

THO+N 7 VL+ Positive Logic Power. Positive logic supply for the analequa sectlon. Nominally +5 V.
-20 dB -87 TBO dB

-60 dB -47 TBO dB 8.21 TST01.TSTQ2
Test Output. These two plns are bonded out for tactory test outputs. They must not be connecteö 10

Interchannel Phase Deviation 0.0001
any external eomponent or any length of PC t-ace.

Interchannellsolation 106 120 dB Digital üaübrate Output. DCAL rises immediately upon entering the power-down state (DPD

dc Accuracy 9 OCAL
braught high). It returns low 4096 LJR pertoos after leaving Ihe power down state (OPD brouqht
low), indieating Ihe end ot the ottset calibraton cycle (which == 85.33 ms with a 12.288 MHz

lntercuanne Gain Mismateh 0.05 dB ICLKO). May be eonneeted 10 ACAL.

Gain Errar ., ±5 % Digital Power Down. Digital secton power-down eommand. Bringing DPD high puts the digital sec-

Gain Drift 50 150 ppmfC
tcn into power-down mode. Upon returning low, the ADC starts an ottsct calibraüon cyce. This

.5 ±20
10 OPO takes 4096 LJR periods (85.33 ms with a 12.288 MHzICLKD). DCAl ts high during the caübrate

Bipolar Offset Errar (after calibration) LSB eyele and goes low upon eompletion. DPD s normally conneeted to APO when using tne power

Offset Calibration Range • 50 mV down leature. A calibration cycle should always be lnltlated alter applying power 10 tne supply pns .

Analogue Input 11 CMOOE
Cloek Mode Select. CMODE should be tied low to select an ICLKD frequeney of 256 x the output

Pull-scale Differential Input Voltage (Note 1) VIN 14.0 14.72 Vpp word rate. CMODE should be üed high to select an ICLKD frequeney 01 384 x the omput word rate.

Input lmpedance ZIN 25 kn Sertat lmertaee Mode Seleet. SMODE anould be lied high 10 select the senal interface master

Common-Mode Rejeet\on Ratio CMRR 115 dB , mode. SCLK, FSYNCano LJR are outputs generated by internal dtvlders operating Irom CLKO.
, 12 SMOOE SMOOE should be neo low 10 select seral intertace slave mode. wnere SCLK, FSYNCand LJR are

Power Supplies
, alt lnputs. In slave mode, LJR, FSYNCand SGLK neeö to te oerlved fram ICLKO using external di-,

Power Supply Current (VA+)+(VL+I "+ 37.5 55 mA , vlders.
, LefVRight Select. In master mode (SMODE high). UR is an output whose frequency is at the out-

wilh APO, OPD low VA- ',- 37.5 55 mA
,
, pul word rate. L/R edges oeeur 1 SCLK cycle betöre FSYNC rises. When l/R ts high, left channet

(Normal Operation) VO+ '0. 35.0 T80 mA
,, data ls on SOATA, exeepl tor the first SCLK cycle. When LJR ls low. right chamel data ts on SDATA, CO, except for the tlrst SCLK cycle. The MSB data brt appears on SDATAone SCLK cycle atter UR

Power Supply Gurren! (VA+)+(VL+I "+ 100 ,A , CO
, chanpes.

with APO, OPO high VA- ',- 100 ,A , 13 UR In stave mode (SMOOE low). L/R' is an lnput whieh selects the left or right cbannel for output on,

(power-down mode) VO+ '0+ 100 ,A , SOATA.The rising edge 01LJR starts the MSB ot tne lett channe data. LJR freqoency must te equal,
Power Consumption (APO, DPD low) PON 550 T80 mW

, 10 the outout word rate., Al1:houghthe outpulS of eacn channel ere uansmittec at different times. the two words in an LJR
(APO, OPO high) POS 1.5 mW

,
, cycle represent simultaneously sampled analogue outputs.
,

Power Supply (de to 29 kHz) 65 dB , Serial Data Clock. Data ts eloeked out on the falling edge 01 SCLK.
PSRR ,

Reection Ratio (29 kHz 103.046 MHz) 90 dB , In master mode (SMODE high), SClK ts a contauous outout eloek al64x the output word rate., 14 SCLK In slave mode (SMODE low). SCLK ls an input, whieh requree a eontinuously suppfed clock at any,
Note 1: speeified for a fully differential input ±{(AINR+}-(AINR-)}. The ADC accepts input voltages up 10 the analogue , frequency from 32x to 128x tne output word rate (64x ts preferred). When FSYNCts high. SCLK
suppües (VA+, VA-). Pult-scale outputs will be produeed for differential imuts beyond V1N.This vaue is subjeet 10the

, ctocks out serlal oata. except lor Ihe MSB which apnears on SDATAwhen LJR cnanaes.,

gain error tolerance snecltlcafion.
,
,,,

~



Burr-Brown's integrated cir-
cuit Type UAF42 is a general-
purpose active filter that may
be used as a high-pass, a low-
pass, a band-pass, or a band-
stop secnon. It is designed in
the traditicnal stare-variable
architecture witb an inverting
arnplifier and two iruegrators.
The 1000 pF ±0.5% integra-
tor capacitcrs are on the chip,
which makes looking for such
loss-free, high-precision de-
vices unnecessary.
Nevertheless, some of the

other external components
may be difficult to obtain,
which is the reason that Burr-
Brown can provide DOS pro-
gram 'Fllteraz.exe Vl.O', to
simplify tbe computarion of
Butrerworth, Chebyshev and
Bessel filters. In the program,
simply choose the wanted fil-
ter type, the slope, minimal

[IckIDfQEfAULT2 AMPL(dBr) .. l'REQ(H!I

"..
"
.,0.00

-26.00

·1<>00

'00 Ik

Nowadays, the design of
many oscillators is based on a
couple of logic gates and a
crysial. Unfortunately, these
oscillators are very noisy and
have a tendency to overdrive
the crystal. These drawbacks
adversely affect the sbort-
term as weil as the long-rerrn
stability.
Oscillators using bipolar

rransistors or FETS perform
much better, but it means, of
course, that the oscillarör cir-
cuit must be tuned to rhe
crystal frequency.

Elektor Electronics

active filter Type UAF42
=
442k

RF2 RZ1

.... rJ:!..""ili----,
IN. HPYO FADJl
.2 13 8

attenuation in the cut-off
areas, the cut-off point(s),
and Same other parameters,
and the computer produces
not only a list with compo-

21 MAR 9609:46:<14

,~ 100k 200k

lew-pass fllter with an attenua-
rion of 40 dB and a cut-off fre-
quency of 1 kHz. The program
shows that this filter artains
the wanted attenuation at a
frequency of 7.1 kHz. Maxi-
mum attenuation is obtained
at 10kHz, after which it grad-
ually drops back to 40 dB.
The filter draws a current

016mA.
The overall distortion at

100 Hz is ,; 0.001% wirh an
input voltage of 1 V r.m.s.
and a bandwidth of 80 kHz.
The maximum input volt-

age is 1.93 V.
The transfer amplification

isxO.986 (-0.1 dB).
The Je is eminently suit-

able for experimentation with
all kinds of filter. The price of
the Je includes tbe develop-
ment program.

[BUfT.Brown·964()87j

Response, Lo'oIpa .. s
Type : InvChebyschev
Av Kin : -40 dB

U"'1'42 !'Uter COIIIponent "'alue ..

Topoloqy: Moninvertinq fHtoptm<l : 7 .108"K~
Order n ,:I
Resl"tors : ne"re"t H

The present circuit is a
Colpitts oscillator specially
designed for a 1.6 MHz crystal
that requires a shunt capaci-
tance 01 20 pE Feedback is
provided by capacitive divider
CI-C2, which, owing to the
resonance current, functions
like a kind of auto trans-
former.
The output voltage is

transformed up, so that the
overall amplification is > l.
ln this type of oscillator,

there is no likelihood of the
crystaJ being overdriven.

Rn,.." Ra MG RU.
Rz] Ckt-qa.ln

Ap

-,
-,

/

BPVO FJI.(l.I~ LPVO ,oUK-IH

7 I< 1 $ ~

•

nent values, but also a COIll-
puted phase and frequency
characteristic.
The diagram shows an in-

verse Znd-order Chebyshev

Subckt
c .rt '""

c0,
sub PP4~"~--------~~~~------

1.003kHz 710.7.. 9.9621<H249.90k 105.01< 5.490k
45.30k 442.0k 10.00k 991.4 ..

Subckt 1

Filter 8lOCk 01 .. 91'" ....

1 I

'"'In Out
VIM 0---- PP4 ---0 VOm-

!lulld this filter by connecting filter ..ubcircuitl'l in or<ler ss shown
in the 'Filte" Block Ohqrall' ..bove. s.. .. Applicatlon Bulletin AB-o]5 for
detail"" sche,.,.tics of subclrcuits. When no value h shown for a co ..ponent
in the 'Fllt ..r Co..ponent Yalues' t ..ble, o.. lt the co .. ponent.

P"SSbGn<l g.. in , 991." Vf'I {-7~.Ol.dBl
Malt Input : •• 227 V ('1.... +-15'1) _087·13

low-noise crystal OSCillator

12/96

In contrast to the square-
wave output of agated oscil-
lator, the output of the pre-
sent oscillator is a sine wave,
so that the phase noise is con-
siderably less. (ln a gated os-
cillator, the instant that the
gate changes state is derer-
mined primariJy by amplitude
noise and this produces phase
noise).
The oscillator output level

is around 1.5 V
The circuit draws a current

of about 2 mA.
IH Bonckamp-964üSI]
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This is another device for
rnaking working with the logic
analyser published in our
May 1996 issue rnore conve-
nient. It increases the versatil-
iry of the analyser.
The probe, consisting of

an Je socket and a box
header, enables the direct dis-
play on the analyser of the
channels of a buffer Je. As in
other projects, the pinout fol-
lows that of the Hewlett-
Packerd analyser. To enable

., r ta
A< , "., s rs

" "" "
" "

74HCT245

logic probe for buffer ICs
all pins of the buffer rc to be
measured, it is possible with
the aid of two jumpers ro se-
lectively interchange pins 1
and 19 with pins 12 and 11.
The PCB is not available

ready ruade, but is fairly sim-
ple to make or have rnade.

Tn the space reserved
for lCI there is no
standard IC
socket
b II t
t w 0

t

a
" ," ,
es ,

"""'''B2 15

BO 19

Strictly speaking, the title
'current limiting' is not en-
tirely righr, since tbe eireuit it-
self does not limit, but de-
teets. When the current
through the load is too high,
pin 3 of lCI goes low. Reset
switch SI needs to be oper-
ated to make the pin high
agaiu, but this is, of course,
only possible after the current
has dropped to an acceptable
level. For whiehever purposes
the level change at pin 3 is
used is up to individual re-
quirements.
The circuir uses the eom-

para tor and bistable in the
555, which oben are not used
at all. Resisror R? functions as
current sensor. Since the drop
aeross this resistor is not
needed to switch on a transis-
tor, it need not be large. Con-
sequently, the supply voltage
is nearly equal to the input

964107-11

rows of long JC pins thar pro-
trude at the track side of the
board. After they have been
soldered in place, they may be
lengthened with one or rnore
sockets at the track side.

The IC to
be tested is
mounted
at the
top of
t h e
board
Oll t 0
t h e
two
ows

of pins.
The logic

probe is plugged
into the socket in-

tended for the IC.
The probe may be used for

cheekingltesting res with
fewer than 20 pins. The only
proviso is that the earth con-
nection of the IC coincides
with pin 10of let .

[A Rktjens.964107]

?~lJ
~~u
PARTS LIST
IC" IC2 ~ 74HCT245 10 be
tested
K1, K2 :: 20-way box
header
4 off jumpet

current limiting with a 555
9... 12V
+

potential, so that the dissipa-
tion of the sensor is tiny.
Between pin 8 end earth,

t.here is in the Je a potential
divider, which prövides the
two comparators with a refer-
enee potential. The positive
inputs of tbe comparators,
pins 2 and 6, are linked to PI
and SJ respectively. The out-
puts of the comparators con-

90

s ,

964095·11

trol the set and reset input of
the internal bistable. The out-
put of the bistable is available
at pin 3.
The intention is to adjust

PI to obtain a potential at pin
6 that lies just under 2/301
the supply voltage, that is,
without load. If, because of
the load, the voltage at pin 8
drops too much, the potential

ar pin 6 becomes greater than
that at pin 5. The comparator
linked ro pin 6 tben ehanges
stäte and the bistable is reset,
whereupon pin 3 goes low.
This situation is maintained
until the reset switcb is
pressed, which pulls the in-
vertiog input of the second
comparator to ground. This
comparator then changes
state and sets the bistable.
The prototype worked re-

Iiably with supply voltages be-
tween 5 V and about 14.5 V.
The current drain is about
7 mA at 10 V.
Note that the configura-

tion described resuns in the
potential at pin 8 being lower
than that at various other
pins. According to the manu-
faeturers' data, tbis is all right
as long as the difference does
not exceed 300 mV.

[A. Lüttgens - 9640951
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This is another device for
making working with the logic
analyser published in our
May 1996 issue more conve-
nient. It increases the versatil-
ity of the analyser.
The probe, consisting of

an rc socket and a box
he ader, enables the direct dis-
play on the analyser of the
channels of a buffer rc. As in
other projects, the pinout fol-
lows that of the Hewlett-
Packard analyser. To enable

A3 5

A2 ,

AI 3

AO 2

74HCT245

964107·11

Strictly speaking, the title
'current limiting' is not en-
tirely right, since the circuit it-
self does not limit, but de-
tects. When the current
through the load is too high,
pin 3 of ICI goes low. Reset
switch SI needs to be oper-
ated to make the pin high
again, but this is, of course,
only possible after the current
has dropped to an acceptable
level. For whichever purposes
the level change at pin 3 is
used is up to individual re-
quirements.
The circuit uses the com-

para tor and bistable in the
555, which often are not used
at all. Resistor Rz functions as
current sensor. Since the drop
across this resistor is not
needed to switch on a transis-
tor, it need not be large. Con-
sequently, the supply voltage
is nearly equal to the input

logic probe for buffer ICs
all pins of the buffer rc to be
measured, it is possible with
the aid of two jumpers to se-
lectively interchange pins 1
and 19 with pins 12 and 11.
The rcs is not available

ready made, but is fairly sim-
ple to make or have made.
In the space reserved

for ICI there is no
standard rc
socket
b u t
two

rows of long ic pins that pro-
trude at the track side of the
board. After they have been
soldered in place, they may be
lengthened with one or more
sockets at the track side.

The rc to
be tested is
mounted
at the
top of
t h e
board
on t 0
t h e
t w 0

ows
of pins.

The logic
probe is plugged

into the socket in-
tended for the rc,
The probe may be used for

checking/testing tcs with
fewer than 20 pins. The only
proviso is that the earth con-
nection of the rc coincides
with pin 10 ofICI.13

I'
15

16

17

18

IA. Riet jens . 964107]

1:~Y
I:~U
PARTS LIST
IC1, IC2 = 74HCT245 to be
tested
Kl, K2 = 20-way box
header
4 off jumper

current limiting vuith a 555

potential, so that the dissipa-
tion of the sensor is tiny.
Between pin 8 and earth,

there is in the rc a potential
divider, which provides the
two comparators with a refer-
ence potential. The positive
inputs of the comparators,
pins 2 and 6, are linked to PI
and SI respectively. The out-
puts of the comparators con-

trol the set and reset input of
the internal bistable. The out-
put of the bistable is available
at pin 3.
The intention is to adjust

PI to obtain a potential at pin
6 that lies just under 2/3 of
the supply voltage, that is,
without load. If, because of
the load, the voltage at pin 8
drops too much, the potential

/190

at pin 6 becomes greater than
that at pin 5. The comparator
linked to pin 6 then changes
state and the bistable is reset,
whereupon pin 3 goes low.
This situation is maintained
until the reset switch is
pressed, which pulls the in-
verting input of the second
comparator to ground. This
comparator then changes
state and sets the bistable.
The prototype worked re-

liably with supply voltages be-
tween 5 V and about 14.5 V.
The current drain is about
7 mA at 10 V.
Note that the configura-

tion described results in the
potential at pin 8 being lower
than that at various other
pins. According to the manu-
facturers' data, this is all right
as long as the difference does
not exceed 300 mV.

[A. Lüttgens ·964095]
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The present circuit combines
simplicity and linearity: it is
highly suitable for use as an
A-D converter (ADe) far a rni-
croprocessor. It consists of in-
tegrator IC, and rnanostable
IC2a. Tbe design is such that
each triggering of the mono-
stable causes the integrator to
be discharged. The amount of
charge is proportional to the
input voltage. The Irequency
at wh ich a11this happens is a
rneasure of the input voltage.
Provided the right cornpo-

nents are used, an accuracy of
eight bits may be obtained
with a simple converter like
this. The accuracy is en-
hanced if the processor used
does not base the measure-
menr of the output signal on
the frequency but rat her 00
the duty factor. This is a rela-
tive measurement in which
any drift effects are largely
eliminated.
The relationship bctween

duty factor (df) and input
voltage (U;o) is

df = 1/(I+U;n/UB)'

where UB is the supply volt-
age. This assurnes that

The specified valucs of the
components are correct for a

Digital systems need an inter-
face to communicate with the
outside warld. Since only volt-
age drops can be used by the
hardware, auxiliary circuits are
often used to convert the am-
bient data into a logic level.
A light barrier is a frequently
used aid to determine the end-
stop or end-position. When
the light barrier is interrupted,
the level at the 1/0 line of a
computer changes. Since the
1/0 lines usually work at TIL
level, an interface must be
used that can convert optical
data inta TfL levels.
In the present design, the

light barrier is a Type CNY37
optoisolator, but other types
wilJ do just as weIJ. If, for in-

Elektor Electronics

U/f converter
"e I~ 5V

I"""", = IOmt~
Q

er + ''''' ,~.
'00. "0 cx

" lJl 13
lOCk ..n.n" ~)~~ 5V

5V ~
" B " ~ ce
lOOk '"" lN4148 ..Featart

1N4148

IC2 = 74HC221
5V ,

~,
Ul 0

"
~sv - - 5V

!I6oI096·11

frequency of 48 Hz. This fre-
quency is intentionalty kept
low, so that even fairly slow
processors can still measure
the duty factor wirh a resolu-
tion of eight bits. An addi-
tional benefit of such a low
frequency is that any rnains
hum is more easily sup-
pressed.
The frequency,/o' is deter-

mined by

The input voltage range is
determined by the ratio
R I/R2 and is 0-2.5 V in tbe
present circuit.
Ta eusure a goad start or

restart of tbe converter, a
somewhat unusual reset cir-
cuit, R4-CrD\J is used. Tbe
cbarging of ~ causes tbe in-
tegrator to operate into a
negative direction in the first
instance, Once the capacitor
is fully chargcd, it no langer
affects the integrator, which
then operates into a positive
direction, whereby the cycle is
begun.
When the input voltage

drops below -2.25 V, the con-
version process stops. A
restart then oeeds to be gen-
erated by the connected
processor, which enables the
reset circuit via R6 and D2.

[H. Bonekamp - 9640961

I!!.h_

T'-iL--+---- -+--+---,iL---. Ju
a IC24-__ -L__~--_JL_ __~ __

a IC24-__ ~--~---J~--~----
I--"t,"m",o"",o'-~I1__ , 9S4/l96·1210 = 1/1.4R,C3 [Hz].

light barrier with TTLoutput
" '"

5V

+

"'"
"1N4148 7TLOUT, tv·
•

...
C? lVI (S)- 4V7/tV3
C9- OV1I4V6 @.>3V4J0V7

964073 . 11

stance, an n-p-n version is
used, only rbe collectar and
emitter connections of the
transistor need to be inter-

cbanged.
The conversion of the ana-

logue potential level at the
collector of the transistor into

12/96

a digital level is effected by a
Type !LA741 op amp. Al-
though this is not intended to
work from a single 5 Vsupply,
it will do so in the present de-
sign.
The output of the op amp

is at TIL level. Because of the
relatively high outpur imped-
ance, provided bt R5, it is not
advisable to connect the out-
put directly to a standard TIL

gate. The use of LS, He, or
Her versions offers no diffi-
culties, however.
When thc light barrier is

on, the circuit draws a current
of about 18 mA; this drops by
a few rnA when the Light bar-
rier is interrupted.

[K. Walravcn - 964073 J
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The peak-ro-peak noise of
rnany voltage references is
specified by the makers for a
bandwidth of 0.1-10 Hz. How-
ever, when the reference is to
be used in an A-D convertor
(ADe), the wideband noise is
of much greater importance.
Thc reference used in the

present circuit, a Type
AD586, consists of an ion-im-
plan ted buried zener diedes
and an integrated output
buffer. With a bandwidth of
1 MHz, it contributes unfil-
tered noise at a level of
200 I.LVPl" which is equivalent
to 33,u.V Lm.S. This is already
very good cornpared with
most bandgap references, bur
with proper filtering the wide-
band noise rnay be all but
eliminated.
Same voltage references,

arnong thern the AD586, have
a special pin to reduce noisc.
When this pin (8) is linked to
ground via Cl l,u.F electrolytic
capacitor, a first-order low-
pass filter is formed with in-
ternal resisrance Rs. The cut-
off frequency of this filter is
about 40 Hz.
AJthough this filter largely

eliminates the wideband
noise of the zen er, the noise
levcl at the outpur (pin 6) is
still around 160 I'Vpp- This
noise may be reduced by a

The presenr circuit, consisting
of only a handful of cornpo-
nents, enables a rnains-oper-
ated lamp to flash at Intervals
of about one second. It is use-
ful in, for instance, an alarm
system to give a visual warn-
ing.

Diodes D]-D4 rectify rhe
mains voltage applied to Kl·
The resulting direct voltage is
used to charge capacitors Cl
and ~. Charging continues
until the breakdown voltage
of neon lamp L:2 is reached.
The thyristor is then switched
on, whereupon lamp L1
lights.
At the same time, Cl is

discharged via R2 and Ds.
This causes the neon lamp to
be cut off, so that Th I gets no
gate current. This results in

low-noise vOltage reference
Q1~v------+ I = 5mA5

rct

" '" NOISE REO.

1011 10n
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fairly large capacitor berween
OUtput and ground, but this is
not wholly satisfactory fcr two
reascns. In tbe first place, at
low frequencies, the outpur
buffer/ amplifier has an out-
put impedance of only a few
otuns. This impedance is not
reduced rnuch by the capaci-
tor. In the sccond pi ace, the
capacitor does not improve
the stability of the output
op amp.
A much better solution is

provided by external filter
R1-C4 in the diagram. This

@)oaV55

has a cut-off point of 1.6 Hz
and reduces the noise voltage
to around 4,u V.
The passive filter is fol-

lowed by aprecision low-
noise buffer/amplifier, such as
the OP27GZ (IC2).
The large capacitor, C7, at

the outpur of the op amp
serves a dual function. With
R2, it forms a low-pass filter
with a cut-off frequency of
about 160 Hz. This reduces
the noise at the output of the
op amp to a negligibly low
level. AJso, the capacitor im-

proves the stability of the ref-
erence voltage, since ir be-
haves as a buffer reservoir for
load variations. Against rhis,
the capa ci tor forms a highly
capacitive load at tbe output
of the op amp, but this com-
pensa ted by R2 and C6.
Since electrolytic capaci-

tors become less effective at
high frequencies, C7 is
shunted by a 100 nF capacitor
to ensure that at high fre-
quencies the output imped-
anee of IC2 rernains low.

[H. Bonekamp - 9640981

mains-operated flashing light
the thyristcr being switehed
off at the next zero crossing
and L1 going out.
Since the thyristor is off,

Cl arid G are charged again,
whereupon the action repeats
itself.
As this is a mains-oper-

ated circuit, extreme care
should be taken in the eon-
struction and resring of it. It
should be impossible for any
mains-carrying parts to be
touched when the circuit is in
operation. Moreover, the dis-
tanee between mains-carrying
parts should be at least 3 nun.

Because a high potential
will exist across the capacitors
when L2 or the thyristor are
oot on, the capacitors should
have a rating of z 630 V

[A. Rietjcns-96410!j
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The digital-to-analogue con-
verter presented here could
not be simpler. lt consisrs of
the logic circuit of a printer
port of a computer and an
R-2R network. One of its ap-
plications is as asound card,
but, of course, it can also be
used in other applications in
which a digital code has to be
converted inro a voltage
When the converter is

used as Cl sound card, applica-
tions programs are required.
Several of these are available
via freeware and shareware,
with which, for instance, MOD

files (that is, Amiga sound
files) can be made audible
when the present card is con-
nected to the printer port of a
computer.
The July/Augustl996

issue of this magazine de-
scribes an AD/DA converter
(p. 102), including Turbo-Pas-

mini sound card

cal routines to communicate
via a parallel printer port.

[L Lcmmens . %4103

L o
o

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
s., R2. R4. R6. Ra, R,o. R'2.
R,4. R1S = 20 kQ, 10/0, SMD

R3• Rs. A7' Ag. Rl1• R13• A,s,
R1S• AH, R19 = 10 kQ, 1%,
SMD

RlB ~ 2.2 kfl

Capacitors:
C, = 470 nF, SMD
C2 = 10 nF, SMD

Miscellaneous:
K, ::::audio socket tor board
mounting
K2 = 25-way sub-D plug for
board mounting

"" .1 -- iTI l~t"'1 "'=,,""""i a
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The digital-to-analogue con-
verter presented here could
not be simpler. It consists of
the logic circuit of a printer
port of a computer and an
R-2R network. One of its ap-
plications is as asound card,
but, of course, it can also be
used in other applications in
which a digital code has to be
converted into a voltage
When the converter is

used as asound card, applica-
tions programs are required.
Several of these are available
via freeware and shareware,
with which, for instance, MOD
files (that is, Amiga sound
files) can be made audible
when the present card is con-
nected to the printer port of a
computer.
The July/August 1996

issue of this magazine de-
scribes an AD/DA converter
(p. 102), including Turbo-Pas-

mini sound card

cal routines to communicate
via a parallel printer port.

IL. Lemmens- 964103

L o
o

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl, R2, R4, RG, Ra, RlO, R12,
R14, R16 = 20 kQ, 1%, SMD

R3, Rs, R7, Rg, Rll, R13, R1S'
R1S, Ru, R19 = 10 kQ, 1%,
SMD

R18 = 2.2 kQ

Capacitors:
Cl = 470 nF, SMD
C2 = 10 nF, SMD

Miscellaneous:
Kl = audio socket for board
mounting

K2 = 25-way sub-D plug for
board mounting
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After a battery has been dis-
charged, it is often found that
tbe separate cells have been
discharged to different values.
This is, of course, not good
for the battery and may
shorten its life considerably,
which is an expensive busi-
ness. Th is danger may be pre-
vented by discharging the
cells individually by a circuit
such as the one in the dia-
gram. Since this discharger is
inexpensive to build, several
can be used in parallel.
Circuit IC2a is arranged

as a comparator. The neces-
sary reference voltage at it
inverting input is derived
frorn potential divider
R,-R3. The level of the ref-
erence voltage is the same as
that of a discharged cell, that

A proximity switch is one
whicb requires your hand to
be merely near it as opposed
to on it to operate.
The present switch Is

based on a capacitively cou-
pled oscillator-receiver com-
bination. Tf the coupling is
upset, the output state of the
receiver alters. The resulting
change in level may be used,
for instance, to switch a light
on or off via a relay.
The switch has four ele-

ments: an oscillator to drive
thc sensor, a selective ampli-
fier that raises the sensor sig-
nal, a rectifier, and a COITI-

para tor. The sensor, located
between the oscillator and
amplifier consists of two
metal strips (about
100X20 mm) at a parallel dis-
tance of about 10 mm from
each other.
The oscillator, Tela, may

be tuned between 7 MHz and
10 MHz witb PI' The tuned
circuit formed by LI and the
capacitance of the sensor is
designed for a central fre-
quency of 8.2 MHz. Owing to
tolerances in ICla, it may be
necessary to give C1 a slightly
different value if PI does not
cover the indicated range.
The oscillator signal is ap-

NiCd battery discharger

,n
+

@)-SV Ima• =2mA 964114·11

is, about 0.9 V.
The non-inverting input of

IC2a is at the sarne potential
as the actual cell voltage. If
this is higher than the refer-
ence vorrage. the comparator
output goes high, whereupon
Tl is switcbed on, so that the

cell is discbarged via Rs and
the transistor. The value of
RS is chosen to give a dis-
charge current of about
80mA.
Since the collector voltage

of TI is virtually constant
(0.2 V), the discharge current

drops with falling cell poten-
tial. When this potential has
decreased to about 0.9 V, the
comparator changes state,
which terminates the dis-
charging process. The process
may take several hours.
Resistor R4 provides a

small hysteresis of about
3mV.
The LED at the outpur of

the comparator lights when
the cell is being discharged.
To keep the current drain of
the circuit low, it is advisable
to use a low-current type LED.

The circuit is powered by a
mains adaptor followed by
regulator lCI, which converts
the 9-12 V from the adaptor
into a stable 5-V supply.

[L. Lemmens-954114J

capacitive proximity switch
C? 1V2

C9- OV6

@)-2VS

sv
+

IC1 = 74HC14
IC2 = TlC272

""

BAT82

plied to amplifier TI via the
sensor. The amplifier is tuned
to the correcr frequency with
trimmer C4. The output volt-
age of the amplifier may be
varied with P2'
The amplified signal is rec-

tified and smoothed by D I, 02,
Cs and C6, and split inro two
brancbes. Since the signals rep-
resent the instantaneous value
of the potential across the sen-
sor, one is applied directly to
the inverting inpur of com-

parator TG.zb' while the other is
applied to peak detector
1C:!,-OTC7. The detector has
a fairly large time constant; its
output is applied as a refer-
ence of the nominally present
signal level to thc non-invert-
ing input of the comparator.
When the oscillator circuit

is detuned owing to a change
in the sensor capacitance, the
instantaneous value of tbe
rectified signal will valY irn-
mediately, whereas the out-

94

BC547B
964120·11

put of tbe peak detector will
remain vi.rtually constant.
Consequently, the compara-
tor cbanges state, wh ich
causes transistor T2 to be
switched on. The collector
voltage of this transistor rnay
be used to drive a relay or
similar device.
For the calibration of the

circuit, an oscilloscope is
handy, but not essential.
Set the presets and trim-

Elektor Electronics 12/96



mer C4 to the eentre of tbeir
trave!.
Adjust P2 to give a poten-

tial aeross C6 and C7 - test
point C - of 2.5 V.
Leave the voltmeter aeross

C7 and adjust PI and C4 for
maximum meter reading.
Bear in rnind that this takes a
lirtle time owing to the large

tim e eonstant of the peak de-
teetor.
Readjust Pz to obtain a

meter reading of exactly
2.5 V.
Adjust P3 to obtain the dc-

sired sensitivity. With a sensor
as described, the sensitivity of
the prototype was such that
an operating distance of

100 mm was obtained. It is, of
course, essential that the cir-
cuit is fitted adjacent to the
sensor. Long(ish) wires be-
tween thern would make the
circuit vulnerable to spurious
radiations and this would de-
grade the reliability.
The circuit is powered by a

5-V supply and draws a cur-

rent of only 4.5 mA.
Finally, LI and ~ need

not be wound: they are small
ehokes that are readily avail-
able from your loeal retailer
or mailorder houses.

rt Giesberts . %41201

logic probe for 8031
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This is yet another vari-
ant of a probe to make
working with the logic
analyser published in OUf
May 1996 issue more
convenient. The present
variant is intended par-
ticularly for use with
8031-derived devices.
When the probe is in

place, all ports of the
relevant processor are
accessible exrernally via
two box headers, so that
32 test points can be
eonnected to the logic
analyser simultane-
ously. lt is, however,
also neeessary to make
a selection for six sig-
nals with three jumpers.
In crttical cases, par-

tieularly when high clock
frequencies are used, it
rnay be advisable to pro-
vide the processor on
the adaptor board with a
crystal. This means, of
course, that the crystal
in the relevant cquip-
ment must be rernoved
temporarily.
In the space re-

served for ICl (IC2)
tbere is no standard Je
socket bu t two long
rows of Je pins that pro-
trude at the track side
of the board. After they
have been soldered in
place, the pins can be
lengthened with one or
more sockets at tbe
track side.
The IC to be tested is

mounted at the top of
the board onto the two
rows of pins. The logic
probe is plugged into
the socket intended for
the IC.

[A. Rleijcna- %4112J

PARTS LIST

C" C2 ~ 27 pF
IC, ~ 8031 (40-pin Oll) 10
be tested
K,. K2 = 20-way box
header

X, = crystal removed fram
circult

95



mer C4 to the eentre of tbeir
trave!.
Adjust P2 to give a poten-

tial aeross C6 and C7 - test
point C - of 2.5 V.
Leave the voltmeter aeross

C7 and adjust PI and C4 for
maximum meter reading.
Bear in rnind that this takes a
lirtle time owing to the large

tim e eonstant of the peak de-
teetor.
Readjust Pz to obtain a

meter reading of exactly
2.5 V.
Adjust P3 to obtain the dc-

sired sensitivity. With a sensor
as described, the sensitivity of
the prototype was such that
an operating distance of

100 mm was obtained. It is, of
course, essential that the cir-
cuit is fitted adjacent to the
sensor. Long(ish) wires be-
tween thern would make the
circuit vulnerable to spurious
radiations and this would de-
grade the reliability.
The circuit is powered by a

5-V supply and draws a cur-

rent of only 4.5 mA.
Finally, LI and ~ need

not be wound: they are small
ehokes that are readily avail-
able from your loeal retailer
or mailorder houses.

rt Giesberts . %41201

logic probe for 8031
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This is yet another vari-
ant of a probe to make
working with the logic
analyser published in OUf
May 1996 issue more
convenient. The present
variant is intended par-
ticularly for use with
8031-derived devices.
When the probe is in

place, all ports of the
relevant processor are
accessible exrernally via
two box headers, so that
32 test points can be
eonnected to the logic
analyser simultane-
ously. lt is, however,
also neeessary to make
a selection for six sig-
nals with three jumpers.
In crttical cases, par-

tieularly when high clock
frequencies are used, it
rnay be advisable to pro-
vide the processor on
the adaptor board with a
crystal. This means, of
course, that the crystal
in the relevant cquip-
ment must be rernoved
temporarily.
In the space re-

served for ICl (IC2)
tbere is no standard Je
socket bu t two long
rows of Je pins that pro-
trude at the track side
of the board. After they
have been soldered in
place, the pins can be
lengthened with one or
more sockets at tbe
track side.
The IC to be tested is

mounted at the top of
the board onto the two
rows of pins. The logic
probe is plugged into
the socket intended for
the IC.

[A. Rleijcna- %4112J

PARTS LIST

C" C2 ~ 27 pF
IC, ~ 8031 (40-pin Oll) 10
be tested
K,. K2 = 20-way box
header

X, = crystal removed fram
circult

95



mer C4 to the centre of their
travel.
Adjust P2 to give a poten-

tial across C6 and C7 - test
point C - of 2.5 V.
Leave the voltmeter across

C7 and adjust PI and C4 for
maximum meter reading.
Bear in mind that this takes a
little time owing to the large

tim e constant of the peak de-
tector.
Readjust P2 to obtain a

meter reading of exactly
2.5 V.
Adjust P3 to obtain the de-

sired sensitivity. With a sensor
as described, the sensitivity of
the prototype was such that
an operating distance of

100 mm was obtained. It is, of
course, essential that the cir-
cuit is fitted adjacent to the
sensor. Long(ish) wires be-
tween them would make the
circuit vulnerable to spurious
radiations and this would de-
grade the reliability.
The circuit is powered by a

5-V supply and draws a cur-

rent of only 4.5 mA.
Finally, LI and L2 need

not be wound: they are small
chokes that are readily avail-
able from your local retailer
or mailorder houses.

rr. Giesberts . 964120]

logic probe for 8031
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This is yet another vari-
ant of a probe to make
working with the logic
analyser published in our
May 1996 issue more
convenient. The present
variant is intended par-
ticularly for use with
803I-derived devices.
When the probe is in

place, all ports of the
relevant processor are
accessible externally via
two box headers, so that
32 test points can be
connected to the logic
analyser simultane-
ously. It is, however,
also necessary to make
a selection for six sig-
nals with three jumpers.
In critical ca ses, par-

ticularly when high clock
frequencies are used, it
may be advisable to pro-
vide the processor on
the adaptor board with a
crystal. This me ans, of
course, that the crystal
in the relevant equip-
ment must be removed
temporarily.
In the space re-

served for ICI (IC2)
there is no standard Je
socket but two long
rows of Je pins that pro-
trude at the track side
of the board. After they
have been solde red in
place, the pins can be
lengthened with one or
more sockets at the
track side.
The Je to be tested is

mounted at the top of
the board onto the two
rows of pins. The logic
probe is plugged into
the socket intended for
the Je.

[A. Riet jens . 964112]

PARTS LIST

Cl' C2 = 27 pF
ICl = 8031 (40-pin Oll) to
be tested
Kl. K2 = 20-way box
header
Xl = crystal removed from
circuit
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In some cases, ir is desirable
Ior the inpur and output of an
Pe bus to be electrically iso-
lated. This is achieved in the
present circuit by a couple of
oproisolators. Since tbe bus is

electrically isolated 12C bus
actuates the LED in the first
optoisolator, and so on.
This vicious circle is bro-

ken as shown in the diagram.
The circuit consists of identi-
cal and symmetrical SDA and

bidirectional, at least two op-
toisolators are needed Ior the
SDA line and two for tbe SCL
Iine.
The first idea for the de-

sign was to eouple these two
pairs of optoisolators in cas-
eade. This idea was quickly
discarded, however, because
if the first optoisolator is dri-
ven from the bus and the LED

Iigbts, rhe phototransistor
causes the LED in the seeond
optoisolator to light also,
whereupon the phototransis-
tor in the second optoisolator

SCL lines.
Assuming that pin 2 of KJ

is logic low at a given instant,
the LED of optoisolator ICt
lights. The associated photo-
transistor is then on, whieh
carrhcs pin 2 of K2 via 07. At
the same time, the LED in IC2
is virtually short-circuited by
Dg, so that it cannot light.
The photo transistor in let

also ensures that indicator D3
lights. Note rhat this LED does
not load the pe bus in the
slightest.
Operation in the opposite

3V- ~

OV7-l.fL.fl-....

direction is simtlar, but then it
is D6 that prevents the LED in
le1 from Hghüng, while D1
functions as indicator.
The circuit around JC3

and lC4 forms an identieal
eoupling between pins 5 of K1
and K2 respectively.
Note that D1-D4 serve to

indicate in which direction
the data stream is moving.
The optoisolators are Type

6N139, which are typified by
their high speed (100 kbit ,-I)
and very low drive current.
The latter makes it possible

o
C
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for them to driven direct1y
from the Pe bus wirheut the
need of an amplifier.
Finally note the foUowing.

Eaeh half of the cireuit draws
a current of about 2.5 mA.
Use low-current rypes of LED.
In case of supply difficulties,
Schottky diodes DS-D 12 may
be replaced by standard Type
IN4148 diodes.

[C. Bajeux - 964062]

PARTS UST
Resistors:
R,-R, ~ 3.3 kQ
R,R. ~ 1 kQ

Semiconductors:
D1-04 = low-current LED

(2mA)
D5-D'2 ~ BAT82

Integrated circuits:
IC,-IC, ~ 6N139 (Tele-
funken)

Miscellaneous:
K1, K2 = 6-way mini DIN
bus for board mounting
pes Order No. 964062 (see
Readers Services)



In some cases, it is desirable
for the input and output of an
12Cbus to be electrically iso-
lated. This is achieved in the
present circuit by a couple of
optoisolators. Since the bus is

electrically isolated 12C bus
actuates the LED in the first
optoisolator, and so on.
This vicious circle is bro-

ken as shown in the diagram.
The circuit consists of identi-
cal and symmetrical SDA and

bidirectional, at least two op-
toisolators are needed for the
SDA line and two for the SCL

line.
The first idea for the de-

sign was to couple these two
pairs of optoisolators in cas-
cade. This idea was quickly
discarded, however, because
if the first optoisolator is dri-
ven from the bus and the LED

lights, the phototransistor
causes the LED in the second
optoisolator to light also,
whereupon the phototransis-
tor in the second optoisolator

SCL lines.
Assuming that pin 2 of KI

is logic low at a given instant,
the LED of optoisolator IC]
lights. The associated photo-
transistor is then on, which
earthes pin 2 of K2via D7. At
the same time, the LED in IC2
is virtually short-circuited by
Ds, so that it cannot light.
The phototransistor in IC]

also ensures that indicator D3
lights. Note that this LED does
not load the 12C bus in the
slightest.
Operation in the opposite

3V- ~

oV7_LfLIl
~
Sjs Sjs

direction is similar, but then it
is D6 that prevents the LED in
ICI from lighting, while D]
functions as indicator.
The circuit around IC3

and IC4 forms an identical
coupling between pins 5 of K]
and K2 respectively.
Note that D]-D4 serve to

indicate in which direction
the data stream is moving.
The optoisolators are Type

6N139, which are typified by
their high speed (100 kbit s+)
and very low drive current.
The latter makes it possible
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for them to driven directly
from the 12Cbus without the
need of an amplifier.
Finally note the following.

Each half of the circuit draws
a current of about 2.5 mA.
Use low-current types of LED.
In case of supply difficulties,
Schottky diodes DS-D12 may
be replaced by standard Type
IN4148 diodes.

[COBujeux - 964062)

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1-R4 = 3.3 kf.!
R5-Ra = 1 kf.!

Semiconductors:
01-04 = low-current LED
(2mA)
05-012 = BAT82

Integrated circuits:
IC1-IC4 = 6N139 (Tele-
funken)

Miscellaneous:
K1, K2 = 6-way mini DIN
bus for board mounting

PCB Order No. 964062 (see
Readers Services)



EMI tracer

T h e
tracer is

intended for
detecting spuri-

aus slecrro-aag-
netic Interference (EMI), par-
ticularly at frequencies above
30MBz.
The unit consists of a de-

tector, a current-to-voltage
(/-U) convertor that drives a
smal! moving-coil meter, and
a tiny whip antenna.
The antenna should really

be \4 Ä, but this is difficult to
arrange with a wide-band cir-
euit. In practice, a length of
about 70 cm will da fine. Note
that the antenna may also be
a telescopic type.
Capacitor CI and choke

LI form a high-pass filter with
a cut-off frequency of abaut

2, (0\
1N414a~

30 MHz. Detection of the re-
ceived signals is effected by
DI-CI. Tbe diode is held at
+4.5 V via the inverting input
of leI' The non-inverting
input is at earth potential for
alternating voltages via ~.
The anti-parallel-connected
diedes D2 and D3 serve to
protect the sensitive input of
the unit against large field-
strengths.
Operation al arnplifier

leIb converts the current
through D I into a voltage. Its
arnplification is very high, and
its transirnpedance is

It is a frequent requirement
in computer and audio sys-
tems that several units are
switched on or off simultane-
ously. The simplest way of ar-
ranging this is to switch the
various units via an extension

ca ICi = TL.C272

100p

"
1N4148

,,"

C? 4V5

@)- 9V

107 Q V-I The output of the
op amp drives a small 50 J-kA
meter.
The unit is powered by a

9 V alkaline or rechargeable
battery. So as not to load the
battery too heavily, halving
tbe supply voltage is effected
by an active voltage splitter:
ICla. This op amp converts
the voltage derived from
high-impedance divider
R4-RS inro a potential of
4.5 V that can be used with
low-irnpedance loads. Resis-
tor R3 prevents the op amp
from becoming unstable

auto mains switch
socket. Tbis may, however,
cause such a large current
that tbe mains fuse blows or
that other equiprnent is af-
fected by the current peak.
This can be prevented by the
use of the present circuit. 1t

98

ensures that the various units
are switched on one after an-
orher, so that the load on the
mains is spread, and also that
situations such as a 0011-

parked printer head are
avoided.

~ at

1
Ti'" _!9Vtsv

964082 - 11

owing to the capacitive load
formed by ~ and C4.

[H, Banekamp - 9640821

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
A, = 10 Mn
A, = 1 kn
A, = 100 n
A4, A5 = 100 kn

Capacitors:
C, = 10pF
C2 = 100 nF. high stability
C, = 100pF
C4, C6 = 10/lF, 16 V, radial
C5 = 10 nF, high stability

Inductors:
L, = 2.7/lF

Semlconductors:
0, = BAT82
0,-04 = 1N4148

Integrated circult:
IC, = TLC272

Miscellaneous:
81 = single-pole on/off
switch
Anti = 70 cm whip or tele-
scopic antenna
Mi = 50 pA, 3 kn, moving-
coil meter
Bt, = 9 V battery

The circuit is based on a
Type 4060 counter, IC2. The
values of tbe exterual compo-
nents of the intemal oscillator
are selected to result in an os-
cillator frequency.j.; of abour
10 Hz. The pulse rate of the
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01 08", lN4148
Rel ..ReS = V23056-A0105-Al01

signal at pin 7 (03) of IC2 is
fJ16. These pulses are used
ro clock 8-bit shift rcgisrer
ICla-IClb. Since the D-input
of [CI, is at the supply level,
the eight outputs will become
high one after another in the
rhythm of the clock (that is,
each 1.5s). The transistor,
T i-Tg. at each of the outputs
then actuates the associated
relay, Rej -Reg, and this
switches on the relevant

mains-operated unit.
At the Instant the eighth

output, pin 10 (OD) of IC,b
goes high, the counter is
reset. The relays rernain ener-
gized until Ihe supply voltage
is switched off.
Network R29-C2 arranges

the resetting of the shift regis-
ter when the mains is
switched on (again).
The supply for the circuit

consists of mains transforrner

TrI> bridge rectifier 81, and
reservoir capacitor C4. This is
used to energize the relays.
The supply for the rcs is addi-
tionally regulated by zener
diode D9. Diode Dia is lhe
mains on/off indicator.
The specified relays can

switch up to 2 kW.
It is advisable to use a

short-circuit-proof mains
transformer.
Connection between thc

various units and the relay
contacts is best made via a
3-way mains terminal block.
Ir is advisable 10 build the

cireuit in a Class 1 enclosure.
lf fewer than eight units

are used, the superfluous re-
lays, free-wheeling diodes and
switching transistor, starting
with Reg,. Dg• T 8. RS'

[T. Giesberts . 9640591

surround-sound loudspeaker
in a surround-sound system, 1 ,-
the quality of tbe drive units c.· ..... ·... .................

is [Jot partieularly important.
After all, the audio band-
width of this channel is li.m-
ited to about 100Hz to T7 kHz, and it does not make
sense, therefore, to use high- + ~
quality loudspeakers with a ~

1
~ 8straight response eharacteris- ~ N

tic from 45 Hz to 20 kHz.
Tbis article presents a

srnaU enclosure of 2 I volurne ~
that for aU its simplicity is em-

11
T
N

inently suitable for use as a M
G

surround-sound loudspeaker. ...L
The drive unit is a wide- , ................ ..~

band Monacor Type SP45 _L

with a diameter of 75 rnm
'" I ~,70~~~"

which retails at about E 6 to
E 8. In spire of its modest di- 170
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EMI tracer

T h e
tracer is

intended for
detecting spuri-

ous slectro-vag-
netic Interference (EMI), par-
ticularly at frequencies above
30 MHz.
The unit consists of a de-

tector, a current-to-voltage
(I-V) convertor that drives a
small moving-coil meter, and
a tiny whip antenna.
The antenna should really

be Y4A, but this is difficult to
arrange with a wide-band cir-
cuit. In practice, a length of
about 70 cm will do fine. Note
that the antenna mayaiso be
a telescopic type.
Capacitor Cl and choke

LI form a high-pass filter with
a cut-off frequency of about

30 MHz. Oetection of the re-
ceived signals is effected by
01-CI. The diode is held at
+4.5 V via the inverting input
of ICI. The non-inverting
input is at earth potential for
alternating voltages via C2.
The anti-parallel-connected
diodes 02 and 03 serve to
protect the sensitive input of
the unit against large field-
strengths.
Operation al amplifier

IClb converts the current
through 01 into a voltage. Its
amplification is very high, and
its transimpedance is

C3 ICl = TLC272

(?4VS

~9V

107Q V-I. The output of the
op amp drives a small 50 pA
meter.
The unit is powered by a

9 V alkaline or rechargeable
battery. So as not to load the
battery too heavily, halving
the supply voltage is effected
by an active voltage splitter:
rc., This op amp converts
the voltage derived from
high-impedance divider
R4-RS into a potential of
4.5 V that can be used with
low-impedance loads. Resis-
tor R3 prevents the op amp
from becoming unstable

I~----~
I ~_
l -----~.

It is a frequent requirement
in computer and audio sys-
tems that several units are
switched on or off simultane-
ously. The simplest way of ar-
ranging this is to switch the
various units via an extension

auto mains switch
socket. This may, however,
cause such a large current
that the mains fuse blows or
that other equipment is af-
fected by the current peak.
This can be prevented by the
use of the present circuit. It

98

ensures that the various units
are switched on one after an-
other, so that the load on the
mains is spread, and also that
situations such as a non-
parked printer head are
avoided.

964082·11

owing to the capacitive load
formed by C2 and C4.

[H. Bonekamp - 964082]

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl = 10 MQ
R2 = 1 kQ
R3 .. 100 Q
R4, R5 = 100 kQ

Capacitors:
Cl = 10 pF
C2 = 100 nF, high stability
C3 .. 100 pF
C4, C6 = 10 pF. 16 V. radial
C5 = 10 nF, high stability

Inductors:
Ll = 2.7 pF

Semiconductors:
01 = BAT82
O2-04 = 1N4148

Integrated circuit:
ICl = TLC272

Miscellaneous:
Sl = single-pole on/off
switch

Ant1 = 70 cm whip or tele-
scopic antenna
Ml == 50 pA, 3 kQ, moving-
coil meter
Btl = 9 V battery

The circuit is based on a
Type 4060 counter, IC2. The
values of the external compo-
nents of the internal oscillator
are selected to result in an os-
cillator frequency.jg, of about
10 Hz. The pulse rate of the
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signal at pin 7 (03) of IC2 is
fJ16. These pulses are used
ro clock 8-bit shift rcgisrer
ICla-IClb. Since the D-input
of [CI, is at the supply level,
the eight outputs will become
high one after another in the
rhythm of the clock (that is,
each 1.5s). The transistor,
T i-Tg. at each of the outputs
then actuates the associated
relay, Rej -Reg, and this
switches on the relevant

mains-operated unit.
At the Instant the eighth

output, pin 10 (OD) of IC,b
goes high, the counter is
reset. The relays rernain ener-
gized until Ihe supply voltage
is switched off.
Network R29-C2 arranges

the resetting of the shift regis-
ter when the mains is
switched on (again).
The supply for the circuit

consists of mains transforrner

TrI> bridge rectifier 81, and
reservoir capacitor C4. This is
used to energize the relays.
The supply for the rcs is addi-
tionally regulated by zener
diode D9. Diode Dia is lhe
mains on/off indicator.
The specified relays can

switch up to 2 kW.
It is advisable to use a

short-circuit-proof mains
transformer.
Connection between thc

various units and the relay
contacts is best made via a
3-way mains terminal block.
Ir is advisable 10 build the

cireuit in a Class 1 enclosure.
lf fewer than eight units

are used, the superfluous re-
lays, free-wheeling diodes and
switching transistor, starting
with Reg,. Dg• T 8. RS'

[T. Giesberts . 9640591

surround-sound loudspeaker
in a surround-sound system, 1 ,-
the quality of tbe drive units c.· ..... ·... .................

is [Jot partieularly important.
After all, the audio band-
width of this channel is li.m-
ited to about 100Hz to T7 kHz, and it does not make
sense, therefore, to use high- + ~
quality loudspeakers with a ~

1
~ 8straight response eharacteris- ~ N

tic from 45 Hz to 20 kHz.
Tbis article presents a

srnaU enclosure of 2 I volurne ~
that for aU its simplicity is em-

11
T
N

inently suitable for use as a M
G

surround-sound loudspeaker. ...L
The drive unit is a wide- , ................ ..~

band Monacor Type SP45 _L

with a diameter of 75 rnm
'" I ~,70~~~"

which retails at about E 6 to
E 8. In spire of its modest di- 170
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mensions, the SP45 has (rela-
tively) excellent reproduction
properties. Tt can handle up
to 40 Wand its frequency
range is a commendable
100 Hz to 15 kHz. Figure I
shows the frequency response
curve 01 the SP45 fitred in the
enclosure. The curve shows
only one weakness: a 5 dB dip
above 3.5 kHz. Tn view of the
earlier stated bandwidth limi-
tation, this is hardly a serious
flaw, however.
Figure 2 shows tbe con-

structicn plan of the enclo-
sure. For the prototype, 8 rum
thick plywood was used, but
this is, of course, not manda-
tory: whar is important is that
the inside dimensions rernain
84x154x184 mru.
The bass reflex gate con-

sists of a 43 rnm lang piece 01'
pvc tube with 0/0 of 32 rnrn
and 110 of 25.5 nun. If this
provcs difficult to obtain, use
a piece of rvc tube with the

Per specific applications,
there are ICS whose operation
may be influenced by the pro-
gramrmng of the contral reg-
isters. Communication be-
tween such an JC and the
processor is usually via a ser-
ial 3-wire link.
The present circuit uses a

Type CS3310. The two 8-bil
words are converted into ser-
ial form by two shift registers
Type 4021. This enables the
code set by DIP switches S2
and S3 to be sent to the
CS33 10.
The parallel-load input

(pin 9) operates asynchro-
nously. This means that that
the data applied to parallel in-
puts A-H are accepted by the
internal registers as lang as
pin 9 is high. lf this pin is made
10w, that data are shifted into
the direction 01 QH (pin 3) at
the next leading edge of rbe
clock signal. At that same in-
stant, that da ta at the serial
input (pin 11) is accepted by
QA. Since QH olly is linked to
the serial input 01 JC" all 16
birs of data are shifted to QH

after 1.6clock pulses,
The clock is provided by

oscillatorlscaler l~. Tbe first
branch of the divider is Q3'
The shifting and accepting of
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more common OID of 40 mm
and an 110 of 33.6 nun, but the
length must then be increased
to 82.5 mm. Since the pipe is
then very elose 10 the rear
wall of the encJosure, it is ad-
visable to increase the dept h
or the box by 20 mm and re-

duce the other dimensions ac-
cordingly: the volume must
remain the sarne.
Tbc SP45 is available with

an 812 or a 4 n voice coi!.
Since the surround-sound de-
coder published in this maga-
zine last year must be loaded

with at least 8 n, it is advis-
able to use two er more 4 n
types in series.
Finally, the encJosure must

be filled with suitable
wadding, but make sure that
tbe reflex pipe stays clear.

[1: Giesbens . 964053]
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1
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mensions, the SP45 has (rela-
tively) excellent reproduction
properties. Tt can handle up
to 40 Wand its frequency
range is a commendable
100 Hz to 15 kHz. Figure I
shows the frequency response
curve 01 the SP45 fitred in the
enclosure. The curve shows
only one weakness: a 5 dB dip
above 3.5 kHz. Tn view of the
earlier stated bandwidth limi-
tation, this is hardly a serious
flaw, however.
Figure 2 shows tbe con-

structicn plan of the enclo-
sure. For the prototype, 8 rum
thick plywood was used, but
this is, of course, not manda-
tory: whar is important is that
the inside dimensions rernain
84x154x184 mru.
The bass reflex gate con-

sists of a 43 rnm lang piece 01'
pvc tube with 0/0 of 32 rnrn
and 110 of 25.5 nun. If this
provcs difficult to obtain, use
a piece of rvc tube with the

Per specific applications,
there are ICS whose operation
may be influenced by the pro-
gramrmng of the contral reg-
isters. Communication be-
tween such an JC and the
processor is usually via a ser-
ial 3-wire link.
The present circuit uses a

Type CS3310. The two 8-bil
words are converted into ser-
ial form by two shift registers
Type 4021. This enables the
code set by DIP switches S2
and S3 to be sent to the
CS33 10.
The parallel-load input

(pin 9) operates asynchro-
nously. This means that that
the data applied to parallel in-
puts A-H are accepted by the
internal registers as lang as
pin 9 is high. lf this pin is made
10w, that data are shifted into
the direction 01 QH (pin 3) at
the next leading edge of rbe
clock signal. At that same in-
stant, that da ta at the serial
input (pin 11) is accepted by
QA. Since QH olly is linked to
the serial input 01 JC" all 16
birs of data are shifted to QH

after 1.6clock pulses,
The clock is provided by

oscillatorlscaler l~. Tbe first
branch of the divider is Q3'
The shifting and accepting of
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more common OID of 40 mm
and an 110 of 33.6 nun, but the
length must then be increased
to 82.5 mm. Since the pipe is
then very elose 10 the rear
wall of the encJosure, it is ad-
visable to increase the dept h
or the box by 20 mm and re-

duce the other dimensions ac-
cordingly: the volume must
remain the sarne.
Tbc SP45 is available with

an 812 or a 4 n voice coi!.
Since the surround-sound de-
coder published in this maga-
zine last year must be loaded

with at least 8 n, it is advis-
able to use two er more 4 n
types in series.
Finally, the encJosure must

be filled with suitable
wadding, but make sure that
tbe reflex pipe stays clear.
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the dara always takes place at
the leading edge of the clock,
Ta ensure that the edge oc-

A mains-slave unit has a mas-
tcr ourlet and one or more
slave outlets, Tbe master out-
let is connected permanently
to thc mains, but the slave
outlets via a relay (or similar
switching element). When the
equipment connected to the
master Durlet is switched on,
the mains-slave unit detects
that a current flows througb
the rransformer and arranges
for the slave outlers to be con-
nected to the mains as well.
There are rnany types and

varieties of rnains-slave, most
of which have in cornrnon
thar eveu in the quiescent
state tbey use a certain
amaunt of power. The pre-
sent circuit only draws power
when the equipment con-
nected to the slave outlet(s) is
switched on. Even then, it
draws only 25 mA from the
mains.
ln the diagram, KI is the

mains input couuector, K2 the
master outlet, and K3 the
slave ou riet, which can, of
course, apply the mains to a
number of mains sockets.
Transformer 'If functions

as a current sensor. When the
equipment connected to K2 Is
switched on, a voltage is in-
duced across the secondary
win ding. This voltage is recti-
fied and smoothed by Dsp,
D6, CS and C6, and then ap-
plied via sensitivity control P 1
to the gate of Tl (a 500-Y
MOSFET). Tbls transistor is
switehed on, causing relay
Re- to be energized. The
relay contacts then conneet
the mains voltage to K3. The
relay specified can switch up
10 2000 VA.

Elektor Electronics

curs in the middle of a da ta
bit, the cloek Ior the shift reg-
isters is inverted by leid'

964011I]_ 12

The cycle is started when
SiR bistable [Cla-IClb is set
with SI. When it is completed,

after about 120 rns, the out-
put of lClb goes low, where-
upon the shift registers trans-
fer to the seria.1 mode and JC-.2
is enabled: es is then active.
After 03 has been high 16

tim es, the bistable is reset via
Q8 and inverter feie' Abour
20-301's after the last tr ail-
ing edge of the clock, es be-
comes inactive.
The currenr drain of the

circuit is determined primar-
ily by R5 and R6: with closed
DIP switches, it is S 0.1 mA.

[T.Giesberts . 964080J

thrifty mains-slave unit
The transformer can de-

tect currents of up to 30 mA.
This sensitiviry is attained by
resonant circuit Trt-CrC4
if = 50 Hz). This arrange-
ruents also prevents any high-
frequency interfer-
ence affecting tbe
proper operation
of the circuit. The
capacitors may be
replaced by a sin-
gle bipolar elec-
trolytic type of
10 I'F, 63 V
The rectifier is

a cascade type,
whose output volt-
age is equal to the
peak-to-peak po-
tential aeross
y-C.
Resistor R4 and

diode D7 protect
the gate of T [
against high volt-
ages.
The sensitivity

of the circuit is set
with PI so that
when thc master
equipment is
switched on, the
relay is just ener-
gized.
The supply volt-

age for the relay
and TI is derived
directly from the mains by the
reactance of Cl and ~ and
bridge rectifier 01-D4. Ca-
pacitor ~ smooths the poten-
tial across the relay.
Bear in mind that when

the gate voltage for Tl is wo
low to switch on the transis-
tor, the full mains voltage is
dropped across it.
Resistors R2 and R3 dis-
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charge Cl and C2 in tbe qui-
escent state to prevent any
dangerous potential remain-
ing at the input.
The trausformcr is wound

on an ETD29 former and E27

insulating tape. With a wire as
speeified for the primary, the
rnaster equipment may draw a
current of up to 2 A
As always with mains-op-

erated equipment, the great-
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core material. The primary
winding consists of 24 turns of
0.8 mrn enamelled copper
wire, and the secondary of 500
turns of 0.2 mm enamelled
copper wire. Wind the sec-
ondary first, cover it with a
layer of insulating tape, then
wind the prirnary over this and
cover this also with a layer of

101

est care should be taken in
the construction. Always
make sure that no rnains-car-
rying parts can be touched
and that the distance between
such parts is at least 3 mrn.
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the dara always takes place at
the leading edge of the clock,
Ta ensure that the edge oc-

A mains-slave unit has a mas-
tcr ourlet and one or more
slave outlets, Tbe master out-
let is connected permanently
to thc mains, but the slave
outlets via a relay (or similar
switching element). When the
equipment connected to the
master Durlet is switched on,
the mains-slave unit detects
that a current flows througb
the rransformer and arranges
for the slave outlers to be con-
nected to the mains as well.
There are rnany types and

varieties of rnains-slave, most
of which have in cornrnon
thar eveu in the quiescent
state tbey use a certain
amaunt of power. The pre-
sent circuit only draws power
when the equipment con-
nected to the slave outlet(s) is
switched on. Even then, it
draws only 25 mA from the
mains.
ln the diagram, KI is the

mains input couuector, K2 the
master outlet, and K3 the
slave ou riet, which can, of
course, apply the mains to a
number of mains sockets.
Transformer 'If functions

as a current sensor. When the
equipment connected to K2 Is
switched on, a voltage is in-
duced across the secondary
win ding. This voltage is recti-
fied and smoothed by Dsp,
D6, CS and C6, and then ap-
plied via sensitivity control P 1
to the gate of Tl (a 500-Y
MOSFET). Tbls transistor is
switehed on, causing relay
Re- to be energized. The
relay contacts then conneet
the mains voltage to K3. The
relay specified can switch up
10 2000 VA.
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curs in the middle of a da ta
bit, the cloek Ior the shift reg-
isters is inverted by leid'

964011I]_ 12

The cycle is started when
SiR bistable [Cla-IClb is set
with SI. When it is completed,

after about 120 rns, the out-
put of lClb goes low, where-
upon the shift registers trans-
fer to the seria.1 mode and JC-.2
is enabled: es is then active.
After 03 has been high 16

tim es, the bistable is reset via
Q8 and inverter feie' Abour
20-301's after the last tr ail-
ing edge of the clock, es be-
comes inactive.
The currenr drain of the

circuit is determined primar-
ily by R5 and R6: with closed
DIP switches, it is S 0.1 mA.

[T.Giesberts . 964080J

thrifty mains-slave unit
The transformer can de-

tect currents of up to 30 mA.
This sensitiviry is attained by
resonant circuit Trt-CrC4
if = 50 Hz). This arrange-
ruents also prevents any high-
frequency interfer-
ence affecting tbe
proper operation
of the circuit. The
capacitors may be
replaced by a sin-
gle bipolar elec-
trolytic type of
10 I'F, 63 V
The rectifier is

a cascade type,
whose output volt-
age is equal to the
peak-to-peak po-
tential aeross
y-C.
Resistor R4 and

diode D7 protect
the gate of T [
against high volt-
ages.
The sensitivity

of the circuit is set
with PI so that
when thc master
equipment is
switched on, the
relay is just ener-
gized.
The supply volt-

age for the relay
and TI is derived
directly from the mains by the
reactance of Cl and ~ and
bridge rectifier 01-D4. Ca-
pacitor ~ smooths the poten-
tial across the relay.
Bear in mind that when

the gate voltage for Tl is wo
low to switch on the transis-
tor, the full mains voltage is
dropped across it.
Resistors R2 and R3 dis-
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charge Cl and C2 in tbe qui-
escent state to prevent any
dangerous potential remain-
ing at the input.
The trausformcr is wound

on an ETD29 former and E27

insulating tape. With a wire as
speeified for the primary, the
rnaster equipment may draw a
current of up to 2 A
As always with mains-op-

erated equipment, the great-
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core material. The primary
winding consists of 24 turns of
0.8 mrn enamelled copper
wire, and the secondary of 500
turns of 0.2 mm enamelled
copper wire. Wind the sec-
ondary first, cover it with a
layer of insulating tape, then
wind the prirnary over this and
cover this also with a layer of

101

est care should be taken in
the construction. Always
make sure that no rnains-car-
rying parts can be touched
and that the distance between
such parts is at least 3 mrn.
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Same people are worried by
the contarninarion of the en-
vironment by electric fields. A
few even speak of 'electros-
mog' and are even suspicious
of the radiation by the domes-
tic mains circuits. The cleaner
presented here is intended for
those who want to reduee any
risk they run by exposure to
the latter radiation. The cir-
cuit breaks, for instanee, the
wiring in bedrooms or other
plaees where no mains volt-
age is required for eertain pe-
riods.
In the quieseent srate, the

mains circuit between K1 and
K2 is broken by the contact of
relay Rc.. Instead of the
mains, thc eontact places a di-
reet voltage (no radiationl) of
12 V on to K1• This auxiliary
voltage rnakes it possible for
the rnains voltage to be Te-
stored as soon as this is Te-
quired. When, for instance,
an appliance, such as a bed-
side light, connected to Kj, is
switched on, the auxiliary
voltage will cause a sm all cur-
rent to flow, which results in Cl

potential drop of about 0.2 V
across diodes 01 and 02·
Shunt resistor R1 suppresses
any voltage peaks.
The drop ac ross the

diodes is applied to the non-
inverting input of comparator
lCla. The switching threshold
of this op amp is arranged at
abaut 0.1 V by resistors R3
and R4, to reduce the effect
of spurious voltages, such as
the offset voltage of the
op amp, to aminimum.

The eomparator outpur is
applied to a simple peak de-
tector formed by network
CrDJ. When the circuit is ac-
tive, the potential across Cl is
about + 10 V. The output 01
comparator IC-Ib is then high,
so that Tl conducts, which re-
sults in the relay being ener-
gized. K1 is then isolated
from the 12 V line and con-
nected to Kz, so that mains
voltage is applied to Ir.

When the load (larnp) is
switched off, Cl is discharged
via Rs, so that after a short
while eomparator leib
changes state, whercupon the
relay is deenergized again.
The power supply for the

circuit is traditional. Note
that regulator ICz in the posi-
tive line is loaded more heav-

mains vOltage 'cleaner'

ily than lC3 in the negative
line,
The circuit is best built on

the rcs shown. Diodes 01
and O2 must be mounted (in-
sulated!) on a eommon heat

sink (205 K W-I).
When the unit has been

checked thorougbly, it must
be fitted in a non-metal en-
closure. When this has been
done, connect it to the central

junction box far the relevant
location.
Note that the unit is of no

use in locations with a ring
cireuit.

JA Pöschl. %4070J
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1 = 1 kQ
R2 = 100 kQ
R3 = 120 kQ
R4 = 1.2 kQ
Rs = 1 MQ
R6 = 10 kQ

Capacitors:
Cl = 220 nF
C2, C3 = 470 f1F, 25 V, ra-
dial
C4-C7 = 100 nF, high sta-
bility

Semiconductors:
01, O2 = BYW29-100
03 = 1N4148
04-08 = 1N4001
Tl '" B0679

Integrated Circuits:
ICl ;= TL082
IC2 = 7812
IC3 = 7912

Miscellaneous:
K1, K2 = 3-way terminal
block, pitch 7.5 mm
Fi "" fuse, 8 A, slow, with
holder for board mounting
F2 = fuse, 50 mA, slow,
with holder tor board
mounting
Rel = relay, 12 V, 8 A,. with
one change-over contact

Trl == maius transformer,
2><15V, 4.5 VA secondary,
e.g. Velleman (Maplin)
Type 2150050M
Heat sink;?;5 KW~l, e,g.
Fischer SK129f38 (trom
O<lu)
Enclosure t5QX80x55 mm,
e.g. 8oPl<lE440

PCB Order NO. 964070 (see
Readers ServiceS)

Most of you will be familiar
with the classic resistor-capaci-
tor combinationwhichserves to
reset a microprocessor or -con-
troller. Unfortunately, these
power-on circuitsdo not a1ways
function reliably.The enhanced
power-on reset (POR) circuit
shown here is suitable for 'ac-
tive-low reset' controllers, and
has an advantage over the clas-
sie R-C combination in that it
keeps the processor reset until
the supply voltage has reached
the nominal value. That hap-

Elektor Electronics
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alternative
power-on reset circuit
pens because transistor Tl does
not conduct and pull the reset
input high until potential di-
vider Rl-R2 supplies a suffi-
ciently high base voltage. The
result of the improved power-
on reset timing is a much more
reliable start of some micro-
controllers, which may be es-
sential in unattended systems
where start-up faults can not be
tolerated.

The operation of the circuit
is perfected by capacitor Cl,
which ensures that the reset
line does not go high until the
full supply voltage has been
present for some time. The
value of Cl depends to some
extent on the application Is the
value of 10J.lFis given as guid-
anceonly.

[Source: Parallax Ine. - 964068]
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R, ~ 1 kn
R2 ~ 100 kn
R3~120kn
R, ~ 1.2 kn
Rs ~ 1 Mn
R6~ 10kn

Capacitors:
C, ~ 220 nF
C2, Co ~ 470 ~F. 25 V, ra-
dial
C4-C7 -= 100 nF, high sta-
bility

Semiconductors:
D" D2 ~ BYW29-100
D3 ~ lN4148
D,-D, ~ 1N4001
T, ~ BD679

Integrated Circuits:
IC, ~ TL082
IC2 ~ 7812
IC, ~ 7912

Miscellaneous:
K" K2 = a-way terminal
block, pitch 7.5 mm
Fi = fuse, 8 A, slow, with
holder for board mounting
F2 = fuse, 50 mA, slow,
with holder for board
mounting
Re1 = relay, 12 V, 8 A, with
one chanqe-over contact
Tr1 = mains transformer,
2x15 V, 4.5 VA secondary,
9.g. VelJeman (Maplin)
Type 2150050M
Heat sink ~5 KW-1, e.g.
Fischer SK129/38 (tram
Dau)
Enclosure 15oxaOx55 mm .
•. g. Bopla E440
PCS Order No. 964070 (see
Readers Services)

Most of you will be familiar
with the etassie resisror-capaci-
tor cornbination which serves to
reset a microprocessor er -con-
trolJer. Unfortunately, these
power-on circuits da not always
function reliably. The enhanced
power-on reset (PüR) circuir
shown here is suitable for 'ac-
tive-low reset' controllers, and
has an advantage over the das-
sie R-C combmation in that it
keeps the processor reset until
the supply voltagc has reaehed
the nominal value. That hap-
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alternative
power-on reset circuit
pens because transistor TI does
not conduct and pul! the reset
input high until potential di-
vider RI-R2 supplies a suffl-
ciently high base voltage. The
result of the improved power-
on reset timing is a rnuch more
reliable start of some micrc-
controllers, which may be es-
sential in unattended systems
wbere start -up faults can not be
tolerated.

~----.----.,:+)+ sv
The operation of the circuit

is perfected by capacitor Cl,
which ensures that the reset
line does not go high until the
full supply voltage has been
present for some time. The
value of Cl depeuds to some
extent on thc application 1 s the
value of 10 J.lF is given as guid-
ance only.

[Source: Parallax Ine .. 964068]964068 • 11
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This simple circuit aets as fre-
queney multiplier whieh con-
verts any sloped input wave-
form into a distorted output
waveform whose frequeney
speetrum is marked by a rieh
barmonics eontent. The input
frequency does not disappear
from the speetrum, however.
When a pure sinewave input

signal is applied, the circuit gen-
erates odd barmonics only.
That is, in theory, and assuming
that the two input comparators
are exactly equal, with O-V ref-
erence settings at their - Inputs.
The push-pull outputs of eom-
parators lClb and ICla then

Uin [V]

t

harmonics generator
supply differential signals to
adder IC2, which eancels out
even-numbered harmonics. For
different mark/space ratios of
the comparator output signals,
as set with PI and P2, the har-
monie spectrum changes. A
duty factor of 0.25, for instance,
will cause the circuit to supply
the seeond, sixth and tenth har-
monics, but not the fourth one.
The spectrum funetion is then
written as sin(x)/x.

FOT pulse-shaped alremating
input voltages, the output spec-
trum may also be described by
sin(x)/x, but only the odd-num-
bered hanuonics are generated.

uret t -
ov~+-------~~--------~+-------~~

, ,, ,----~--------~---, ,~--------~---- --: i

uoutt[V]~:,' ---1

~

:.ii:. L'

, :: 1-, ----l
---+ t lel
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When combining water and
electricity it is essential that the
current flow be a.c., else elee-
trolysis will eat one elecrrode
away. This eireuit was devised
to give an audible alarm when a
water tank was approaching
empty. A switch was then
ehanged over, a pump turned
on manually, and when the
alarm sounded again the pump
was switehed off and tbe swirch
reset, again manuaUy. Sure, it
would have been an easy mat-
ter to automate the process, but
tbat was not considered appro-
priate for the application.
The cireuit eonsists of two

eonventional CMOS oscillator
gate pairs as found in the text
books. Witb the switeh in the
'low' position, gates lCIa and
ICl d provide an alternating
current flow through C2, R3.
tbe common electrode, through
tbe water and the low elee-

5V
+

OV"Uln"SV

-SV" ureta ,,5V

Qu--,;::-+----+---t

ICl '" TLC3702

964069 - 11 sv

The referenee levels for the
input comparators determine
the output waveform. The de-
sired degree of distortion of the
input waveform is, therefore,
adjusted with the two presets.
For the best possible aeeuraey
of the adding operation, the
inpur opamps should have
matehing a.c. performance. For
the same reason, R2 and R3

should be matehed to within
1%.
Current consumption of the

circuit is smaller than 5 mA
from a regulated syrmnetrical 5-
volt supply. The level of the
input waveform should be sta-
ble and smaller than 5 V peak-

[Design hy H. ßcnekump - 9640691

water level monitor
trode, to earth. Whcn thc water
level drops, the circuit to earth
is interrupted and the a.e. is
then fed via SI to the junction
of DI-D2. This charges C3 so
that pin 5 01 IClb goes positive,
causing gates IClb and TCle to
start osciUating. The audible
transducer is an a.c, buzzer, al-
tbough a telephone earpiece
mayaiso be used.
The switch is then moved

to the 'high' position waiting
for the tank 10 fiU.Pin 6 of ICI
is then at ground potential via
RS, waiting for the tank to fill
and conneet the common and
high electrodes via the water.
The a.c. then üows through
D2 to onee again sound the
alarm. The pump is turned off
and Sl restored to sense
empty onee more. There is no
setting up to the eireuit, al-
though the rate of charge of
eapacitor C3 may be ehanged

110

sv
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G> 1.3kHz

G:> 1.8kHz
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LOW ~GH

COMMON
ICl = 4011

by altering the value of R3.
Power supply for the eireuit

may be from 5 to 12 volts de-
rived from a standard trans-
former/rectifier/capacitor setup
or from battery. With the latter
an on/off switeh is recom-

mended despite the low current
drain of about 0.3 mA in
standby mode, and 1 mA when
the buzzer sounds. No regula-
tion is necessary.

[Design by D_ Nelson 96404fj1
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The Highway Code and Road
Traffic Acr stipulate that be-
fore starring a journey in
his/her car a driver must ver-
ify that all the ear's Iights are
working correctly. Many
modern cars are. therefore,
fitred wirb a monitor panel on
the dash board. Ir is highly un-
likely thar many drivers of
cars not so equipped ever da
this regularly as evinced by
the nurüber of cars one sees
on the road with defect lights,
particularly brake warning
lights. The failure of such
lights is at best a nuisance and
at warst a danger 10 otber
road users.
It is relatively simple to

construct an effective lights
monitor. The only proviso for
this is rhar the fuse terminals
of the electric circuits are in
easy reach: this is normally
the case.
The design is bascd on the

(tiny) voltage drop across the
fuse in series with the rele-
vant lamps, lr is, of course, es-
sential to know which larnps
are connected to a particular
fuse and how much drop the
current causes across the fuse.
As a rule, side lights and

rear lights use one common
fuse, as do the two (in many
ca ses, three) brake warning
lights. Headlights normally

When voltages are measured,
it is not always necessary to
find the exact value Often, it
is sufficient to check whether
a potential lies within a cer-
tain range of voltages. The
present circuir indicates by
means of three LEDS whether
a voltage is greater than 4 V,
5.7 V or 7.4 V.
The reference potential is

provided by aseries network
of diodes D4-D9. The LEDS
are connected to various junc-
tions in this network. The
measurand is applied to the
LEDS via ernurer folIower Tl
and series reslstors.
Any one LED will light only

if the input voltage exceeds
the surn of the base-emitter
junction of Tl> the drop

Elektor Electronics

car lights monitor
use two-filament lamps
ra ted at 55-60 W. Each fila-
ment is protected by a sepa-
rate 10 A fuse. There are, of
course, variations on rhis,
but these do not alter the

n
~ z , ~!f !f

~ ~ • !• ~0 a

principle of the circuit.
The car's battery voltage,

Ua, less the voltage drop
across the fuse, Uf, is applied
to the non-inverting input of
comparator TCl. The con-
stant drop, UD' across diode
diode D I is 0.6 V A portion
of UD' determined by poten-

tial divider R3-R2 is deducted
from UB, and the remaining
voltage, that is, UB-UD, is ap-
plied to the inverting input of
tbe comparator.
The output of the com-

ß)-11V4

(9-12'1 ~ 0'1/11'1

964049·11

para tor is low (Jights on, LED
off) as long as Ur> UD and
high (Iamp defect, LED on)
when Uf<UD.
The vaiue of R3 must be

determined empirically. This
beca use the very small level of
Uf depends on many factors
and cannot, therefore, be

vOltage monitor
across the relevant series re-
slstor, the LED voltage, and
the the drop across the diodes
following the LED. In this way
the following potentials are
obtained:

D3: 4 V
(2UD+UD3+ UR4+ Ub,);

D.: 5.7 V
(4UD+UD4+UR3+Ub');

D5: 7.4 V
(6UD+UD5+UR2+Ub')'

A slight drawback of the
circuit is that thc light inten-
sity of rhe LEDS does not re-
main constant when the input
voltage changes, but that ls a
smalt price to pay for such a
very simple design.

[H. Bonekamp - 965054]
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readily predicted. In the pro-
totype, it was 6 mV in the case
of 10 W bulbs, and 25 mV in
the case of 42 W bulbs.
Because of tbe tiny voltage

differential at the inputs of
the comparator, tbe offset ad-
justment with Pl is very pre-
eise. Set the control carefully
to obrain 0 rnV output with
tbe inputs short-circuited.
Note that it is imperative

that the op amp is a Type
TL081 or its dual version
TL082 since these op amps
are sorne of the very few that
can handle the input voltage
right up to the upper limit of
the supply voltage.
The circuit draws only a

small current: about 15 rnA
when the LED lights.
In case the light switch is

located between battery and
fuse, as shown in the diagram,
tbe op amp is powered only
when tbe lights are switcbed
on. In the case of brake lights,
the op amp needs to be pow-
ered by the switched positive
supply Iine.
In the (unlikely) case that

a large and a small load use a
common fuse, the present cir-
cuit is not of much use, since
tbe failing of the smaillamp
will hardly be detectable.

ru Münch • 964049J
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